Place Names Beginning with the Letter B by Rennick, Robert M.
BACHELORS REST (Pendleton Co.) I . ~aechhl/OJrz Rehsf] (Berlin). This 
name still identifies a settlement l~ miles from the Bracken Co. 
line and 5 air miles ese of Falmouth. It was allegedly named for 
the bachelors who'd be seen sunning themselves on benahes in front 
of the local store. The post office, established as Batchelors 
~ (sic) on May 16,' l870/1~;with Robert A. Stanly, postmasterG' was 
renamed Mains in 1887 when Sarah Mains became postmaster. It close 
in 1903. U:thel Bell, interview, 10/17/l 9c.§] \ "-3 0 
... . . 
::::r 
. BACKUSBURG (Calloway Co.): §aekhs/bu€S.b] (Kirksey). A graveyard and 
other signs of what may have been 'an old Chickiasaw settlement a:J:'e st.:i.ll 
visible on.: the bluff, above the site of this nWVf. abandon!ld mill andii.tr::ad 
ing town on, Ky. 464,li miles from the Graves Co. line and ~j air miles 
nw of Murnay •. Among the earliest white settlers of the vicinity was 
...... .1.-.-..... , c _ •• _ 
Sam Watson. who, in 1818, settled. just south of the present:~_~}t~~ 
Bl3icl.ers:l:m.~\, A post of:frice serving that area at some undetermined loca-
. , 
, . 
.' " 'I ,. ~ '.' • '., ' • ~, 
tion was ,establJ.shed <3,S Clarks RJ.,ver, for the nearby stream, on April 
27,;1846 with Jonathan W. Terrell" postmaster,. and was discol'ftin,ued on 
July 6, i860. It was re-estab:).ished as Backusburgh,. though'not neces-
. sarily at the same sij;'e, on Nov. 7, 1873 with Wm. P. Bean,: .postmaster, 
and named for Asa'B:ackus who, with Jac (sic) Thomas, ~ad opened a saw 
and gdst mill there &orne 4 years b'efore •. , According!~~~o G, _~_~~:: tradi- . 
tion; Asa and" another ,contended for the honor of· bestowing th~;ir. names 
, , 
upon .the new off,ice; someone 'flipped a coin:i!and -Asa won.' Sometime 
- '.-
later-,. he moved to. Te;xas where he became a succ.essful busines?man. 
BE8l1,'is also said to have run ·the local saw and grist mills ,wki!le 
McNut't~' and Ladd:, .. Mayfield businessIJlen, ran the first store. . The post 
.office was discontinued on Oct,i 1'4, 1905. Mills and st.ore are now gone 
~t.',<~ 
and'local :farm families get their ma:j.l from Kirks ey. 4 miles ea~t. [il) 
Brown C. T.ucker, interview, 8/4/1977; (2) Letter to MURRAY LEDGER & 
< 
TIlvlES, c,1940 and repro'. in Ibid •. , 4/28/19ii] I? "I.-'i'!'1oj 
. , 
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BAGDAD (Shelby Co.): ffiaegh/ da~ (N. Pleasureville). A village 
with an active post office and some 250 residents centered at 
the junction of KY 12 and 395, 8t,air miles ne of Shelbyville. 
The post office of Christiansburg, established Jan. 20, 1827 at 
a point 2 miles nw, was moved here in 1861 and renamed Bagdad 
with Richard Radford as postmaster. No one really knows why 
this name was applied to the post office and station on the old 
Louisville Cinoinnati & Lexington (now L&N) Railr9ad, but nearly 
all of the traditional accounts have been challenged. According 
to one of these, the station was named for Radford,. a favorite 
of the early raiil'roadmen, who had been nicknamed "Daddy's Bag". 
For some inexplicable reason, the syllables of this name were 
reversed and shortened and the station and post~,ffice came to 
be called Bagdad. It is more frequently toi):d that the name de-
rived from the .indistinct efforts of the local miller's son to 
communicate with a spee'ch impediment; his attempts at saying, 
"granddad" or anything else usually came out "Bagdad". A more 
plausible story is that,whenever a customer appeared at the mill 
with a sack of grain to be ground, the boy would callout to 
his father "bag, dad?" By the late 19th century the community 
had become an important fa:rm trade center and .rail shipping point 
for area livestock, tobacco, and locally-milled meal and flour. 
tLl) Geo. L. Willis HIST. OF SHELBY cO. KY. P. 61; (2) Camille 
Jones in an article on Bagdad in the Cent. ed. of the SHELBY 
SENTINEL, C194~ ..... ;...2- 1 S II 
;, 
BAILEY CREEK (Harlan Co.) I !lailee Kreill (Nolansburg/ ~<lA-+;), 
A hamlet with:,extinct' ,post office on th~ stream of that ' 
-- - -...... - -
name, a n~bank branch of Clover Fork of the Cumberland 
River, 7 air miles e of Harlan. The creek is said to have 
been named for Carr Bailey, a Revolutionary War veteran, 
who had settled at its mouth and ,W",.s __ ~g. o.f, the first 
-
settlers of Harlan Co. The local post office of Smithville, 
established July 28, 1857 with Hugh Smith, postmaster, was 
renamed Bayly's Creek (sic) in 1875 with Joseph S. Kelly, 
postmaster, and discontinued in May 1880. It was re-estab-
lished as Bailey on Sept. 23, 1880 with John B. Kelly and 
discontinued in 1900. Residents have since gotten their 
mail from Evarts, l~ road miles s. ~izzie Farmer, contri-
buted to WPA, 5/11/193i\8'1 0 
BAILEYS SWITCH (Knox Co.), [Ba/leez SWihcfD (Heidrick). A supermarket 
and post office'serve this community of some 4-00 persons at the mouth 
of Middle Fork of Richland Creek, just south of US25e and 2 air miles 
north of Barbourville. According to county historians, this i~ 
probably the second oldest settlement in the county, next to Flat 
Lick, having sprung up around Daniel Boone's camp which he had occu-
pied in 1769,and again in 1775-when he was-laying out his famed ~race. 
The post office of Baileys Switch was established Sept. 15, 1890 with 
John R. Bailey, postmaster, shortly .after the L&N Railroad erected a 
switch on Bailey's land. Bailey is also said to have been a local 
. -
timber producer and shipper. Though th~ post office is still known 
as Baileys Switch, the community i~ now locally called merely Baileys 
since the switch is gone. gj) K. Sol Warren, int~rview. 6/23/1978; 
(2) R.R. South, "Our Station Names" L&N EMPLOYES' MAG. 3/1950, P. ~ 
1 YY, 1'10:'1 
:. 
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BAIZETOWN (Ohio Co.): @az/to~ (Flener). Only thE( New Zion Church 
and several homes remain of this community at the junction of ~YJ 505 
. ,) i lie... 
from the Butler Co. "and 11 air miles ese of Hart-and 1118. 2 miles 
ford. Around 1880 a small store was started on the John Henry Baize 
far~ here and on May 23. 1893 the Baizetown post office was establish 
ed by storekeeper-postmaster, John b. Oliver who named it for Baize or 
. r::: . . ms. 3/20/192::7 ? 0';-his fam~ly. lMusker L. Heavr~n. P.N.of Oh~o Co.. 2J 
" ,) 
BAKERTON (Cumberland Co.). ~ak!er!td;i] (Burkesville). A crossroads 
settlement with an active post office on Clay Lick Bottr.om, tmile west 
of the Cumberland River and J~ air miles nne of Burkesville. The offic 
was established May 29, 1848 on the river at a point l~ miles below the 
mouth of Crocus Creek to serve the Bakerton Landing, a major tobacco 
~~~ 
shipping point for the Nashville market. It has been said that more 
, /\ 
tobacco was shipped from here than any other place in the US. The Baker 
were a pioneer family of Virgirjians whose progenitor, James Baker wIth 
in \<,os 
his J brothers pitched th§ir first camp!: in what became known as 
" 
First Night Hollow, on Big Renox Creek, 2 miles west.ell) J.W. Wells" 
HIST., OF CUMB i CO. 1947, P. 348; (2) R.N. Smith, interview, 9/22/1978;, 
,,,l 1-"1.-3, ~OO, 1~J>..r (J) Lamar Hamilton, WPA m~ 
,-' 
, , , ' ' 
-=r 
./ BALDWIN (Madison Co.): . @a~ld/wi~ (Valley View). A crossroads hamlei 
with extinct post office on Ky. 1985. li miles west of Tate Cree~ and 
7 air miles wnw of Richmond. The post office. ~n operation. between 
1890 and 1915. was named for a local landowning family. Wm. E. 
Baldwin was the first postmaster. It is now on a Richmond rural route, 
[yOht. N. Grise. interview. 4/28/197il ' ''-'lY 
~".- , 
. I ~ ~ ~\~~~',~ 
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BALKAN (Bell Co.): ~~yk~riJ (ffalkan). This mining town: 
~j;I1~_~P T~ms Creek from Tejay on the Cumberland River and 
8 air miles e of Pineville, was named for the fact that 
nearly all of the early miners were of Slavic descent. Th~ 
post office, established Dec. 20, 1912 with Edwin R. Roberts, 
postmaster, still serves this active coal producing area. 
['Our Sta. Names" L&N EMPLOYES' MAG. 10/1949, P. 10 7YO 
~, . 
, 
c..OL(N T : / 
BALLARD Bael!;;) rcU 259 sq. miles. Pop. 9.,,:DOO. Seatl 
Wickliffe. Established in 1842 from Hickman and McCracken 
Co's. and named for Bland W. Ballard "(1761-1853), Indian 
fighter and scout for George Rogers Ci~rk's Ohio and Wabash 
campaigns, who later fought in the War of 1812 and s.evved in the 
Kentucky Legislature. 
) ~ .' " 
" ... 
." ....... 
" 
BALLARD (Anderson Co.): iPaelhr<D (McBrayer) •• hlS virtually extinc't 
crossroads hamlet, less than t mile north of'the Blue Grass Parkway 
and 3/4 mile west of the Mercer County line,~ the "Cut-Off" section 
r.. cwl-oN 
of the county, sO-Qalled for its having been ;ta)E_Afrom Mercer and 
Washington Counties when Anderson Co,. was formed. This vicinity was 
settled by a family of Caldwells", one of whom, Austin G., established 
the post office on Aug,. 8, 1893. It was either named for Thomas 
Ballard who, as postmaster of Lawrenceburg at that time, had helped to 
secure the office for the community or for Wm',Ballard, the first of 
that name to be listed 'in a county census and whose farm was a short 
distance from the post off1:1ce site., Caldwell's Store, an earlier po st 
office in the area--that was established by and named for Benj. F. 
Caldwell, and in operation from 1866 to 1883--may also have been re-
ferred to as Ballard. Since the Ballard post office closed in 1904, 
NJIV\ .... i .... i~ 
the fewAlocal families shop at the nearby Bowen store and secure 
their mail from Lawrenceburg, 7t air miles northeast, ~)wyatt Shely, 
col. 10/21/1971; (2) Mildred Roberts from J.B. Shely, WPA: (3) Philip 
Spencer" interview, 8/4/197~ "l11-,'lrl"-,/3J'7 
~~. -- " 
~'" "1 ~ •• : • 
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BALLARDSVILLE (Oldham Co.): ~ael/grdz/vihiJ (Ballardsville). 
A hamlet with an extinct post office centering at the jun9tion 
of KY 22 and 53. 2! air miles sse of LaGrange. The post office 
was established sometime before 1829 and named for a family of 
We..re... 
early settlers. It was discontinued in 1903 and papers~trans-
ferred to Crestwood. 7! road miles wsw. Ba11ardsvi11e was 
/ . 
chartered as a town by the Kentucky Legislature in 1838. 
Gheodore Klein. interview. 4/7/197~ 11 Ii, 
~,. 
BALLTOWN (Nelson co.)~awl/tovnD (New Haven). This hamlet on Ky. 46, 
just ;'east of US]lE, 4~ air miles ssw of Bardstown, was named for 
James Ball who·settled there just before 1800 and came to own nearly 
all of the land in that vicinity. A post office was in operation 
from 1884~o 1904~and mail now comes from New Haven, 8 road miles sw. 
~arah Smith, interview, 11/4/197~ 12~6 
,J., . -', . 
~:". ..... -. 
.t/ 
BANDANA (Ballard Co.): ~aen/daen/~(Bandana). On July 14, 1880, on land 
once owned by Oscar Turner, Wm. Clayton established the post office of 
Bandana. A community at that site was already known as Skillet. The 
true derivation of either name may never be known but two tradit~9nal 
accounts have been offered. According to local residents, the Bandana 
a 
name was inspired by either the si9htof.pack peddler who would regularly 
walk the five miles up~from Ogden's Landing on the Ohio River with his 
wares wrapped in a "bandana handkerchief poke slung over his shoulder" 
or by such a handkerchief that had once been left behind by a party of 
hunters who had just completed a meal prepared' on a skillet.(p9Fhape 
<lC;:COllptj1'lg fOF tHe o.i;l:l~~l-l-) In either case-, an incorporated 
(jy\ \~o) 
\ A farm trade center ~e¥e±e~e~with bank, newspaper, hotel, and buggy 
factorygf~~ uP,. at this site, at the present junction of Ky. 473,358, 
, 
and 1105, l3t miles nne of Wickliffe. Today a clinic, post office,' and 
t dozen businesses serve some 250 residents and their rural neighbors. 
~athleen Hayden Henderson, in CHICKASAW COUNTRY, c1974, publ. by the 
Advance-Yeoman, Wickliff. Pp. l7-2~ '1' if' 
I BANNER (Floyd Co.): ~aen/~ (Harold). This active post 
office at the mouth of Prater-Creek, -a branch of the Levisa 
Fork~o;f the Big Sandy River, and 5 air miles sse of Prestons-
burg, was named for,David Banner. He is said to have come 
here from Virginia to buy cattle, fell in l"ove with a local 
girl and stayed to establish the post office on June 30, 
1897. Malone Hall was the first postmaster. Ulenry P. Scalf, 
interview, 4/21/197U /'370 
BAPTIST (Wolfe CO.)I ~aep/tas~ (Landsaw). This settlement 
wit~ extinct .. ppst office jus}; off Bapt-tst Fork of Stillwater 
Creek. 1 mile s of the Mo~tain Par~way and 3 air miles e of 
Campton. wa~ named for the Stillwgte~ Old Baptist Church tpat 
was organizp.d there in 1837 l::>Y the.Hev·s. W;i,lliam Lykins and 
Daniel D!,!ff.. The pos"!; office ""as .esta[)lishe~ Apr;i,l 9. 1917 
in Rosoce We11s' store with Mr. Wells as postm~ster and closed 
in 1974. The chu,=ch now "si1;s des(1late" 100 yards frQm the 
vacant store building. @olden Allen. Baptist. Ky •• letter to 
me. 3/3/1982] 10\ 7 
BARBOURnmADE (Jefferson Co.): ~ahr!b!llr/meeiJ (Anchorage). 
A 6th class city of some lOYO residents between I 71 and the 
Brownsboro Rd. (KY 22), 9 air miles ene of the court house 
in downtown'Louisville. Incorporated in 1962, it was probably 
named for Barbour Lane which forms its western boundary and 
which I in turn I was named for Thomas and Richard Barbour I 
pioneer settlers of the Harrods. Creek area to the n. Thomas 
shipped flour to New Orleans from the mill he built on that 
creek in 1808. The COl)lmun:Ity has always been served. by the 
Louisvil]e pgst office. ~ard Sinclair. & Harold Browning, 
"Harrods Creek--A Stream, a Village, a Luxury Area" LOU. TIMES 
11/17/196iJ 717 
BARBOURViILLE (Knox Co.1: [jahr/bdr!vihD (Bar~ourv;j,lle, I:!eidrick). 
A 4th class city of some 3700 residents ~d ~he m~re.or less, 
cre~tra11y logated ?eat of Knox.Co., ~t the 2onf~uence of Richland 
Creek and. the Cumber1ansJ, River, 13.0 air miles se of downtown 
Louisville. It was na~ed for.Jame~ ~arbour,.a Virginia-born. 
pioneer, who, in Oqtober 1800.,_ offered _ to ~he first cO!:IDty court 
38 acres for ;j,ts ~eat from. the 
vicinity. The post office was 
- ... - ~ -
:5.ooo/acres he had acquired in that 
est~b1i?hed April 1, 1804 with 
Richard H~nderson. pgstmaster. Th~ area's gas fields and coal 
mines have formed the basis ·to~ the city's economy. ~'Ear1Y 
Settler of County Furnished Necesaary Land for Town of Barbour-
vi11e'~ 75th anni. ed. of CORBIN TRIB. 2/23/1967. Barbourv. -Knox 
-;;l ':? ~ l?-Co. Sect., P. ~ 
," 
.. 
'. 
. ..... 
BAR CREEK (Clay Co.): Qaahr Kree~ (Barcreek). This extinct post office, 
t mile up Bear Creek from its confiuence with Redbird River and 8 air 
miles ne of Manchester, was established March 7, 1900 with Elijah Herd, 
OJ«A.. c::..1 o.l'~cJ.. j", 1%7. 
postmasterr The name was probably a vocalized corruption of Bear Creek 
though today most people tend to pronounce the latter \I ~~jKreek". The 
creek, according to tradition, was named by early hunters who had 
killed a bear on its banks. There is the possibility, of course, that 
the post office was named for a large sandbar formed at or near the 
site. Postal services for the vicinity ~re now provided from Oneida, 
6~- road miles north. [1) Jess Wilson, interview, 7/9/1977; (2) Marian 
Martin Isms. on Clay Co •. place name~ 1 'i 0 I I 'f I fr 
, .' 
/ coo.l BARDO (Harlan Co.): ~ahr/d~ (Harlan). A,mining town with 
an extinct post offic~ 'on KY 72-and at the mouth of Jones 
Branch of Catron Creek, 5!-air miles s of Harlan. The name 
is said to have been corrupted from BordeaUx, that of the 
I • • .•.. 
French city, and suggested by James Bowling, the superintend-
ent of a nearby mine, who had served in France in the First 
World War. The post office was established March 12,_ i928 
with f?eter H. Bean, postmaster. &abel Collins "Town Names 
"7 '3t3r Given by Railroads, Companies, Settlers" •.• '....! 
BARDSTOWN (Nelson Co.): ~ahrdz/to~ (Bardstown). A 4th 
class .city of som~ 7';:}00 persons and the more or less centrally 
located seat of Nelson Co., on US 31e~ 150, and 62, just n of 
the Blue Grass Parkway and 32 air ~iles sse of_~owntown Louis-
ville. According to tradition, the site had been ~ettled py 
1776 by Prqctor Ballard, ~enjamin Grayson,.and others and 
first called Salem or Salem Town. In 178Q William Ba~d (1738-
1802), a Pennsylvania-bo~n surveyor/arrived to represent his 
brother, David who had been granted a 1000 acre tract here by 
Virginia's Gov. Patrick Henry. Williamsoon laid off the town 
which, in 1784 as Bardstown/wa~ made the seat of the newly 
created Nelson Co. In early records the name was variously 
spelled Bards Town,Bardstown, BairdstownL_and even Beardstown 
due, in part, to the confusion in the proper spel~ing of the 
Bard brothers' name. The Bards, who ,generally-used this_spell-
ing, were-the's:ons Qf Archibald Bard, an Irish_ immigrani;, who 
was also known as Beard. In Scotland, years before, their 
-fa.. shiGn 
family name had been spell~d in characteristic, as Baird. 
To complicate matters, unrelated famil,ies of Baird and Beard 
-, - --
had also settled in the ar~a befo~e 1800. J~es Bair~, also a 
Pennsylvanian, lived just e of the Bard broth~rs' tract and 
like William and, 'l~ter, his sqns, wa,s involv~d in the town's 
early affairs. The post office was established as Bairdstown 
on Oct,_l, 1794 with Benjamin Grayson, postmaster, and retained 
this spelling unt il, it is said ,_ by around 1820 Willial)l" Bard,,', s 
sons had taken the ne'~essary steps to legitimize the spelling 
in its present form. ~l) Sarah B. Smj,th, HIST'C~ NELSON CO. 
1971, Pp. 300-1; (2) David H. Hal~,letter to me, 8/5/1980; (3) 
Ibid. in his col. "Old Nelson Notebook" in the (Bardsto'lm) KY. 
STANDARD, 9/16/197~ I~~,L({,,-, /o-,g-
BARDSTOWN JUNCTION (Bullitt Co.) I ~ahrdz/town DjUhy_k(s/,a'J,] 
(Shepherdsville). ' When the people of ~Re-e,ity-e£l B~dstown 
- ,'# 
learned that the L&N Railroad wou1dnt extend tk~~p line se 
through their city, they built their own 17 mile long Bards-
town and Louisvil~~ RR, which was completed in 1860, tOo join 
the main Louisville to Nashville line at a point that came to 
be known as Bardstown Junction. In 1864 the B&L was purchased 
by the L&N to becom~ its Bardstown Branch.(( A small community 
on the present KY 61, 2t air miles s of Shepherdsville, grew 
up around the junction. The local post office was established 
Feb. 21, 1862 as Nelson Junction. In 1866 it became Bards-
town Junction ,and "ifri,ef:1i in the 18:1;e 1880s was called 
Trunne1ton ~ruhnlo1/t"tiJ for a local family. The Bardstown 
Junction name was restored in 1890. The office later closed 
and the place is ~Qw"on a ,Shepherdsville rural route. ~ur1yn 
10i~;;;;~ -/3.> '-Pike, interview, 
0. , 
J 
BARDWELL. (Carlisle Co.): [j,ahrd/weri/. (Arlington, Wickliffe). 
A 5th class' city of around 1000 residents and the seat of 
Carlisle Co •• at the junction of US 51 and 62 •. 190 air miles 
sw of downtown Louisville. The town was founded on land owned 
by A. W. Violett and Alonzo Shanklin at the time the Mississippi 
, 
Central (now Ilrinots Central G~lf) Railrq~d was being built. 
through around 1874. It may first have been ()alled Crittenden; 
p~obably for John J. Critte~den, K~ntucky governpr and later U.S. 
'senator, but other such named.p;L.aces in the s1;ate required the 
--. :: 
selection of another ~ame.,. Depending on whose tradition is 
accepted. it was either r.enamed for the railrqad's superintend-
ent of construction whose name had already begn applied to the 
station and co~issar.y just n of the town site,. or for an 
art'esian or bored well just n of the present Illinois Central 
Gulf station that s~pplied water for the station and commissary. 
or for a "boarded well"--that is one .with a wooden plank placed 
to ke~p the mud from rushing into the well as it was being dug. 
In any case, as Bardwell thg post office was established on June 
22. 1874 with local storekeeper Thomas S. Turk. postmaster. and 
the town was incorporated on April 10. 1879.. In 1886, dbl.~ to 
its its more central location, it became the seat of the new 
" 
county. Today the Ilnno~s Central G~lf RR owns the land on 
which. the town's main street is located as well as the old depot. 
Merchants have Ipng sought, and thus far unsuccessfully, .to 
purchase the stre~t and depot for the towp so it would be 
~~~igible fo~ federal grants wh~ch r~quire land ownership by 
the :town its~lf. ~) Ran,Grav~s, 1958, Pp. 4)-§.; (2) W.S. 
Kal tenbacker. "Tourtsts Il!lpressed by Pioneer Homes ~n State". 
LCJ. 6/2)/1929, Sec. 5, P. 2:5-6; ()) Ralph E. Gr~ves,.ed. RIST. 
OF CARLISLE co., KY. FOR THE YEARS 1820-1900, Vol. I, c. 7/1976, 
Pp. I), 46, (4) Johnny Miller "Bardwell Continues to Fight for 
L ._" n .1 ~ ... 't 0 A (\ \' U A\ _ 1'\ ;0 ""'. ..,. j '~n II ~ -,,~ t> ." I C 'I ~ r IS. I r 2.1, S"~ 'I.. 
BARK CAMP (Whitley Co.): @ahrk KaemB (Sawyer).A hamlet with 
a recently discontinued post office on KY 1277, 12 air miles 
nnw of Williamsburg, which grew up around a mid 19th century 
camp for tanbark gatherers who supplied area tanneries. A 
local sawmill ~ccounts'for Bark Camp Mills, the name by which 
the post office was known from its inception in 1858 to 1931 
when it became just Bark Camp. ~l) Eugene Siler, interview, 
6/23/1978; (2) John L. Crawford., interview, 6/22/197~ l'2-b?, 6sa-o 
:.. . '? ',' ,~-, '.' 
- ," 
. i,'·~ 
! : 
BARLOW (BaJ,lard Cg.) I ... ~ahr Il0E! ~Barlow);~ Thi~ .6th class 
ci ty of some BOO residents on !J.S 60 and the Illinois Cel}.trgil .. 
Gulf Railroag, 5t air miles nne of Wic~lif:fe, is said to,have 
been first sett1ed in IB49 by ~homas Jeff§rson Barlow from 
Scott Co., Ky. It is most J.ike~y his name that was applied 
to the town ·that was ilJ.~orporated ~s Barlow City on March 6, 
st,1I "'-10 fl· ""'--
IB72 and the post office that was established as. such_on A~g. A ., ~,_- "- , . - \ - • 
23, IB75. The "City" was gropped from the post office name 
in 1903. ~ ob Hill, "Bringing it All Home I Last l'!Iale Barlow 
Tells Some Tales Out-of-School" LCJ, 7/16/i97B, P. B11l~ Yt'--y 
, 
BARNSLEY (Hopk~ns Co.): ~ahrnz/le§J (Madisonv~lle_East). 
In 1886, unsuccessful in its efforts ~o organi~e th~ St, ~ernard 
Mining Co., a Knights of Labor lodge es~~blish~d the_CQoper~tive 
Mining and Manufacturing Company or Hopk~ns Co. and opened a 
mine of its own at this site on the present US 41A, J~ air_miles 
s of Madisonville. The community :that wa~ __ founded to house and 
serve the miners was c~lled Barnsley',for reasons unknown, and by 
this name a post off:ic~ was opened Aug_._ 17, 188El by William 
Walton. For a time the eommunity was _alsooa,lled Walton City 
but hopes for its prosperous futu~e were never realized. The 
post office closed in 1928 and the community of some 100 resi-
dents is now strictly residential. It is on a Madisonville 
rural route. 19RIG. ATLAS & HIST. DATA OF HOP. CO., KY. 1974, 
P. 4D 1S"f 
BARRALLTON (Bullitt Co.). l§aer!dl/t~~ (Valley Station). 
An extinct post office in the Knob Creek Valley, on KY 1526, 
l~ miles from the Jefferson Coo. line and 5 air miles wnw of 
Shepherdsville. The office was established Feb. 1), 1885 
and probably named for the first postmaster, Joseph Alden 
Barrall or his family. The area is now qn a Shepherdsville 
rural route. 
C-OI.(NT : 
BARREN:/ Baer/ariJ. 468 sq. miles. Pop. '33.713. Seat: 
Glasgow. Established in 1798 from parts of Green and Warren 
Co's. and named by early explorers to whom this large tree-
less area of sc Kentucky seemed singularly infertile and not 
attractive to farm settlement. Most historians believe that 
the Indians periodically burned away the tree growth to 
faccilitate their buffalo hunts. 
1, 
v/ BARRIER (Wayne Co.): ~aer/ee/aEJ (Monticello). A hamlet with 
- -
a recently discontinued post officelat the head of Elk Spring 
Valley, centering at the junction of KY 92 and 1479, 5~ air 
miles se of Monticello. It was named-for a prominent area 
family, the descendants of the Rev. Richard Barrier (1768-1854), 
a pioneer preacher from South Carolina. The post office was 
I' 
established June 25, 1902 with Ephraim niiiler, postmaster. 
rr! - . J:i,/Y o 7 ~arnet-c'Walker, interview, 8/.9/197~' 
BARTERVILLE (Nichqlas Co.): @ah[ltar/vihl, Bahr/t~z/vi!tiJ 
(Piqua) •. This :hamlet, at the junction of 5_.roads at the heq.d 
o~ .. Crooked C~eek,. 4 air miles n of Ca!'l:!sle, is s!3,id to have 
been first sett-led in 182Q by: Jacob .. Meyers.. Its early history 
as.a trade or bartering center probably accounts for its name. 
The founders of the pos.t office, in operation fr~ll!l 1879 ");0.: 
1973,.may have pref$~red to call. it .. Helena b~t foun!! anoth~r 
office, in Mason Co., with. this ~am~. Resi~ents are now served 
by Price's Grgc:ery .and .. a Carli~l~ mail route~ [!lIST. OF NICH. 
CO. compo & ed. by Jo~n W. Conley, 1976, Pp. 51; 5~ V, 
BARTHELL (McCreary CO.)I TI:ahr/theh~ _(Bar~hell). Nothing remains 
of this, the first coal mining com~1JnHy built _ by the Stearns 
Coal and Lumber Co. and the first station (completed May, 1903), 
on_its_K~ntucky and Tennessee R~ilway, 3i rail miles w of Stearns, 
Ky. (q.v.) _Located a mile up Roaring Paunch Creek from the Big 
South Fork of the Cumberland River, 4 air miles sw of Wh~tley 
City, it was named for Eo(W8y--c{ Bar1<hell, _a Nashville and Chicago 
attorney who performed much of the ~egal w9rk involved in the 
firm's acquisition of large,tract~ of Kentuc~y and Tennessee coal 
and timber land. The post office, also extinct, was established 
May 4, 1905 with Fred A. Cain, postmaster. ~l) Dr. Frank C. 
Thomas, letter to me, 1/29/1979; '(2) Elmer G. Sulzer GHOST RR OF 
KY. 1967, P. 21D '2--0~,I/~L 
BASKETT (Henderson Co.): @aes/k'atJ (Spottsville)., ,Qnly the post 
office, a store, and .the Baptist church are left of a once thriving 
railroad station and coal mining community, one mile n' 
-- ~. 
, of the 
present US60 and 4 air miles e;,. ,_ ," of Henderson. A village was found-
ed there in 1888 to house the employees of the Baskett Coal.Company 
soon after the sinking of a mine shaft' on land then owned by the sonS 
of John Baskett (1798-1865). In that year also the first store WaS 
opened, 
station 
and in 1889 the Lou. Henderson and St. Louis (now L&N) RR 
, r'8 a...t' kdf. 
was completed and named for John or Jesse l from whom the 
land was acquired. The Baskett "post- office was established May '14, 
1890 with Wm. H. Baskett, postmaster., Until relatively recently 
the community Was known as Baskett Station, but is now simply Baskett. 
U}) "Hist. of Baskett Sta., Ky." ms.,1926, in KHS Libr. (2) Maralea 
Arnett, interview, 10/19/1978; (3) Spalding Trafton, letter to Wm. G. 
Stee>l, 4/20/192~' 9o~, /'l-{ (" h-"-( 
. "\' ", 
,.~ , . , ,-~,.", 
I C.04/'lT'(: ~I @..aeti]. 287 sq. miles. Pop. 9.9?Y. Seat: Owingsville. 
Established in 1811 from part- of-Montgomery Co. and named for 
its many medicinal springs. 
-::r 
BATTLETOWN (Meade Co.): (iaethl/toWij (New Amsterdam). A crossroads 
hamlet on Ky. 228,1 mile' west of the Ohio RiVer, and 7~ air miles nw 
of Brandenburg, that probably preceded the establishment of the Battle· 
~ post office on May 7, 1890. According to local tradition, Mack 
Bennett, the first postmaster, named it for an afternoon-iong and in-
conclusive fist fight between Nathan Hubbard and Jimmy Bennett over 
ove...v-
either the location or the naming of the post office or possibly a 
~ 
woman. The office still serves about 100 residents, an elementary 
school, 2 stores, and several churches •. ~) Marie Coleman, interview, 
8/23/1978; (2) Fr. John A. Lyons in ms. hist. of St. Theresa's Chu. 
c.1950, P. B 9:5.rII~o 
./ o...d-ive. 
BAYS (Breathitt Co.): t§ai] (Seitz). A store,andAPost office 
on KY 1094, 4t miles up Hunting Creek from its confluence with 
Quicksand Creek, It miles from the Magoffin Co. line and 9 air 
miles ne of Jackson. The PDst offlce was established March 30, 
1898 and named for the landowning family of its first post-
Y(. ;;, I~ 10 
master, Alley M. Bays. t9lara Jackson, interview, 6/30/l97~ 
, 
/BEARVILLE (Knott Co.): ~£ Ivihf] (Carrie). A hamlet with 
office.. 
an active post,and school on Big Branch of Balls Fork of 
Troublesome Creek, 4 air miles nw of Hindman. The post 
office was established i>\riJe...ud~ 11ro's with Lucinda. Com1;ls , 
postmaster, and named for a local family of Combs. Over 
the years it was ne~essary to distinguish several Combs 
, 
families in that section by giving'them nicknames •. One 
family was called the "Bear Combs~s", perhaps for 
- , incident in the life of ~n ancestor. Ill) some 0ill11<1.' (,,-;;} ,2. g- 8" IJ 1 ~a.~ hWlt, interview, tr!HM7'!; (2) Tom Sutton, interview, 6/18~ I 
r . 
'. '.' ;, 
r/' BEARWALLOW (Barren-Hart intercounty feature): [BE./wahl/iJ (Park) ~ 
Though the community is now limited to several ~omes·centered on 
the junction of US 31e and KY 685 and l14~, 9 air miles ~ of 
Glasgow and 7~ air miles s of Munfordville, ~he name has come to 
" 
identify a fairly large area on both sides of the,county line. 
~I .' 
It'was allegedly applied by. early huriters to a .depression to which 
- - --.:; 
bears and other wild animals would come to wallow and drink at 
the local spring. This was the site of an ante-beJ.,lum stage. stop 
,,' 
and tavern on the Lexington-Nashville Trace and., " / .the poin:t of 
. , ",.- . 
departure for travelers to Mammoth Cave,' 16'miles west~' The Bear 
Wallow post office was in operation b~tween 1850 and 1906 but the 
~o~te r,. 
area is now on a rural"J'out,Jof Horse Cave, 4 road miles nw. ~l) 
Roy A. Cann ms. hist. of Hart Co. 1971; (2) Annl Matera, inter-
view., 7/21/197~ tG':1, /')'31 
... 
BEAUTY (Mart~n Co.): ~yu/te~ (K~rmit)._ This coal mini~g town 
with an active post office and a 1970 population of some 500 
extends e for about It miles along KY 40 and Buck Creek from a 
point 5 air miles ese of Inez. It was established in 1918 as 
Himlerville by Martin Himler, a Hungarian-American journalist, 
for his cooperatively-run Himler Coal Co. a~d its p.mployees, 
primarily Hungarian and other central European immigrants. By 
this name the post office was established on Jan. 17, 1921 with 
Himler, himself, as postmaster. The place soon came. to be con-
sidered one of the cleanest and most attractive mining towns in 
Kentucky--a real beauty among coal camps. In 1929 the company's 
holdings were sold to Arch Hewitt o~ Huntington and in Oct. of 
that year the post office Vla~ renamed, Beauty, it is said, for 
the attraqtiveness of the area. Some say, though, that the new 
name was derived from "Kentucky Beauty Coal", the namE!- of the 
coal marketed by J.H. Mandt's Hysteam Coal Corp. which later too~ 
over ~r.~duction. ~l) Mary Lucile Chapman THE INFLUENCE OF COAL 
IN THE BIG SANDY VAL. UK Diss. 1945, Pp. 225-37, (2) "Hysteam 
Corp. Mines Ky. Beauty Coal" MARTIN MERC. 7/1970, P. 1211-5; 0) 
Robt. E. Deitz, "Martin Co., Ky.: A Portrait of Poverty" LCJWlAG. 
1/31/1965, Pp. 7-1~ '37t,SD:(,8'f,,7 
., -
'." -
.. , , 
BEATTYVILLE (Lee Co.): ~a/dee/~ihiJ (Beat~~vill~). A 5~h class· 
city of some 10~0 perso~s and the seat of ~~e Co., at the junction 
of KY 11 and 52, and the forks of the Kentucky: River, 111. air 
mi'les se of downtown LC?uisv~lle. The._f!rs~ set:t;ler at the. site. is 
unknown but may have been John Stufflebean,. a Hess'ian soldier who 
had deserted the British Army dw::ing the Revolution to fight fqr 
the Americans and was granted land in this area for_his .services~ 
For reasons unknown it was called Taylors Landing before 1850 when 
the town of Beattyville was offic!ally estab~ish~d by an act of 
the General A!;lsembly •. It was named for SamueJ, Be?lt"ty (1793-1880) 
who had arrived at the site inl84) and is cr.E1diteci with havinK 
founded the town. By 1~70, when Beatty donated the la~d for the 
new county's seat, it had be~ome a thriving trade center with 
great economi~ promise. However, th~ .plans of land.specula~ors 
to build a great ~ndustrial and commercial qity.based on. the 
deve10pmen~ of the area's coal ?lnd timber reso~rces failed to 
materialized. [il) Nevyle Shackelford, interview, 7/8/1978; (2) 
LEE CO. CENT. 1870-1970, Pp. 11-2, 31-':] IS?., 13,2-
I 
-.:T 
BEAVER DAM (Ohio Co.) I \i,ee/ver DaejD (Hartford, Horton). The larges 
~ - ~ ~. 
community in the county, this 5th class city with an active post 
off'ice and some 2~'OO residents is on US62 and 231. less than It mile: 
sse of Hartford. The immediate vicinity was first settled '-around-
~------:.... 
'-1795 -By the family' of Martin Kohlmann (Coleman), a German immigrant. 
who is said to have named the local stream Beaver Dam Creek for the 
many beaver dams he had noted at various sites 'along'TC Within 'a ~----.. --- --- .-
few years the settlement of Beaver Dam had grown up ar'ound the local 
r vJ k; tk-/ "~j 
Baptist church;,,, founded in 1798, was- one' of the,-first in the- Green 
Ri-ver, valley.. It was not until April 10, 1852. however. that the 
post office of Beaver Dam was established with James S. Cdleman. 
postmaster. The completion of the Elizabethtown & Paducah (now Ill. 
Central Gulf) Railroad in 1871 and the ensuing development of the 
10"'0- Iqoo, one of 
area's coal production led to the town's becoming,\the chief rail 
state.I'\.-. ... It was inc or-shipping points in that section of the 
porated in 1873. ~) FOGLE'S PAPERS I A HIST. OF OHIO CO •• KY. by 
McDowell" A. Fogle. n. d •• Pp. 335.377, 380; (2) "B eaver Dam" OHIO CO 
, :;-? 7,r I -,.. 6 ~ 
NEWS. 7/19/1973. Sec. 1. P. 2;1-~ , 
extinct post office 
BEAVERLICK (~oone Co.): ~ee/ver/lihiJ (Union). A hamlet with/ 
at the junction of2 roads (the present KY 1292/338 and Ryan 
or Mud Lick Rd) to Which hunters and trappers brought their 
catches to sell to fur compan~ agents in the Ohio Valley be-
tween 1780-1820. The post office, e'stablished as Beaver 
Lick Nov. 28, 1853 with John W. Tucker, postmaster, l~ClS 
probably named for its locati'on at the hea9 of' what's now 
called Beaver Branch of Big Bone'Creek on which beaver in 
profusion were likely. early observed. The post office name 
its one wora spelling in 1895. The community, 
i mile e of US 127/42 ~d 10air'miles s of Burlington, is 
-~'-.. 
now served by the Walton post office, some 5 road miles e. 
8m. Fitzgerald Il0rigi~ of P.N. in Boone Co." unpub. ms., 19§ "t-q, 
-.r 
BECKNERVILLE (Clark Co.) tiehk/n~r/vi~ (Ford). A hamlet on Ky. 1923, 4t 
air miles wsw of Winchester, that for much of the 19th century was called 
pioneer 
Haydens Corner since it was part of the 129 acres purchased by/Samuel 
Hayden (or Haydon), Sr. from David McGee's 1400 acre pre-emption. The 
post office, established Sept. 22, 18811- with Joel H. Powell, postmaster, 
was named for Wm. Morgan Beckner (1841-1910), a Winchester attorney, 
educator,. newspaperman, and sometime county judge., Since the office closel 
in 1904, ,postal services have been secured from Winchester. \Kathryn Owen 
. ''7"7 ,3 'f 1 l internew, 6/1/197J.j: . 
BECKTON (Barren Co.): j}ehk/t;)iJ (Lucas). A i').amlet"at the junction,/' 
o <>'7 
of KY 685 and ,1297. ,5 air miles'w,of Glasgo~. whos~ post off~ce wa,s 
establisheq Dec. 18. 1883 and na~ed for James B. Beck (~822-1890). 
U.S. Congressman (1867~75) and Senator (1877-90). ,Since the off~ge 
clos~d in 1903. area residents have been on a Glasgow. rural ~o~te.. 
/Ylrs. J. Wood Vance. "Barren Towns I What' s in a Name?" anni. ed. 
of GLASGOW TIMES, 3/10/1968] 7 ~." 
, 
• ". l ~~~ 
I BEDFORD (Trimble Co.):~ehd/~dr~ (Bed~ord). ~.6th class city 
o~ some 730 persons and the seat of Trimble Co., on US 42 and 
421, 30 air miles )1e of 9.owntown Louisville. It i.s said to 
have been settled around 1808 by the family of Richard Bell 
who built his home on the hill above what was to become the 
famed ante-bellum resort of Bedford Springs. The town was 
chartered in 1816 and probably named for Bell's Virginia home-
town. The post office was established March 23, 1818 with 
William E. Young, post~aster. In 1837, soon after the county 
was established, the town w~s made its seat. IT:) Rich'd. A. 
Edwards "How it All Began for Trimble Co." TRIMBLE BANNER BI-
CENT. 4/1974, Pp. 4ff; _ (2) C!A. Hollowell, "Hist. of the Post 
Offices ••• of Trimble Co., Ky." ms. sent to me, 5/27/198il'iOSi9/3 
• --. , .. r 
BEECH (Breath.itt: Co.) i ~ec1D (@Q1). An ext~nct post 
office on KY lJ88 and Bowling Creek (a branch of the Middle 
Fork of the Kentucky River), llt air'miles s' of Jackson, 
that was established Aug. '?2, 1925 with Mrs. Mary T. 
, .. 
Johnson, postmaster," and named for the abundance of beech 
" 
trees in the area. ~t ger,e~ al"l extel"l~ed eOfflfflunity alol"lg 
, . " 
Bowli~g called EOOGR Greys WRist'. new get.s it's mail frem 
. the 'Altre !3est effi.ee j SOlllS 111 read.. mil@!> @l'I.Q:1 
- . 
" 
'\ -, 
':~'t\~~.-; 
.' " 
.. - \ 
" 
", 
/ 
, : - -', _. '0 - ~. . 
---: ..•. ~ ......... ,....:' .~.- ... - .. "'. 
-:r 
BEECH CREEK (Muhlenberg Co,,): liEl'eCh Kre~ (Drak~sboro'). A wiHage 
with an a~tive post office extending for over -'8:' mile "in' a nw direc-
tion along Ky. 246 from Beech Creek. for which it,was named. to a 
point about 5t air miles east of Greenville. The creek. a wet 
weather branch of Pond Creek. was named for the many beech trees 
along its banks. Paralleling the creek is an L&N Railroad spur ~k~ 
to the site of an old coal mine at a station called Wright. The 
Beech Creek post offlice was established on July 12.,1906 with 
Anderson D. Kirkpatrick. postmaster. (q.v. Beechmont) 01exlr. 
Cat;er I interview. 8/8/1977] ,-"i..r-.2 ,~ '-~c-_ 
BEECH GROVE (McLean Co.) I Weech 'Ghrohi] (Beac;::h Grove). 
A ~ecently de-incorporated city of some 150 residents and an 
ac;::tive post office at the junc~ion of KY 56; 136, and.147, 
less th~n 2 miles n of the Green,Riv~r ~nd 8~ air miles nw of 
Calho~n., Acc!,rding to tradi tioIl.,. the sei;tlemeni; was first 
located on the~:bank of Mason Creek. a G:reell Ri yer tril;lutary. 
1Lmi;Le n of i;hl9 p~esent !3ite. !IDd was.oalle.d Buckhorn~ It was 
i?l9rved by th~ post offic:e 9:f Mason Creek from ApriJ, 6. 1866 
t,nl 1878 When it was relocC).ted at·~ ts presel'lt site and ~l9nallled 
Beech Grove f~r ~ lQcal grove of beech trees. It soon be9ame a 
thriving trade center.:with flQur mill and tobacco fac;::tory. 
[Eliz. Smith,Cox. "Beech Grove" McLEAN. CO. NEWS, Bicent. issue. 
7/1/197,6, Pp. 13-iD'S Y Y 
· ., 
v 
BEECHMONT (Muhlenberg Co.) I l!eeCh/mahn~ (Drakesboro)._ 
A vil~ag~ with an active post office and a 1970 population of 
370, extending nand w from the j~nction of US 432 and KX 246, 
71Lair mUes e of Greenvill~. The community was first c~lled __ 
. 
Beech Creek Junction for the local L&N Ra~lroad station at the 
poin~ where the B.eech Creek Spur joins the Owen?,boro and 
Russ-ellvil]e linp.. ,The spur extends for It mil~§ w to the 
station, post office, a~d community of Bp.ech Creek (q.v.) and 
ano~her It miles to Wright, a sta,tion that seryed a 19cal coal 
~ine. The Beechmont name, applied first to the Post office 
- -- .. --
e~r~ablish~d at the. Junct~on 0ll Dec._ 16( 1949, is said to have 
been suggested b:{ Mrs. Bp.rnice McLemore. 
interview, 8/8/197i]I~3 
)Alex' r. Cathar, 
~ 
" 
" 
.. ' 
BEE.CHY (Greenup Co.). ~ee.ch/~ (Load) •. A rllr:a1 settlement 
with extinct post office nearly 2 miles up Beechy Creek from 
its confluenQe with Tygarts Creek and 7 air miles wnw of 
Greenup. The post office was established March 27. 1903 in 
Mr. Jackson'~ store with William J. Smith, postmas~er. and 
named for the stream on whos~ banks grew ~any l~r:ge beech trees. 
Tho. office closed in 1934 and local people now get their mail 
from South Shore, 7~ air miles n. ~1) M.M. Stevens, letter to 
WI!I.G. Steel. 4/20/1922; (2) RUSSELL TIMES. 9/25/1942. Sect. 3. 
P. 7'3-~ )..(,~I 1"l.13 
/ 
.. I 
", 
BEEFHIDE (Pike-Letcher intercounty feature) ~eef!hahiJ (Jenkins East 
and Jenkins West). A scattered community extending for nearly a mile 
along Beefnide Creek, for which is was named. Its citizens claim some-
what greater loyalty to Pike County since it's now served by the Lionill, 
post office,(and the ~ miles to us 2) at Myra make easier access to 
Pikeville, 16 air:miles to the ne than to Whitesburg, l)-miles in the 
other direction.) Though a Beefhide post office was established on 
April 17, 1901 with Merdelia Potter, postmaster, local traditions refer 
to a settlement on the site before the Civil War. Ac~ording to one acct. 
of the name, some Civil War patrol had camped on the creek, killed some 
local livestock, consumed the beef, and left_the.hides.1t~· Others 
~\r<-A. ~ • . ~-: 
have 
Il(.s 
suggested that the name ~ a 19th cent. slaughter!I0use in 
. /., 
.(---
:, ,'or possibly one oJ:' more tanning operations maintained by 
...... -;;:-_ . ., 
the vicini tJ 
local 
, !,-6S"" 
Mullins or Wright families. , The most commonly heard accounts are of 
travelers who named the creek for the many slaughtered bee..ves 'seen hang-
IVr,b·' .. 1 " ing in local barns and farmyards. l,~ Today the site is but a worked out 
mining community of some 50 persons •. Some of its past departed popula-
, 
, 
tion have been returning to jobs in revitalized area mines but a bad 
flood in 1975 and serious erosion have reduced the amount of land avail-
able for resettlement" ':(~~:.I [<'1) Le.onard Roberts, from student research, 
1:1/n/1974-;' .(2) ·Wm. T. Cornett, interview, i2/24/19ti] I "Z...f,-lj I YJ'"6 
BEELERTON (Hickman Co.): ~.eel!ar/t~~ (Crutchfield). This 
settlement with extinct post office on-KY 1529, 7 air miles 
se of Clinton, grew up around James A. Dodson's store and 
was named for Dr. George Beeler, a Clinton physician. The 
post office, established July 31, 1886 with John J. Kennedy, 
postmaster, closed in 1904 and mail is now secured from 
Fulton, 6~ road miles s in Fu];ton Co. ~. Johnson "Defini-
tion & Origin of Names in Hickman Co., Ky." ms. sent to Wm. 
G. Steel, 9/17/19~ 919 
/ 
BEE LICK (Pulaski Co.): rnee Lihk] (Woodstock). This e~tinct post 
office on Ky. 39, at the junction of Pulaski,-Lincoln, and RockcastJJe 
Counties, 15~ air miles nne of Somerset, was established in Lincoln 
Co. Jan. 29, 1861 with John Bobbitt, postmaster, and named for the 
local creek. The creek had earlier been named for the large number 
of honey bees along its banks. The post office was moved to its 
Pulaski Co. site in 1887 and discontinued in 1910. It is now on a 
rural route out of Crab Orchard, 10 road miles north. ~ry Weaver, 
letter to me, 9/1/ 197:2] 11,0 
,/ 
BEE SPRING (Edmonson Co.): tYee Spri~~(Bee Spring).A village wit~activ 
post office at the junction of KY· 259 and 2J8, 6~-air miles north of 
Brownsvill~This ~ery early settlement was located by a large spring whic 
attracted numerous bees. The Bee: Spring post office was established Aug 
22, 1854 with Frederick Meredith, postmaster. (i,ancie Meredith, ms. on 
nf 'l'l,-Edmonson Co. P.N., 197~ 
,'".'1; '. '-
VBELCHER (Pike Co.): ~eh1!ch"i1 (Elkhorn City, He11ier). A 
hamlet with an active post office centering at the junction of 
US 460 and KY 80, at the mouth of Ferrell Creek, an e bank 
tributary of Russell Fork (of the Levisa Fork of the Big Sandy 
River), and 11t air miles se of Pikevi11e. The post office 
c 
was established Jan. 3, 1908 and named by the first postmaster, 
Elbert Belcher, for his father, George W. Belcher (c1852-1924), 
the first storekeeper. ~orcas M. Hobbs (from Erna Belcher 
~ 10!'-.r Damron and Bethel Belcher Beane), in a 'letter to me, 1/7/198~ 
/ 
BELFRY (Pike Co.): @ehl/:free] (Belfry. Williamson) •. '~ villag.e 
. - ,( 
extending for about a mile. along US 112 and Pond Creek, ~ miles 
s of the Tug F~rk gf the Big SaQdy River at W;lliamson. W.Va •• 
and 14 air miles ne. of Pikeville. In 1913 the Williamson and 
. f ... v . .r~ .. ... 
Pond Creek (now N&W) .. Hailw?!y, op~ned a syrt'ion at this point' ,in 
its ',:"~;1,:, just completed line !lP, the cr~e)\: to McVeigh ?!nd called 
it Belfry for reasons..'.~riow~:~oVll1' Sho::tly. thereaf:t;er, the 
- , . -oN, '" 0... ~ ~ ,<t) L--'~~ 1,JW<A...," <:..JLlI....l-.... T" J 0..-.{ • 
Semet-Solvay Co". a ~algian f~rm.· opened a c()al mine nearby. '" 
f!< U\\-\-<- \o..~ . 0 
arul a tract of land ac!:oss~, ~he. creak frgm the station W?!S laid 
()ff for a ,town and given the ,Belfry name •. A post offiqe. 
est'l,blished there. Feb. ,26. 1921. was calleg ID2 for James' 
Epp~rson ("Ep") Rtmyon. a loc;;l sawmilloperatgr (and later 
Pike Co. Court Clerk) ~nd friend of some. of th~ Semet-Solv~y 
officials. 
,,'I' 
In 1~26 the post office as~~med tha Belfry name. 
~hich it still bears.] (This has long.,been the. trage,center for 
a,.major coal.producing area of n Pike Co) [Clyde Runyon. 
letters to me. 12/3/1979' and 12/13/1979] II\{,-, I' '-/3 
: ',' 
c...04.N T'( : 
~1~ehi1. 370 sq. miles. Pop. 3~,~~~~ Seatl Pineville. 
Established in 1867 as Josh Bell Co. and named ~or Joshua Fry 
Bell (1811-1870), a Danville lawyer and one term US Congress-
man. While in the Kentucky Legislature (1864-7), he suggested 
the ~ormation o~ a new county ~rom parts o~ Harian and Knox 
Co's. which he ~el t were too large. The name was shortened -.by 
Legislative act in 1872. 
BELLCRAFT (LetchEr Co.): _~ehl/krae~ (Mayking). A now defunct 
coal camp on Sandlick Creek, 3/4 mil~ n of Whitesburg's nw city 
limits/that was b~ilt around World War.I by.a Mr. Craft who named 
it for his wife ~~ll~. The SE Coal Co. rec~tly acquire~ mineral 
rights in th~ area and it may enjoy an economic comeback. ll~) 
Harry Caudil);, N~GHT COMES TO THE CUMBERLAND, P. 105; (2) Wm. T. 
Cornett, interview, 12/24/197?]7il 11..-('r 
./ 
BELLEFONTE (Greenup Co.): ~ehl/fahn1J (Ashland). A residential suburb 
for Ashland's business and professional-elite on the Boyd County line, 
bordering the cities of Russell on the north and Flatwoods on the north-
west, and 8 air miles s~ of Greenup. It was laid out in 1918 from the 
Wheatley farm and named for the charcoal-fueled Bellefonte (iron) Furn-
~which had occupied the site of the present Community Presbyterian 
Church for most of the 19th century. The furnace, whose name approp-
-M.t "''II- "'-"-'-
riately means "beautiful 50=1'1-", was built in 1826 by Archibald Paull, 
"-
George Poage, and others, and operated until 1893. A post office called 
Belfonte was established by Henry A. Pennington on Nov. 11, 1904 at an 
undetermined site in Boyd County but was discontinued after only 5 mont~ 
and its papers transferred to Ashland. Incorporated as a 6th class city 
in 1951, it has _ '_~ __ .. '-S~1~'_C)bo residents. fu) Wallace J. 
Williamson, letter, 3/8/1971; (2) The Savages, interview, 8/18/1977; (3) 
Chas. Mead Russell, "The Story of John Russell" in Souv. Ed. of RUSSELL 
TIMES, 9/15/1974, P. Bi] (,?<), 11/" I 'Iff 
/ BELLEVIEW (~apt P.O.) (Bbone Co.): ~hllvyU, Ghraeni] (Rising 
Sun). Though this Ohio River hamlet on KY 18, less than t mile 
below the mouth of Willoughby Creek and 6 air miles wsw of 
Burlington, has since pioneer days been known as H~lleview, its 
~1'1 
" -c;J.os:,;yiopost office hag) always been Grant. The Belleview name--
if this can be considered its original spelling--was probably 
applied for the attractive view of the river from this point. 
Yet at least one county historian has suggested a derivation 
from the warning bells said to 
the hi~l to signal approaching 
have been used by 
Indians.~~9-·.: The 
'. 
lookouts on 
post office 
was established July 15, 1869 with Jesse Hewitt, postmaster, 
and named for John Grant, then local landowner, to avoid con-
fusion· wi th other Belleviews (variously spelled) in Kentu'cky. 
(On an 1880 map, the name of this place was given as Bell Vue.) 
frl) A.M. Yealey, HIST. OF B00NE CO., KY. 1960, P. 32; (2) Wm. 
Fitzgeraiii, "Origin of P.N. in Boone Co." unpub. ms, 196iJ :Z39/~91 
" .'.-,', l.'·~ ~ 
BELLEVUE (Campbell Co.) I @ehl/vyU'.J (Newport). A .4th class 
city with .s:ollile ij,lr,pO -residents across_ the Ohio ~iver from 
Cincinnati and betw~en the cities.of Newport (on the wand 
s); Woodlawn (on the s), and Dayton Con the e -and n). It· 
was laid off into town-iots in 1866 and named by A.S. Berry 
for its location 9n the site of the hilltop estate of Gen'I. 
James Taylor, large landowner, businessman, and co-f9under 
of the city ~f Newport. Fro~ the. estate, which may originally 
have been called Belleview, one could get a fine view of the 
Ohio and Licking Rivers and points beyond. The town was 
incorporated by the Kentucky ~egi!?;Lature in 1870. It never 
had its own post office bu~ has lqng been served by a ~ranch 
of the. Newport post office. Ul) Margaret S. Ha~tm~, inter-
view, 5/22/1979; (2) CINeI. DAILY ENQ. 4/28/1866, P. ~ :n ... ,,/100 
v/ BELL FARM (McCreary Co.), LPehl Fahrm7 (Barthell). A hamlet 
(1~7~ 
with a recently closed post officeAon Rock Creek, a w bank 
branch of the Sou~h Fork of the Cumbarland River, 2i m~les 
frbm the Wayne Co., line and lli air miles wsw of Whitley City. 
Thts was one of the coal m~n~ng communi~ies est~blished by the 
~tearns Coal and,Lumber Co. and the w terminus of its Kentucky 
and Tennessee Ry. which had been built to ship coal to ~he 
Southern Railway's shipping faci~tty at Stearns, Ky. (q.v.), 
20 rail miles e. The Bell Farm post office was ,established . 
Feb. 17. 1925 with James C. Anderson,postmast~r, and_name~ for 
the large farm there long owned by the Bell family whose pro-
genitor is said to have received a patent for a considerable 
amount of land on Rock Creek. [ll) Frank C. Thomas, letter to 
me, 1/29/1979; (2) Elmer G. Sulzer GHOST RR OF KY. 19~7. P. 
21TI '2-'" /( I II ~ 'L 
BELMONT (Bu11i tt Co.) I 1!ehl/mah@ (Shepherdsville). 
A hamlet with an extinct""L&N Railroad station and post 
office on KY 251, 3/4 mile""'w of I 65 and 5i air miles s 
of Shepherdsville. It was named for the Belmont Furnace, 
a steam-powered fur~ace that had been built 'for the 
Belmont family in 1844 at a site li miles e for the 
smelting of low grade iron ore mined in the county. The 
post office, which was established at the furnace site on 
March 8, 1847 as Crooked Creek Furnace for the 10Qal 
.. 
stream, became Belmont in 1854 and may then have been 
moved to ·the:; present· site of the hamlet where a station 
---... .. ~ 
on the L&N's main line was soon established. The furnace 
later closed when it could no longer compete with iron 
producers elsewh.ere. The community now depends on Lebanon 
Junction, 5 road miles s., for mail service. £l.l) "Our 
Station Names" L&N MAG. 12/1949, P. 17; (2) GUIDE TO KY. 
HIGHWAY MARKERS, No •. 1136, P. 237]'I~IIY2. 
. ' 
-'. ' 
,', . 
, : •. ,- ',:.!. -
"3" 
BELTON (Muhlenberg Co.): [!ehl/tarU (Drakesboro). This hamlet with an 
active post office on US4Ji~ just west of the L&N Railroad and 8 air 
'/ 
miles ese of Greenville; was named for Tom Beli, a local landowner. 
It is no±known how long this name has been- applied to the place but, 
along with Yost Post Office, it identifies it on a 1917 topographic 
map. Thatpost office, established March 6, 188J _:with Thomas J. Leigh 
postmaster"" is said to have been named for the Cincinnati postal 
off,lcial who had approved it. In 1926 it was renamed Belton presumab I 
to conform to the name of the community. EleX'r. Catl:ler, 
MuhL Co. P.N." CENTRAL CITY TIMES-ARGUS, 8/2/1972,. P. D "Origins of 3'2-<' 
BENGE (Clay Co.), ~ihndD 'l~ (Portersburg) • (\ 'kamlet on Ky .. 472. at the 
mouth of Alderson Branch of Mill Creek. 1 mile from the Laurel Co. line. 
and 9~ air miles wnw of Manchester, was probably named by and for its 
on Au~. 1, 1881, 
first postmaster, Elmira Jane Benge, when/she established the post offic, 
(eR;;;.AH!5T;.,.±+-±ggy in her store. She was a descendant of "King" David Benge 
(1760-1854). a Revolutionary War veteran from Albemarle Co., Va. who 
first settled in Madison Co., Ky. in 1790 and then moved to Clay Co. to 
seek a better range for his cattle. S'i~;ce.,the close of the post office, 
the community has been on a Manchester rural route. LSl) Marian Martin, 
interview, 6/29/1977, 3/24/1979; (2) Jess Wilson, interview, 7/9/1977; 
(3) Kelly Morgan, PIONEER FAMILIES, P. 10D !.f()/I'3--J),tYfJ}-
--
J BENHAM .(Harlan Co.) I. ~ ehn/Elml (B enh~m). A 5th class city with 
an active post office and som~ 1000 re~idents ext~nding ~ for 2 
mil~s along KY 160, in the narr.ow Looney Creek va.lley, from a 
point 20t air miles ene of Harlan. It was found~d in 191+ to 
house the workers of the newly developed cp,al operations gf the 
Wisconsin Steel Corp." a subsidiary of Interna:t;ional. Harvester" 
and was named for the B:~mham Spur, a long ridge bordering Looney 
Creek to the south. According to tradition, the.spur bore the' 
name of a hunter or, perhaps, a Civil War deserter whose bod~ 
had been found there ~orn to pieces by some wilclanimal. The 
post office established as Yowell in 1900 with Henry M. ~lair, 
postmaster, became Benham on July 23, 1911. In 1960 International 
Harvester, sti~l owner of the community, sold :the homes and local 
services to the:.: residents who succeeded in gett;ing the town 
incorporated in March, 1961.. 111) B~W. Whitfield, Jr., in lett'er 
to me, 5(11/1979; (2) Lizzie Farmer" qontributed to WPA, ',';.!-1-13'l'; 
(3) Palmer Wells "Harlan County's Newest Town Will Begin Opera-
tion with No Bonded Indebtedness" LEX. HER-LEAD. 8/13/1961, P. 
15:648; (4) PM, Benham, Ky., in lettler to me, 5/l5/l 98CU jj 0'/, S S-7,1/"l~II/J3 
~ -. - ,~-. -- - ~;:-·.--:.'\ .. ;,'.,:-,~:,·:~;,:~:r~' .. ;:;"i!_;:r~ 
A. . . " . . 
B'ENNETTSTOWN (Christian Co.): ~i=-}tn/a ts/to~ (Herndon). "iural settll"menl 
by the junction of KY, 107 and 287.11 air.miles ssw of Hopklnsville, 
'-" 
~~P9t-gett~ea-ape~a-±g59-6y-gte~fieR-BeRRet~ whose post office,estab-
lished Feb. 15, 1867, was named for Stephen B.ennett, local merchant and 
extensive landowner who had settled there about 1850. Its potential as a 
trade center failed to develop when bypassed by a railroa~ and its post 
office closed in 1916. All that remains are two churches and several 
homes whose J1~idents secure basic ser;ices from lierndon, 3.B,· ~.oaG( miles ne 
'\(1) Wm. T. Turner, interview, 8/7/1977; (2) Perrin, 1882, Pp. 29~-~27/G/' C. =:::.J I Yo;. 
" " 
BENSON (Franklin C~.): ~ehn/so~ (Frankfort West). A Benson 
(Flag) Station or Benson Depot and ,a Benson Post Office were 
once located just below the confluence of North Benson and Main 
(or Big) Benson Creeks, 4 air miles w of Frankfort. The post 
" -" 
office was established 'June 6, 1854 with Aaron 13' Dooley, posi;-
~ster, and discontinued in 1920 •. ~he station an~ post office 
werp- named for the cree~s which were first explored by Richard 
B~son, a scout for James Harrod's party on its initial trip up 
the Kentucky River Io;f' which .. Main B'enson Creek is a w bank tribu-
tary) in 1774 en route to its 'fo"ilhding of the sett'lement that was 
, -' . -- ,- . , ' . '. 
to become Harrodsqurg. In the early spring of 1775, Benson re-. 
turned to this area f~om Harrodsburg and built a cabin on Little 
(or South) Benson Creek and in 1780 received a 1400 acre tract 
for pre-emption and settlement., His name identified the stre~s 
on all early land grants, deeds., and maps. The depot has since 
been torn down and all that's left at that site are some homes. 
VI) Jillson, "Old Bridgeport and ,its ,Environs" REG. OF THE KHS, 
Vol. 54, Jan. 1956, Pp. 5-6; (2) Kenneth Goin, interview, 7/14/7~ rt'0hJ< 
-. ".',' 
:r 
BENTON (Marshall Co.): ~ehn/t.n] (Hardin, Oak. Level). A ~th class 
city of some 3650 persons and the seat Of, r"i~~sh~11 8>,; on US641, just 
east of the Purchase Parkway, a mile west of Clarks River, and 160 air 
miles sw of downtown Louisville. It was founded as the new county's 
seat in 184-2 on land owned by Francis Clayton and named· for then US 
Senator Thomas Hart Banton (1782-1858) from Miss'ouri. The':post office 
was established July 8, 1842 with John H. Beardin" postmaster, and the 
town was incorporated on Jan. 11, 184-5. The Paducah Tennessee & 
Alabama (now L&N) Railroad, built through in 1890, contributed to the 
town's commercial prosperity as trade center for the county. ~ames R. 
Lemori, LEMDN' S HAND BOOK OF MARSHALL CO. l89~, Pp. 79-8~ 13:3 
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BEREA (Madison Co.) I l!: <il/reel€J (:~ erea). A 4th, class ci:ty :.~) some 79,00 
residents mo~~ly on a two 'mile long rocky ridge/just east of I-75 and 
bun 
9 air miles south of Richmond,' A. community by this_name,h}i-:-cl~ estab-, 
lished at least by 1854 on land then owned by Cassius'M. Clay, the ;:mt: 
.' 
slavery politician, who envisioned here a 'place IYhere 'People could liVI 
. .. 
and produce without slaves. On July 20" 1854 Wm~ B. Wright, one of 
those to whomC+ay had sold some ~ang on th~ridge, es:t~blisheg. the 
post office he or. Clay named Berea for the Bibiical city in lVIacedonia 
whose Jewish citizens Paul once compared favorably to ,those, o'!.Thessa-
I. " r 
. ' 
.. ,loni'ca '(ACTS 17_: ll,h In ~855: JQhn G •. Fee, an ~nti-s1a:very' preacher wh( 
had earl~er organized a church 9n Clay' s inv:itat,i'o~ just north . of the 
. - .~;, 
ridge,.built a school 
, .• r I , 
on land donat'ed by Wright al19. 'this was the 
-' , ~ , , 
ning of the famed Berea College ~. Wright's post offIce 'closed'in 
, 
, \. .. .. . ~ 
" 
! li~gin· 
..... ',-,. 
1860' 
but in 1867 a second Berea office was"0p.ened by Wm; ·N. Embreea,s a 
,transfer of the ot:figethat 'had, in ,185(!},', be~n . est'ab1i?h~d ,severa;!. 
, , .~ 
miles north as Manelos and 'later renamed Johnson's Shop. Bere,a was 
incorporated in 1890 .... I!;lis. S., Peck BEREA'S FIRST CENTURY 18$5-1955 
.. " i11 Go:l 
UK Press,,~ 1955, Chap.~. 1....l 
, . v 
• t'. . " 
" . ". ," ~ . ,/ 
.'-' 
/ BERLIN (Bracken Co.): [B 3 /la!iJ (Berlin). Only some homes on Rt. 10. ,~:4i 
miles west of Brooksville'remain of this once busy rural tra,de .center 
named for the capital of the country of origin of many of its early resi-
dents. The post office has had a curious history. Established as 
Pleasant Ridg~on Feb. 23.1844 with Owen T. McClenahan (sic). postmaster. 
W 
it was either moved or renamed Berlin on Feb. 11. 1859 by Samuel B. 
" 
Lennex (Lennix or Lenox). In Oct. of that yeartLennex changed it to 
Hagensville for a local fam~ly of Hagens. In two months it had returned 
to Berlin; less than 2 years later ~:!;-wae-9ael£-a~-':.al'1ee~ the Hagensville 
name was reapplied; in 1865. it was Berlin once again; in 6 months it was 
.' , 
Hagensville; then back to Berlin in Sept. 1868 and by that name it remain-
eduntil it closed i'n 1913. On March 15. 1869 it was incorporated by the 
Ky. Legislature. 
;. .-
The Berlin name is used exclusively today; many county 
resiaents do;not recall the Ragensville name at all" and Pleasant Ridge 
solely identifies a ~~thodist church ii miles north. The last'store 
. their "'" 
,plosed in 1977 and residents secure/mail (~UUOliE~from Foster. loi road 
miles nnw. ITJBROOKSVILLE CENTENNIAL. 1839-1939. P. 37; (2) Edith Brumley 
interview. 4/15/ 197il 701 1"1..1(0 ~ 
BERNICE (Clay CO.)I ~3n/eei]. (M~nchester). E~tinct post 
office on Jacks Branch of Goo~e Creek which was establish£:!d 
Nov. 15. 1907 by EHl3ha B. Treadw~y and namecl for his 8 year 
old daughter. Bernice. (now Mrs. Denton Campbell o:f Fall_Rock. 
Ky. ) Mrs. gampbell recalls that h~r father had submitted 
several na~es to ~he Pos~ Office pep~rtment in~luding those 
of her older 13 ister •. Ethel •. and her aunt MyrtJ,e. Bernice's 
name was chosen. Her.mother~ Sophia Jones Treadway bec{tme. the 
first postmaster. The off~ce •. some J! m,i,lesn of Manchester. 
closed in 1955 and local re.sidents now secure their mail from 
neE\I'by F'all,Rock. on US .. 421. jus:!; n of ~he head of Jacks Branch. 
~ernice Treadway Campbell. letifer to me. 5/J/196~ lOY '-. 
::r 
BERNSTADT (Laurel Co.): ~3n/staed):: > B.3n/stehd, 'u_ B3n/stai} (Bern-
stadt). -:'A-farm trade-center with stores, school, and homes along Ky. 
80, at the edge of the Dan'l. Boone Nat'l. Forest, 4 air miles west of 
London. This vicinity was settled Dy German-speaking Swiss immigrants 
in what has been described as Kentucky's first mass: migration from a 
foreigh country, the largest of several foreign "colonies" encouraged 
by the Kentucky Bureau of Immigration established by the Legislature 
to settle Europeans in sparsely occupied rural areas. A company run 
. "- - -" , .... ~-by Paul Schel1~had bought<~19,OOQ.J acres~_--_;of Laurel Co. farmland' 
-- --'. - "-."- , 
around 1880 and resold it, OVer a period from 1881 to 1886, to 336 
families •. Since most or all of them came from Canton Bern they named 
their new home Die Kolony Bernstadt or, popularly, the Swiss Colony. 
While most permanently settled here, others established themselves in 
nearby Helvetia, Langnau, Strassberg, and East Bernstadt. Most were 
farmers though many went to work in area coal mines and many eventual-
ly moved to London, Louisville, and other cities. The Bernstadt post 
office was in operation from 1881 to 1964 and now a'rural branch of th 
.- -.. ---
London office maintains mail service for some 400 residents. ,P0ur,··-· 
,> "--~<\1..r.....~' c..-+-. of \<-':)-!I''' ~ '1q 0, '..;' 
air miles ne Uand 2~ air miles north of Londori/,>"is the village of East 
of some 600 residents >' -
Bernstadt, a coal community/with its own L&N station and active post 
of:f.ice. The latter was established June 15, 1881 as Mullins,'.:.with 
David R. Dishon, postmaster" and changed to East Bernstadt, for its 
proximity to Bernstadt on June 21, 1882.@-) Flossie J. Baker, "The 
Swiss who Migrated to Laurel Became Highly Productive Citizens" CORl?IN 
DAILY TRIB. 75th anni. ed. Laurel Co. section, 2/23/1967, P. 15:3-6; 
(2) "State's First Mass Immigration" in reprint of items of hist. 
interest trom Diamond Jubilee Ed. of SENTINEL ECHO, 1954, Pp. 182-4. 
I 
• - • ~ J • I" (- ". , ._. 
(3) "Little Bit of SW2tzerland Came to Southeastern K'y. in Late l800'~ 
TRI-STATE TRADER, -5/196i] "l.-~Q I r:? ~, ;rl 
:I 
BERRY (Harrison Co.): !jehr/':J (Berry). A 6th class city of some 2·10 
persons at the junction of K"(. 1032 and the South Fork of the Licking 
.... -.' 
r 
River, 9~ air miles nw of Cynthia~a. First called Berry's Station, it 
was laid out as a village on land donated to the Covington and Lexingtor 
(later Kentucky Central and now L&N) Railroad by George W~ Berry in the 
mid 1850s. Berry, a Virginian, built his home there in 1836 and later 
opened a store and established the .post office as Berry's Station on 
April 10., 1856. It was incorporated ,in 1867 and became; as it still is, 
an important trade center for the'northern section of the county. In 
1880 the post office name was shortened to Berry. It is still in 'opera-
tion. lli) \:~.::, Perrin, 1882, Pp. 318-9; (2) "Harrison Heritage H'ist'l. 
H01}ses Ed. of CYNTH. DEM. 8/21/1975, P. 2D 167, t(i7-
BERRYS LICK (Butler Co.): ~ehr/eez LihiJ (Quality). A hamlet 
often cailed-Turnertown'~3n/er/to~ with an active P9st office 
that has been"knoWn 'as Berrys Lick since it was established ::rC7l'\, 
0), lB/() with ::rOh~ M_C::F."S~;iJ.s:,-postmaster. It is located on KY 
626 and Flatrock Branch of Muddy Creek. a south bank tributary 
of the Green River, llt air miles ssw of Morgantown. Both names 
came from pioneer families. ~,Berrys Lick~9, iR blse at 
~ 
~l~t.o-i-defl'l;.i~he-eommuffi::t.J') referred to a local 
salt lick owned by the Berrys from which salt was later mined. 
The Turner family's progenitor is said to have been Thomas 
Turner, a Virginian, who arrived there in the early 19th century. 
fu) HIST. OF BUTLER CO. by Bennett F. Bratcher, c1960, n.p.; 
(2) Nyla Morgan, interview, 10/19/197B; (J) "Hist'l. Sketches: 
Towns and Villages: Turnertown, Ky." GREEN R. REP. J/15/1951, 
P. lJ ?- ~I 1 '8''j{ \ I '3 'II 
BETHEL .(Bai;h CO.).I l1ehthla[l (Owingsville). A village whose 250 
or so residents 1ive along a.1 mile stretch of KY .11, 8 air miles 
nw of Owingsville. ,According to tr~dition, the village, ~irst 
laid out in 1817 , "Y.as . name!i for an early log. chur.qh locai;ed in 
the present Longview Ce.meteryjust n of town. The cemetery is 
said. to date baqk to 1780. The still active post office was estab-
. . .' . .. 
1ished by George North on Dec. 2, 1843. The ubiquitous Bethel 
Churches in the US refer to the p1aca in thaHo1y Land which Jacop 
dedicated as the. "House of God." It is the second (after Jerusalem) 
-.. - - -
most frequently mentioned. place. in the Bible. (I1) 
I.f IS', I ~G 1974, P. 24; (2) Richards, 1961, P. 43~ 
BATH CO. MEMORIES 
.". 
./ BETHELRIDGE (Casey Co ... ) I ~ehthloJ.: RihdiJ (Mintonville). 
A hamlet with an actiye post office on KY 79, 1 mile from the 
Pula~ki Co. line and 10 air miles se of Lib~rty. The Qff~ce 
was established May 14, 1890 with ~tore~eeper, Si+as. Wesley 
as postmaster and named for the 10ca~.B~thel Church and.~ts 
lo~ation on the wend of Bethel R~dge. It has always been 
spelled one wOrd. &riss Inez Ashley in W.M. Watkins THE MEN, 
?! '2 "2-0 WOMEN, EVENTS ••• OF CASEY CO., 1939, Pp. 63-lJ 
' .. 
/ 
BETHLEHEM (Henry Co.): I!ehth!lee/heh~ (Franklinton). 
A hamlet with an active post office and some 200 residents 
at the junction of KY 22 and 57J, 5t air miles ese of New 
Castle. No one knows why the name was applied though until 
it was, in 1854-, the place was known as l\lobley Stand 
probably for a pioneer family. The post office, established 
as Henrico on Aug. 20, l85J with' John Kephart, postmaster, 
assumed the Bethlehem'.name the foil owing February. Every 
year the postmaster, Anna L. Peyton, handstamps thousands of 
Chri~as letters and cards mailed to her from allover the 
world for her post office's distinctive postmark. Since 
1961 the local churches have co-sponsored the annual "Living 
Nativity" in an bld barn across: the road from the post 
office. Local persons and animals represent all the characi 
ters in the nativity scene except the infant Jesus which is 
a doll. ~l) Drane HIST,. OF HENRY CO. 1948, Pp. 4-1-2; (2) 
Rich'd. Nugent "'0 Little Town of Bethlehem" CJ&TM. 12/19/ 
1976, Pp. 6-8; (J) release from the Ky. Dept. of Public 
Info. 11/28/196?J .n, 6'1..7, ~6? 
./ BETSEY (Wayne Co.) I 1!eht/sej? (Frazer). This hamlet with 
. an active post office on KY 1619; 6t air miles'ne of Monti-
celro, was once called the Meadow Creek Community for the 
nearby stream which joins Lake Cumberland at Mill Springs, 
some 3 miles nw. The community and its post office, estab-
lished Nov. 21, 1907 with Willie T. Correll, postmaster, 
('M'n. T~/l....{\) 
are said to have been named for ~i ther .~ :.-.>, B.etsey A Copen-
I'\Eae.I13~ i 
haver)' or Betsey Dodson (Mrs. Matthew) Denney, highly 
~ . 
- ;1.,'3 V 
respected local residents. tl) Mrs. Wendell Hardwick, 
Betsey, Ky., interview, 7/24/1973i (2) Eliz. Simpson, inter-
. - ,jJ 12-'1g-,1'l2~ 13g, 
view, 8/11/1976; (3) Nell Marsh, interview, 8/5/197~ , 
, 
\ 
BETSY LAYNE (Floyd CO.)I ~eht!see La~ (Harold). A village 
with an active post office and a 1970 population of some 800 
on both sides of the Levisa Fork of the Big Sandy River, 9 
air miles se of Prestonsburg. The community is said to have 
been founded around 1875 on the Betsy Layne Branch (a w bank 
tributary) of Levisa at the site of that part of the present 
community known as Justell ~uhst!dlJ. It was named for Betsy 
Layne (nee Eliz'ab,ejh Johns), the wife of Tandy Middleton Layne. 
The Betsy Layne post office was not established, however, until 
May 1, 1908 with Clayton L. Hitchins, postmaster. Justell was 
" ' 
founded in the early 1920s as a separate community by Clyde 
Layne and named for Messrs. Justic:e and Elliott, the owners of 
a local coal company. The Justell post office @iRee elese4j 
was established Oct. 27, 1922 with Clyde's wife, Ella, as post-
0.",0\.. <-loted. j", l'lr~. 
master~ [(1) Henry P. Scalf, interview, 4/21/1971; (2) Floyd 
Benj. Layne LAYNE-LA IN-LANE GEN.EAL. 1962, P. 30; (3) John I. 
Sturgill, :WPA m~ 13'1 ,),(., 1"370 
I 
BETT.Y (Knott Co.) I ~eht!~ (Wayland). An extinct post office 
on KY 80, at the-mouth of Tripiett Branch of Jones Fork (of 
Right:) Beaver Creek, 3/4 mile w of theL:j[loysP Co. line and 10 
, " 
air miles ne of Hindman. This post offIce, in operation from 
Feb. 1, 1950 to May 5, 1956, was named for the granddaughter of 
Hattie (lI1rs. George) Cox, the first postmaster, and served the 
community of Porter. Porter was named for the owner of the 
there 
Porter lI1ining Co. who, in the 1920s, had established/a way sta-
tion at the end of a spur line he had built from the main C&O 
Railr"oad line at what became known as Porter Junction, just n 
of Lackey. The local school, since closed, was called Porter 
!Or _",\ ,<;.. - ---. -r-:!_ 
School. :,Are"a.reajdents now get their mail from the Lackey post 
' ... ---._---: __ -~~- ........ -c' • 
office, 1:11 road miles n. 81) Gladys Boli~g, pm, Lackey, Ky." 
"in letters to me, 5/21/1969 and 6/12/1969; (2) Hi;"am Bradley, 
interview, "6/18/197£1 (02- ';; I /'2.-:1 \?'" 
BEULAH (Hopkins Co.): rByi:i/l~ (Cbiltolm). This hamlet of some 150 
and several store~ 
persons/at the junction of Ky. 70 and 109. 9 air miles wsw of Madison-
ville. was first called Pulltite ~OOl/teyeiJ for the first cnurch esta 
lished on the other side of the present Beulah Church building. When 
the latter was erected. the name was changed to Beulah. The community 
never had a post office of i~own and has for years been on a rural 
rou te out of Daws on S_prings. 5t road miles south. [HoP. CO. TIMES. 10/~ 
1949J Hr 
,,, , .. 
1', -. ,-, , ,'. 
:;.. , ~- .. ;- '. '.; , ~, ( 
'. . ... ,. -. , . 
. . . ', !~.'. ; ., .. . ..... ..··.1 •. • • 
BEVERLY (Bell CO.): r~ehv!er!lejJ (Beverly). This active 
post office at the mouth of Cow Fork of Red Bird River and 
KY 2011, )/4 mile fro~the Clay Co. line and 14 air miles ne 
of Pineville, serves the famed Red Bird Settlement School 
and Hospital. The office was established Oct. 24, 1876 as 
Red Bird with Wilkerson Asher, postmaster. In 1887 his 
daughter, Amanda Jane (Mrs. William R.) Knuckles, who 
succBeded him, had the name changed to Knuckles (though 
this was spelled Nuckles in the postal records). To avoid 
confusion with the post office of Nuckols in McLean Co., 
the Post Office Department requested another name and John, 
Beverly KnUCkles, who had sucCEeded his father, William R. 
as postmaster, suggested his own name by which the office 
has been known since 1911. " 1 In 1921 John B~verly and his 
brothers offered their land and resources to the Womans 
Missionary Society of the E'vangelical Church of Pennsylvania 
to build a school and nospital. This became the Red Bird 
Settlement School. flas. Taylor Adams "Red Bird Settlement 
School:jServes Pupils Drawn from All Parts of Mt. Area" 
MIDDLESBORO DAILY NEWS, 5/27/1954, P. 19:1-~ ~YI 
:!' ...... ·r-;'~ ,. 
-' 
-,.~ .--~"""'-'~","'''''''''''''''''-'-~~~~ 
. ..' .:r 
. (./ BEVERLY (Christia,n Co.): -[Behv/eril~ (Church Hill). Extinct post office 
on Ky. 345 (the Palmyra Rd.), 5 .. < air miles south of Hopkinsville. On Mar 
1, 1854 John J. Caldwell moved the Genoa ~jcin/£tl/ul}l post office, that ha' 
been established in 1846 on Winston Davie's farm/to a point 3 miles north 
and renamed it .fur B everly Caldwell, the iocal st orekeeper. Aff,~ some 
discontinuity the office closed for good in 1902. Gm. T. Turner, inter-
, ;;l I '{ o-:J. 
vi ew, 8/'1/197]J 
v 
:::r 
BEVIER (Muhlenberg Co.): ~dlvee£J (Drakesboro). A hamlet with an 
extinct post office on the L&N Railroad. just east of US~31(Ky. 70).""" 
~~ air miles ene of Greenvilie. - The post office was established Marcl 
29. 1882, 'with Robert Wickliffe. 
Owensboro & Nashville Branch ; of 
postmaster:, about the 
the L&N; was extended 
time that the 
The 
to this site. / 
post office -and: station were named for- R.S. Bevier of Russ:ellville. thE 
first president of the Owensboro .&Nashville. which had been acquired 
by the L&N in 1880. The community is now on a Drakesboro rural route. 
~lex·r. Cather, "Origins of Muhl. Co. P.N." CENTRAL CITY TIMES-ARGUS 
8/2/1972. P. J :$UJ 
• 
::r 
BEWLEYVILLE (Breckinridge Co.): (lyu!lee!vihj] (Big Spring). A rural ham-
let at the junction of Ky. 333 and 1238, 2 miles from the Meade County 
line and l~air miles'ene of Hardinsburg. The post office was establishel 
on July 14, 1846 with Wm. H. Se~ton, postmaster, and named for the Bewley 
family who ~am<lngJ~. 
I 
~a{ set-tled·. ;n the vicinity before 1800. 
,. 
The'first" Methodist church in the county was established here in 1804. 
Elbert B'andy's is the only store left in the community, and since the post 
office was discontinued in 1907 mail has been secured from Irvington, 2~ 
air miles north. fu) Bi'll Thompson, interview, 9/28/1977; (2) Jay 
Lawrence. "Breck'inridge Town will be Spared Plant for Recycling Chemical 
Waste" LCJ. 8/30/1978. P. B4:l-i] S'.:1 2-, J2 '7r 
. ,. , 
.. 
;. " -0. : 
j BIG BONE 
,.}~ 
A hamlet 
Hone Lick 
(Boone Con I 
with ~itinct 
'--. 
State Park, 
@ihgh BOh£] (Union, Rising Sun). 
post office across KY 338 from Big 
li miles from the Ohio River and 9i 
air miles s of Burlington. It was named for the nearby 
sal t lick discovered. by the French explorer Charle.s Lemoyne 
de Longueuil in 1729 and descrioBd by later visitors as a 
spring-fed plantless bog of some 10 acres in which for 
centuries countless large mammals had become mired, leaving 
their bones scattered over the area. [From 1815 to 1845 the 
medicinal value. of the saline sulphur springs made this one 
of the most popular health resorts west of the Alleghenies.~ 
A short lived post office called Big Bone Lick was estab-
lished here on June 7, 1820 with Thomas Edmonson, post-
master. Another post office,called Bigbone, was opened on 
Jan. 21, 1890, but has since closed, and the area is now 
In 
served by the' office at Union, 8 road miles ne .\the 248 acre 
state park, ... '·,~opened at the site of the lick in 1960, is a 
museum housing some of the 0041ected bones and Indian 
artifacts found in the area. Gl) A.M. Yealey HIST. OF BOONE 
CO. KY. 1960, Pp. 26-9; (2) Gregg Swem, "Big Bone Lick Park 
is Steeped in Hist." LCJ, 5/21/1978, P. D811-~ ?.3 9/ 7,b'd-
/ BIG CLIFTY (Grayson Co.): [jihgh Klihf/t:i] (Big Clifty). A 
village of some 400 pers ons on us 62, 1 mile s of the. H~rdin (i)8' 
~ine and 7 air miles n~ of Leitchfield. The post office was 
. -, 
established June 7, 1843 with James M. Cald~ell, postmaster, 
and named for the. stream It.,miles sw~, In Dp.c. 1850 the Southland 
post office, that h.ad been established on April 6, 1846 just over 
the Hardin C9. l~ne. and named for i tsfirst postma?ter, William 
South, was renamed Big Clifty and moved to the Grayson Co., site. 
Little more than a far~~ng communityun~il the ,railroad came 
through in 1~71, :a'ili -'Clifty was incorporate.d in 1890 and is ,J7.,,!w 
a trade center for the ne section of th~ county: with an active 
post office" bank, and a number ofs'tores and shops. Ill) Wm. 
Hughes, interview", 9/28/19771 (2) Robt. W. O'Brien, Dir. of Corp. 
Rel'ns., ICGRR, letter to me, 11/29/l97.~ 11 1',1:3 0 7 
, • f\" 
" 
.J 
V BIGHILL (Madison Co.): ~ihgh/hih£] (Bighill). Th~s hamlet with an 
active post office at the junction of US421 and Ky. 21, 2 mil~s from 
the J~ckso~ Co. line and,l~! air miles s~e of R~chmond. ~as name~ 
for the ~ighill Mouptain" a mile, or so to the south. 
an obstacle for pioneers and a landmark to aim for as ( "'" '"' u.s Y; I ) , .' 
over th,? old pioneer road "into th~, Bluegrass area.' 
The hill !Vas 
they tr::J,veled 
:,' -. : '. In 
• - ~ f 
--- -- .......... 
this :vicinity, wa? M,?rritt Jone~' j,avern, ~uiJ.t befo.re the Ciy:i,l War 
~d later known as the,Y'S, Grant House for/in Feb., 1864/Grant.~d 
~ome.feJ.low Upion offic,?rs spent the night there. The Bighill post 
1V\"Y 'l..~11 H:3 
offipe w~s establ~shed, on thE;! Rockcas"j;le Co. line. some J miles ?ou1;h 
(that is, on the other side Q~ the mountain from it? presept sit El ). 
,It was discontinued in,4 mo,nths and r,?-established,at it~ present 
~eeat~eR-~~Madison Co.. location on June 8, 1846 with,Wm. W. Sm~th. 
postmaster. [1) Robt. ~. Gr:ise, interview, 4/28/1978; (2) Ibid. 
"Big Hill and Mallory Springs" RICH. REG. 4/14/197:] ys-9, / '1.-9 Y 
(; /1 r: ,-' V BIG LAUREL (Harlan.Co.) I [il.ihgh LahhlJ (Nola~sburg). A 
hamlet with an active post' office that was named for'its 
location at the mouth of Big La,urel Creek. a branch of 
Greasy Creek. It miles from the Leslie Co. line and 9t air 
miles ne of Harlan. The post office was established on 
May 25. 1925 with Alice E. Bogg~. postmaster • 
. '
',. ~. :.' .~- ."" , ~.". ' . 
/ 
• 
BIG ROCK (Leslie CO.)I ~ihgh Rah~ (Leatherwood). This 
active post office established in 1931 on Cutshin Creek, 
opposite the mouth of Lo~ Gap Branch, Ilt air miles se of 
Hyden, was named for a huge bald rock within 100 yards of 
it. ~.B. Campbell, interview, 5/27/197~ J~Y~ 
-. , 
I 
-.-
BIG- SPRING (Breckinridge Cc.): ~ihgh Spri~J(Rig Spring). A small 
village at the junction'of Breckinridge, Hardin, and Meade Counties, 15k 
air miles east of Hardinsburg, 15. air miles wnw of Elizabethtown, and 
13 air miles south of Brandenburg. It aptly identifies a single all-
weather spring which comes up from the ground in Hardin County, flows 
for about 60 feet until it passes the point where the 'counties come to':' 
gether. 
" 
Then it alternately sinks and reappears several times until 
I 
it firiiilly flows underground for 3 more miles to emerge in the Sinking 
Creek, a Breckinridge County tributary of the Ohio River. In the early 
19th centurY,a trading post here served a large area of the three count-
ies'. Its later economic insignificancetActu'; to its having been bypassed 
" 
by the railroads and main highways. A post office established in 1826 
still operates in Breckinridge County and with two stores and a church 
. ..qommuni ty' s . . . ~erves:_~):l~e/estimated 100 re:;'lidents. tl) Bill Thompson, interview, 9/28/ 
__ JQ'?:7s~A..z)-"::Mart.in_K. Ped-igQ, "Big -Spring's-Attraction: Jus;t---That" -L~J-,--
4,(~:6/196~ ~r:! ,/19 ~ 
.. '. 
' .. :. 
\ 
BIII'JBLE (Knox Co.)y ~ihm/b~£l (AJ:'temus, Fount). An active. 
post office and several supermarkets serve this community of 
almost 1000 residents centering at the junction of old US 25~ 
and KY 1]04. On ~an. 24, 1898 Will Payne established the 
post office a mile from this site and, according.to local 
tradition, named it for a pair of his prize oxen, Bim and Bill. 
Around 1940 the post office was move~ to Loss R. Yeager's 
Fo--r 
store at the present ,site. ~om some years this location 
,", 
was also called Yeager CJa/g~:J until confusion with ~ 
Yeager Station near Pikeyill~, Ky. led to a.1966 BGN decision 
in favor of the exclusive use of Bimble!. (23eckham Garland, 
letter to me. 10/18/l97~ (07 J 
, 
" 
BIRDSVILLE (Livingtor{:.Co.): L]6-; dz/vail (Smithland). On a high rocky hiti 
overlooking the Ohio River, ~\:air miles nnw of Smithland, are=-_ .~:2aband­
oned store~uildingS ::.:..: ~. 'the Blooming Grove Baptist Ch1,l.rch, 'and. ~he homes 
of some 70 residents, all that is left of a once thriving village hard1 by 
, the county's leading,19th century shipping port. Its post office was 
e'stablished April 17, 1860 with Richard M. Nelson, postmaster. and named 
for Byrd Jameson, local storekeeper and ferryman. The difference in spell 
YLot-J " 
ing is not accounted for. Local peoplehshOP and get their mail from 
Smithland, dreaming of a possible revitalization with the completion of 
the nearby Smithland Lock and Dam. [il) HIST. 'J. LEGEND AND LORE OF LIV. CO. 
" Mrs. Lois Mahan's J. Class:, Liv. HS, 1974-, Pp. 37-8; (2) Mary S,ingl~ton, 
'interview, 8/28/1978; (3) Nathy S. Wood, letiter to me, 9/5/197fl'l ',1/1''1.., 
111', 
, . 
BIRK CITY (Daviess Co.) .I,_~3k ,Siht/eiJ (Reed). Little remains 
of this once thriying Green River P9rt but the modest co~tages 
and.trailers of weekend vacatipners. Thp. c:;ommunity, some 22 
miles above the Green's confluence with the Ohio River, and 7 
air mi.les w of Owensboro, was named by and for its enterprising 
f~under, Jonas Adam Birk (1814-1877), a German immigrant who 
settled there in 1857 and laid out the town the following year. 
On April 20, 1864 he established the Birk's City post of:t:ice 
which closed in 1903. Birk's @mbitio~s plans for a western 
met~opoli.s obviously ~ever materiali.z~d. The vic~ity is now 
on an Owensboro mail route. E.:-) Parker Sams, "Daviess County's 
Almost Forgotten Green River Towns" OWENSBORO MESS-INQ. 8/22/71, 
Sec. 3. P. 1: 1-6; (2) The Orro.hoods, interview. 9/30/1973 (, ~ V I 13 '/8' 
. 
.. '", ,. ~.~. 
;;r 
BIRMINGHAM (Marshall Co.): @:3m/ih'!l/hae~ (Birmingham Point). One o~ 
the two towns completely inundated by the flooding o~ Kentucky Lake in 
the early 1940s, it was on the Tennessee River at the mouth o~ Bear 
. . 
Creek, about 9 air miles ene o~ Benton. John Stone may have been the 
~irst set.tler o~ the ""icinity in the early 1820s but its known history 
does not begin until 1849 when Thomas Love, a Scotsman, arrived ~rom 
Eddyville. Apparently attracted by the economic potential o~ the 
virgin ~orested area, he established a store and, on Oct. 3, 1851, a 
post o~fice, ;,:with Laben S" Lockez:, postmaster/,. which he named ~or 
Birmingham, England. He laid out the town in'1853 and it was incor-
porated in 1860. By the 1870s it had become a ~lourishing mill and 
trade center and the main shipping port ~or tobacco and timber product 
on the lower Tennessee River. Its economic decline was assured when i 
was bypassed by the railroads later in the century. Yet some 300 
persons still called it home by the time evacuation for the impbundmen 
began in 1940. [(1) Freeman & Olds, HIST. OF MARSHALL CO. KY. 1933, Pp 
81-3; (2) James R. Lemon, LEMON'S HAND BOOK OF MARSHALL CO. 1894, Pp. 
92-31 (J) Judith A. Maupin, "Birmingham" MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, 6/11/7 
./" 
)6, I'S? 
.. ..!~­
I <J....,S 
BLACKEY (Letcher CO.)I 1!laek/ei] (Blackey). Some 50-60 years ago, 
this 0:nGe:':~!'IGGl"POr9ted 6th G-J ass)io~;at the confluence of Rockhouse 
Fork and the North Fork of Kentucky River was an important railroad 
shipping point for area coal mines. With a number of stores and shops, 
a small bank, a theater, and the other inst~tutions of a small city, 
it bid fair to compete' with the county seat of White'sburg some n- mile; 
to the east. Then, in the late 1920s, it was nearly wiped out by a 
flood and a series of devastating fires ang never recovered. l~ is no 
longer incorporated and a post office,- C.ID. Caudill's Gen'l. Store, 2 
churches, and several ,other businesses nowlt:serve its 300 residents and 
travelers on Ky. 7. "" __ It's believed that this ,is:2the site of one 
of the county's earLiest settlements called Indian Botii:om for the many 
-Indian relics once found in the long bottom strip along-the river. 
On Sept •. 10,1908, the Blackey post of rice was established-with James 
H. Brown,' postmaster, and presumably named for Blackey Brown, respect-
ed local citizen whose nickname denoted his dark comlexion. However, 
some 63 years before, Stephen Hogg had established the post office·of 
Indian Bottom a half mile above the mouth of Rockhouse. This had a .. 3 
';ricmc~;;'ti~u'ous c.:-:) existence until, on Nov. 12, 1919, it moved to the 
~-------- -- --- .. 
Blackey site ,.wh_ose own post office had closedi~iii~ti913. There is 
.-""' ~ ....... , , 
nothing left of a community called Indian Bottom though the, name has 
- , 
been,pr~'se~-;;ed--:-:;' in two churches, one a mile a half b:elow Blackey and 
.-" __ . ..r--~-~ . 
the other just belOW the neighboring community of Letcher. [Jl) W~. T., 
Cornett, interview, 12/24/1977; (2) Irene Nolan, "Th-e Begleys Care 
for the Mts. and its People" CJ&T, 8/11/1974, Pp. Gl:1-6£! b1.--31 /1.--6r 
• ! 
BLACKFORD (Webster Co.): ~laek/fawriJ (Bla~kford). First 
called Blacksford for a river crossing on the farm owned by 
Rich Black .. this hamlet on KY 413, ?;cross'the Tradewater River 
from Crittenden Co", and ;L3~ air miles wsw of Dixon, was once a 
thriv.ing farm t~ade center and rail shipping P9int. In 1887 
a station on the just completed Ohio Valley (now Illinois 
Central Gulf) Railroad was established here as Blackford ~s 
~as the post off.ice opened Aug. 29, 1887 with J?JIles M. Clement, 
postmaster. The village that grew up around them failed to 
survive 2 major ~loods, the great depression, and a disastrous 
f:ire and only the active post off.l.ce and 2 f!tores remain to 
serve some 20 families. rrl) Robt. W. O'Brien, ICGRR, Chi., 
Ill., in letter to me, 1/31/1980, (2) Elvis Holt, letter to me, 
2/26/198~ IO&'E-, 1117 
'. 
BLACK GNAT (Taylor Co.): ~laek NaeiJ (Greensburg). A hamlet 
on us 68 (KY 70), on the Green Co. line. 4t air miles wsw of 
Campbellsville. According to tradition, the local school-
house was being painted white, but by the time the job was 
done.~it was covered with black gnats and someone remarked 
, . 
"there sure are a lot of black gnats here." This was at some 
undetermined time in the late 19th century-and the school 
and, later. the cOl!lllluni ty were called Black Gnat.. It never 
had its own post office and is still on a Campbellsville 
rural route. ~am Moore. interview, 7/20/l97~ i?>3? 
.-- ..:.....--
-:r 
BLACK GOLD (Edmonson Co.): f~laek GhOhl§] (Bee' Spring). Five air miles 
~ -
nw of Brownsville, in the Sycamore Neighborhood, is this-rural settle-
ment named for the rock asphalt or "black gold" long mined in that area. 
~ . - IT No record exists of its ever havingAa post office b,that name. ~ancie 
Meredith, ms on P.N. of Edmonson Co., 197~ ~y~ 
/ BLACKJ~ciC ~Simpson Co.): /jlaek/dja~ (Woodburn). This 
hamlet with extinct post office on KY 1171, 3! air miles 
ne of Franklin, was named for the black jack or scrubby oak 
saplings allegedly used to erect the local schoolhouse.:/ The 
post office was established Aug. 4, 1902 and Perry T. 
Stamps, the storekeeper, was the only postmast'er. It closed 
in 1906'~;.and the place is now on a Franklin rural route. The 
name has been spelled as both one word and two. &s. Jame's 
Beach & Jas. Henry Snider, FRANKLIN & SIMPSON CO ••. 1976, Pp. 
24-j] I 'is 
BLACK ROCK (Grayson Co.): rnlaek Rahi.] (Leitchfield). A stop on- the 
Ill. Central RR and US62, 2~ air miles sw of Leitchfield, that was 
~ 
named for the tar-filled rock nearby. The post office, established 
June 30, 1891 by Charles F. Heyser)is closed, as is the local store-, 
and residents ~Rep)~ow get their mail from Millwood, 2.3 miles south-
west. (Wm. Hughes, interview, 9/28/1972] 1307 
, 
,:',,1"', >:. 
BLACKS FERRY .(~umberland Co.): ~laex Fehr/e~ (Blacks Ferry). 
A hamlet· wit.h an exti~ct post office. o~ KY 953 and the. 
se bottom of tha Cumberland River. ju~t below the mouth of Judio 
Cre~. i mile. from the Monroe Co. line and 8t air miles sw of 
Burkesville. The post. office. transferred fro~ nearby Judio on 
March 18. l88~. w~s renamed for a pionee~ Cumberland ~iver 
family. Since the. closing of this office in 1960. •. the Ke.ttle. 
post office. 9i road miles e.. has provided mail service. ~.N. 
Smith. interview. 9/22/l97~ 13fr.r 
BLACKWATER (Laurel Co.): ~laek/w~ht/;;Jil (Blackwater). A recently 
discontinued post office on Blackwater Creek, 3/4 miie from the Knox 
Co. line, It miles from the Clay Co. line and 10 air miles se of 
, 
London. The creek was named either for the fallen leaves in the 
creek that gave its water a darkish appearance or for a place in 
Virginia, or both. Perhaps, as Barbara Ewell once suggested, "the 
darkened water reminded some early settler of a like condition he 
had known in Virginia." The post office, established Nov. 1, 1893, 
with John S. Gilbert, postmaster. was named for the stream. EThe 
Logan .Ewell Stories" col. in the SENTINEL: ECHO , 5/19/196§J ry,-
.-, . 
/BLAINE (Lawrence Co.): @lanJ(Blaine). A 6th class city with an 
active post office and some 6)0 residents centering at the 
junction of KY )2 and 201, on Hood Creek, ju;:;t above its con-
,fluence with Blaine Creek for which it was named, and 1) air ' 
miles sw of Louisa. The creek, one of the' maj or w bank branches 
on the Big Sandy River, was named for Ephraim Blaine, a 
Pennsylvania-born Marylander who arrived in the area in 178) to 
survey lands he had been granted for Revolutionary War service. 
The community site may have been settled before 1800 and a trade 
center for area farm families had already been established there 
by 1822. The Blaine post office has been in operation at least 
since May 10, 1828 and Neri Swetnam may have been the first 
postmaster. Though incorporated as Blaine in 1886, the commu-
nity was also known for much of the 19th century as Blainetown 
and Mouth of 'Hood. ~l) Cratis Williams, lett'er to me, 1/24/72; 
(2) Ibid., "Hist. of the Blaine Community" BIG SANDY NEWS, 7/6/ 
1972, P. 4:1-4; ()) Geo. Wolfford, LAWRENCE CO. A PICTORIAL 
O '.2.'3 '{, ~I.s; 11?s"" HIST. 1972, pp. 146-47 " . 
BLAIRS MILLS (Morgan Co.J: CBlt:Z.Mihl~. (Wrigley). This 
active post offlice was established on Elam Branch of Devils 
Fork (of the North Fork of the Licking River) on Aug. lB •. 
1876 with Cyrus Pe~ry. Jr;. postmaster; and named for the 
Blair family's .watarpow?red grist mill on Devils Fork. In 
19~9. the office.was moved t mile w to its present location 
in Perry's Grocery at} KY 711,)/4 mile sw of the Rowan Co. 
line and lot air miles ~ of West Liberty. ~~stmaster, 
Blairs Mills. Ky., letter to me. 8/28/1989] II'LS-
., . 
.' 
· - "';'~ --
v'BLAIR TOWN (Pike Co.): l!l'<. TOwiJ (Broadbottom). This hamlet 
on US 23/460 and the e bank of the Levisa Fork of the Big 
Sandy River, less than 3t air miles nw of Pikeville, was named 
for the Rev. Whetzel Blair who owned the site in the early 20th 
century. It never had its own, post office but has been on a 
Pikeville rural route. Mulrins High School, one of the 9 in 
the Pike Co. system, is located here. ~enry P. Scalf, inter-
view, 5/28/ 197jj ,:171 
/ 
BLANDVILLE __ (Ballard Co~): @Jaend!vihg (Blandville). This 
recently de-incorporated. town with an active. post office. ~t 
the junction of KY 802 and 1837, less than a mile. n of the. 
Carlisle Co. line and 6t air miles e. of Wickliffe, was estab-
lished in 1842 as the. first seat of Ballard Co. Like the 
county it was named for Capt. Bland Ballard (1761-1853), famed 
Indian fighter and state legislator.. J~hn H. Stovall, on 
Ylhose land the town w~s laid out, became. the. first postmaster 
on Nov. 11,.1842. The town was incorporated on Jan. 14, 1845. 
Aftp.r a court house fire in ~880 in Which all re.cords were. 
dgstroyed, aD electi9n was hel~ to ge~ide if the. seat ~hou+d. 
be removed to !l- new town on the. Mis~ssippi River. This town .. 
. . .(q.v·) W1ck11ffe, ,became the county's new seat. in 18~ and Blandville's 
economic significance and popUlation s~ead~ly declined to its 
pres ent hamlet status. ~1) Chas. R. Ge.ve.dep·, "Mound-Building 
Indians Were First in Ballard Co. Se.ction" Purch. Ed. of MAYF. 
. . . ~;:7 I ~ ~ I ~ 'i V 
MESS. 12/27/1969, P. D411-6; (2) Perrin, 1885, P. ~ 
V BLEVINS (Lawrence Co.): ~lehv/<>n~ (Mazie). An extinct post 
office had been estabiished in Elliott Co: on March 14, 1899 
and named by and for its first postmas~er/Thomas W. Blevins. 
In 1929 Lonnie E. Boggs moved it to the Right Fork of Cains 
Creek, at the mouth of Coalbank Branch, It miles from the 
Elliott Co. line and 1St air miles w of Louisa where it re-
'miiined until ;j.-t closed in 1 "IS-t;,. 
to me, 4/6/197B I o~ 7 
• I .. 
~OUise Kingsmore, let.ter 
j 
.-- .' :~.!= ~--
BLISS (Adair CO.)I ~lihiJ (Columbia). Arr extinct post office 
on KY 80. i mile n of the Cumberland Parkway and 3 air mile's 
w of Columbia. that was established March 9. 1900 and named 
for a respected local school teacher who had come from Louis.,.' 
ville a couple of years before. This vicinity has also been 
referred to as the ~ community for a local landoWll'ing 
in the area=:-;--] 
family and. indeed. a ~ post office was in operatiol1( f!>r-::: 
....... --
about 6 weeks in the winter of 1891/2. [1) Mrs. Horace Cundiff' 
. - .-
;. Adair "CO'.- P;N .-""--DAR ms ,- . 1/19lJ.l; (2) :-Nancy Berley. interview 
by HEmry G'iles. 7/197i1 P7E-",'Y'-((, 
.... - -
/ ~ \ ',' 
BLOOMFlEJLD (Nelson Co.): unU'm/feeli] (Bloomfield). A 5th 
class city with an active post office and close to 1000 resi-
dents on US 62 and KY 55 and 48. 9 air miles.'ne of Bardstown. 
At or near this site. on the e fork of Simpson Creek. the 
post office of Middleburg was established on July 1. 1803. 
with Hadin (?) Edwards. postmaster. In 1807 Edwards was 
succeeded by Dr. John Bemiss. M.D .• who had arrived in 
Kentucky from New York State a few years before. In 1817 
Bemis is said to have founded the town and named it Bloomfield 
. for his wife. the former Miss' Bloomer. and a Mr. Merrifield. , ' 
his son-in-law. The post office was renamed Bloomfield in 
1818 and the town was incorporated in 1819. ITl) ms. 4ist. of 
"Early Bloomfield" author & date unknown but it appeared in 
the BARDSTOWN STANQ£FD. a typescript copy of which was submit-
ted by Allan M. Trout ,to the KHS in 1964; (2) Sarah B. Smith. 
HIST' C. NEr,.SON CO.. 1971, P. 15EJ f ~ '1, l?'g Y 
~ 
BLUE DIAMOND (Perry Co.) I ~lU Dah/m-ancU (Hazard North) • 
Almost ~othing remains b~ several private homes arid an 
a~tive post office of this onc~ important coa1col)1pany 
town on' First Creel!; and KY 267,' 2-k air miles nnw of Hazard. 
It was named for the Blue Diamond Coal Co. which est~b-
1ished mines in that area around the First World War. The 
local post office has been in operation since June 28, 1916 
when Hirl3.m H. Braden was appointed its first postmaster •. 
~stil1 lIlcIntyre. interview. 7 17 1197~ {:s 2-7 
BLUE HERON (McCreary Co.): [Blu Hehr/;J.!il (Barthe1l). 
This abandoned coal town on the e bank of the Big South Fork 
of the Cumberland River, 5t air miles sw of Whitley City, 
was built in 1937 by the Stearns Coal and Lumber Co. of 
Stearns, Ky. for the employees of. its No. 18 mine. It was 
customary for the firm to identify its brands of coal by the 
names of birds, e.g. "Golden Eagle" and "Scarlet Tanager", 
and the coal from this mine was "Blue Heron". Yet, according 
to a local tradition, the place was also named for the 
"raucous long necked, long legged birds the miners saw when 
they first came to the Big South Fork ••• to dig the riversides 
'36'1 for coal." - In either case while this name officially desig-
nated the community, most of its residents referred to it 
simply as Mine IS. Production peaked in World War II when some 
300 miners worked No. IS but by 1962 production had ceased; 
the mines and post office, established in 1937, closed and the 
town died. Plans are now to restore the community to its 
original condition as part of a large recreational complex. 
111) Ben Culbertson, "The Ghost of Blue Heron" CJ&T MAG. 1/9/ 
1972, Pp. 22ff; (2) Burris Smith, interview, 6/22/197S; (3) 
Dr. Frank C. Thomas, letters to me, 1/29/1979, 8/7/19SjjJ '1b'f, /1(.2.\ 110, 
13 'ifY 
~ BLUE HOLE (Clay Co.J: [!lU HohD (Hima). A hamlet with an 
active post office on KY 11, 2 miles up Collins Fork from its 
confluence with Goose Creek, and 3 air miles s of Manchester. 
The ppst office, established Aug. 4, 1916 by Charles S. 
Townsley, was named for a large and deep pocket of unusually 
clear water that, as local people are wont to describe it, 
"always looked so blue." About this time the Cumberland & 
Manchester (now L&N) Railroad named its local station 
Rodonnel ~oh/dahn!d~ for reasons now unknown. Area produced 
coal and timber are still shipped from this station butthe 
Blue Hole name is used almost exclusively by local people to 
identify their community. ~iari@in Martin. interview. 6/29/19721 1.3' 2-'1 
' .. 
. , 
,.' ',' .. . ' -
v 
, 
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. - . . " ::r 
BLUE LICKS(SPRINGS) (Nicholas Co.): ~lU Lihx (Spri~zl](Cowan). 
Extinct post'offlce and settlement' on' the north bank of the Licking 
River, just west of US68, and 7 air miles n of Carlisle. In 
1773 Major John Finley and a party of Pennsylvania surveyors discov-
ered the licks at what has since been called the Upper Blue Licks 
near the present community of Milltown. They called it simply T.he 
Licks for here the buffalo would come to' drink and lick the salt. 
Several days later the party went down the river and discovered what 
they .then called the Lower Blue Licks for the salt springs and licks 
noted on.the low fossiliferous beds of the blue-gray limestone along 
the river at that point. It was in this vicinity that the last 
battle of the American Revolution was fought on Aug. 19, 1782 as the 
Battle of Blue Licks. And it was here that the first settlement in 
what became Nicholas Co. was made by David Tanner who arrived before 
1784 to develop the salt works there that attracted pioneer settlers 
started 
for miles around. Shortly thereafter Maj. George M. Bedinger/~~eRe~ 
a sawmill, ferry, and other operations on the river. Adjacent to 
B'edinger's land Wm. B:artlett, in 1817, founded a town he called 
Bartlettsburg though his death in 1820 precluded any development of 
I ,,~ 
it. The county's first post office was established here before 1805 
as Lower Blue Licks though it bore the name Blue Lick Springs (sic) 
from 1850 until it closed in 1919. Sometime before 1850 the medici~ 
na1., properties of the water were discovered and by the start of the 
Civil War it had become an important health, r~sort.:, The springs 
failed around the turn of the century. The Blue Licks Battlefield 
in 1926 
State Park, created/by Legislative act on 32 acre~,~R-±92e) is loca-
ted just north of the site of the post office, in Robertson Co. Loca: 
people have variously referred to this vicinity as Qown at the Lick: 
Blue Lick Springs,Blue Licks, the Sprin~, the Salt Works, the Lower 
Blue Lick Springs, and Lower Blue Licks. The Carlisle post office 
suppl,ies mail servicfre«.,~ql) y,o~",~t,·lhannon, interview, 1/18/1979; (2 
11M">" ",dA.'~ {Al'OA " .. ,.,r~,4'2,I,\tJJ',r. a(hiJrc'H, C.U, I~,,' Do l-~_L~I '17,9D7,/27'1 
" 
• 
V BLUE MOON (Floyd Co.) I @lil Munii1 (Harold). Extinct post 
office on KY 2030, at the head ~f Trace Fork of Little Mud 
Creek. 11 air miles/sse/of PrestonsbUrg. The office was estab-
lished in Dec. 1~iD6 by Alex L. Meade.. a local school teacher. 
and named by his daughter, Aiice. for a brand of perfume, a 
boittle of which she had just received as a Christmas present. 
Alice. who later became Mrs. Miller of Hite. Ky •• served as 
postmaster from 1945 to Oct. 1957 when the post office closed. 
The vicinity is now served by the Printer post office •. 412 
road miles nw. @ice Meade Miller • Kite, Ky, in a letter to 
me. 4/8/197J] \ II '-
. ~. 
: -
BLUE SPRING (Trigg Co.) I §lU .Spri~nz, Blu SPri~9J (Canton). 
A settlement on the ridge icross Blue Spring Creek from Lake 
Barkley State Park and 5t air miles wsw of Cadiz. Both stream 
and settlement were named for the spring with the bluish 
appearing water that :;feeds into the creek some 3/4 mile above 
the settlement. It never had its own post office and is now 
on a Cadiz rural route. Some local people stil-l verbally refer 
to both spring and settlement in the plural. About It miles 
nw, on the peninsula between Lake Barkley and its Blue Spring 
Creek embayment, is the recently developed community of Blue 
Spring Estates. Rl) Dom. Geog. Name prop. submitted-to BGN by 
Frank Hughes, 6/22/1967; (2) Roy McDonald, interview, 8/29/7E1 "l7711'3~" 
/ 
BLUESTONE ~Rowan, CO.)I ~lu/stoh6J (Farmers)~ Now a residential 
settlement (w:ith an extinct post office just n of the C&O Railroad 
tracks,'~"~:!-1- mile n of US 60, and J air miles wsw of Morehead. 
The post office was established as Freestone, about a mile w of 
the pres~nt site. on April 16, 188J with Henry F. Martin, post-
master. It was moved to and renamed Bluestone in 1920. Both 
places were named for a fine grained and even textured sandstone 
of medium hardness, gray to bluish in color and comparatively 
easy-"to~ cut in all' 'directions wHhout "spli ttihg': .,Popular as a' 
building material in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, it 
was quarried and milled at both locations by a group of New 
Yorkers and used in the construction of t,he county's schools 
and some other public buildings. ~he increased use of limestone 
and concrete 'foi-',building purposes led to the end of production 
, -' 
here in the ea;ly 1930.:1 The ;'icini ty is now on a Morehead rurl;l 
route. 0) Ed Sargent. "White Settlers First V'isi ted Rowan Co. 
in Year 177J" ROWAN CO. NEWS, cent. ed. 5/10/1956, P. 6211;,(2) 
Nancy BairJ,ms. hist. of the Hummel Co~, c1978; (J) J.H. Powers, 
ms. Hist. of Rowan Co., n.d~. P:~ 6 (in the MSU Ky. & App. Coll'n); 
(4) Lloyd Dean, interview, 10/J/197~ ('97,9:1.(/, '1.r2-, 11.-73 
.':: . ..,,: 
:' 
- ~-.••• - ~- - '" .t.-, - -, '-, '-- ...•. ~. 
BLUFF BOOM (Green Co.): @lUhf Burri] (Greensburg). Around 1885 the 
Whitney Brothers built a large sawmill on some bottom land between a 
bluff" and the north bank of the Green River, 2 air miles ene of the 
present Greensburg city limits. It was supplied by timber rafted down 
the river and stopped and diverted by a chain of logs erected across 
the river to a man-made island. This was the boom at the base of the 
bluff or, simply, the "bluff boom.~~' The mill processed millions of 
board feet 'of lumber which were shipped out on the L&N whose tracks 
were laid right along the bluft' Little remains of the sawmill commu-
nity but some homes. The mill burned; J.R. Jones' general store and 
the post office, established Jan. 8, 1908 by Isaac Henson, have since 
closed. Ill) Sam Moore, interview, 7/20/1978; (2) Clifton Jones, "Bluff 
Boom--W1).ere Did the Boom Originate?" GREENSBURG RECORD-HERALD, 10/9/ 
1975, P. iJ .r1~,1'J'37 
"", -'. 
BLUFF CITY (Henderson Co.): [jlUhf §lkYei1 (Spottsville). Settled some-
time before its post office was established July 10. 1872. this hamlet 
of some 100 residents. 9 air miles east of Henderson. was named for ·its 
location on a high bluff overlooking the Green River. This one time 
coal mlnlng town with sawmill and ferry is now but a residential commu-
nity on a Henderson mail route. [1) Spalding Trafton •. letter to Wm. G. 
Steel. 4/20/1922; (2) Maralea Arnett. ANNALS AND SCANDALS .oF HENDERSON 
CO •• KY. 1775-1975. 1976. P. 21iJ/<-/I"-lk· 
... .." ..... . ..... . ~~' 
" '. - .,:. 
" .: -' -i .;''': ..... 
"' 
-,: ~.:.~~~.~~h··i; '.. !, ': 'n5':, .j")'~,-'. ".:. 
· '/ BLYTHE (Monroe Co.). ~leye;li'l'lJ (Vernon). An extinct 
Cumberland River shipping port and post office across; from 
Turkey Neck Bend and 7 air miles ese of Tompkinsville. The 
post office was established Oct. 22, 1910 and named for its 
first postmaster, Leslie C. Blythe or his family. For years 
it was better known as Dogtown [pawgh!to~. According,:i:i;o 
Stanton Taylor. this name was applied by his father. Charley 
Taylor. the ovmer of a local ax handle factory, for the many 
wild dogs ,in 2 to 3 mile sec~iqn around the P9St.office. , 
Lenneth Jones, in a 'IIPA manuscript. recalled that the commu-
nity had first been called Lititle Skillet and that the Dog 
Town (sic) name had been suggested by Dr. ILK. Richardson. a 
physician, for "the unusual number of dogs' in the town an,d 
great number of fights had by the natives." Also ac€:ording 
to Jones. sufferers of rheumatism and other disorders were 
early attracted to the community by the healing waters of J 
local sulphur springs. fu) Stanton Taylor, interview. 6/29/ 
1972; (2) Lenneth .Tones, \'iPA m~ C)"-J, 1:1% 
j BOAZ (Graves Co.): ~o~ (Melber). A hamlet with an active 
post office until recently at the junction of KY 849 and the 
Illinois Central Gulf Railroad' tracks, just yards e of Mayfield 
Creek and 9 air miles n of Mayfield. The post office, estab-
lished Sept. 20, 1869 with William J. Adams, postmaster, was 
named for Joshua Boaz, one of the largest property ovmers in 
the county who, in 1854, gave the New Orleans and Ohio (now 
Illinois Central G':llf) Railroad passage'through his plantation. 
The station became an important shipping point on the railroad 
and the community that developed around it was incorporated in 
1888. In the past few years, the community has begun to shift 
to the Viola-Boaz Rd., over -,r. mile to' the east, where the' post 
office was relocated. ~l) Lon Carter Barton, interview, 8/5/ 
1977; (2) Ben P. Boyd, letter to me, 9/6/ 197.3 IO'JI,Jl.-l..~ 
/ ::r 
BOBTOWN (Madison Co~) I I!ahb/to~ (Bighill). This hamlet at tl1.e jct. 
of US 42;1. and Ky. 10i6, 8 air miles 'sse of Richmond, is saiq to hav~ 
~een named, sometime befor~ 1872, ~y,Whitfield Moody, appar~ntly the 
community's most inf;L~ential citizen. Wh~n he was asked. what he was 
going to name the place, Bob Fitch, a longtime Negro resident, happen-
.-
ed to walk by with a sack on his back, which prompted Moody :t9 reply 
"I'm going to name it after Uncle Bob--Bobtown." The local post 
office may have been called 'Motte, for reasons unknO\VTI, and was in 
. .." ,- - --. - -- - - - --
operation from 1899 to 1911. Since then residents have received their 
mail from~'erea, 3%1 road miles sw. Dl) A.B. D~vis, "Attorneyat,Rich-
mond Relates Interesting Rist. of. SE,Mad. Co.", LEX •. L~DER, 2/8/1954; 
(2) Oscar Rucker, A GEOG. STUDY OF RURAL SETTLEMENT CLUSTERS IN MAD. 
1;:;(9' ~ 7 :1, ~ b '"2- ' . CO. KY. UK thesis, 1967, P. ~ 
. ~. -
J BOHON (Mercer Co.): ~~/hahn, Boh/hah~ (Cornishville). 
This hamlet with its extinct post office on KY 390, 4 air 
miles nw of Harrodsburg, was founded about 1851 around Jimmy 
Wilson I S crossroads s.tore. That and the post office, which 
was established there on April 25, 1854 with Wilson as post-
master, were named for the largest family of local landowners, 
'descendants of Walter Bohon (1762-1825), a Virginian who had 
arrived sometime arter 1,91. Though officially known as Bohon, 
the, cOll,lmul}i ty ,was, ],ocally r~feJ;'red.to for mug!') "of ~he 19th 
century as Bohontown. It is now on a Harrodsburg rural route. 
~ebecca Conover, {artie' e in HARRQJ;)SB-.--JIERALD, 2/1/197jJ 11.-~ Y 
I'lt\+<--vv,' ~v-' I l( ('I.--I (I ~7 ~ 
,. 
V BOLTSFORK (B'oyd Co.) I 1!Uhlts!fawrlil (Boltsfork). A hamlet 
with extinct post office at the junction of KY 3 and 773 and 
the confluence of Bolts Fork and the :E!:ast -Fotk:.of- the Little 
Sandy River, just n of the Lawrence Co. line and lOt air 
miles ssw of C«t/eitsbWlJ. The stream and community are said to 
have been name~for pioneer settler Isaac Bolt, an English 
immigrant who arrived in the second decade of the 19th 
century, A son, Montraville Bolt (1816-1899) was the first 
postmaster when the post office was established as Bolts 
~ on Jan. II, 1867. In the 1890s it became Boltsfork 
and closed' in 1914. Montraville' s brother. ·Greenville Bolt 
established the post office of Bolton, somewhere in the 
vicinity, in 1858. Greenville's son, William D. Bolt 
operated grist and saw mills at-.:Bolts Fork and owned the 
local store and blacksmith shop,for years. The area is 
now on a rural route out of Rush. 10.3 road miles nw. 
L?ESCENDANTS OF ISAAC AND ELIZ. BOLT. by Mrs. Gay Bolt 
Williamson & Mrs. Pauline Ross Yakley, n.d., n.£;] "1..">-7 
/ 
• 
, ' 
BONANZA (Floyd Co. ) : l! .. /naenl z"iJ (Prestonsburg) • A hamlet 
with an extinct post office at the forks of Abbott Creak (a 
west bank tribufatt;,'" of the Levisa Fork of the Big Sandy River) 
.. "--....... ~-
and the junction of KY 1427 and 1750, 4t air miles w of 
Prestonsburg. The name is alleged to have originated with the 
local remark that it would be a bonanza if theye:!5't:; got a post 
office. They did, on Jan. 31, 1881, named' it Bonanza, and 
chose James Hill as the first postmaster. The community g~ew 
up around a 1999ing oper9.ti(m an.d prosp~reli, ,:t:or a :time 'with 
the Prestonsburg Coal Co. digs on Abbott, Creek. The pos~ 
~oy 
office closed in 1969. According to George R. Stewartl :~', the 
name, which in Spanish means "prosperity:", described rich ore 
strikes in a number of western 'mining ,areas and thus had a 
commendatory 'significance, suggesting the wealth or potential 
wealth of a place'. fu) Henry P. Scalf ,interview, 5/16/1971; 
(2) John I. Sturgill, WPA ms; (3) G'eo. R. Stewart, AM. P.N., 
P. 5:£i '2. Q "I, "'17 6 I 1170 
BOND (Jackson Co.). @ahniJ (Tyner). Village with an active post 
office and some 400 residents on Ky. 30. 5t xEa~ miles west of its . . 
junction with US421 at Tyner. and 7t air miles south of McKe.e. The 
post office was established as Isaacs on May 5. 1899 and named for 
its first p~stmaster, Andrew Isaacs. or his family. In 1914 it was 
changed to Bond soon after the :e.sxa' incorporation of the Bond-Foley 
Lumber Co. by N.U. Bond, a New Jersey native, who arrived at that place 
, 
two years bef;glije and" opened alarge lumber mill. The mill closed in 
May, 1930 with the depletion of area timber. The town is now a trade 
center for th@!t section of the county. U>]) Jess Wilson, interview, 
7/9/1977; (2) Delbert York. interview, 7/9/1971] 1'I,If,1 'I'l....!' 
BON HARBOR (Daviess Co.): [?ahn Hahr/ba~ (Owensboro West). 
Some 2 miles below Owensboro is the site of a projected manu-
facturing city and Ohio River shipping port that never 
really materialized and is now devoid' of any sign that it was 
once even a village. The plans for this community and landing 
were initiated by Robert 'Triplett, a Virginian who arriv.ed in 
the 1820s to open several coal mines in what ~ater became the 
Bon Harbor Hills about a mile sw of his projected site. In 1826 
from his mines he built the fi"rs'j;' railroad .w, of i;he Allegh~nies 
to the landing to transfer his coal to steamboats for shipment 
to New Orleans. At the landing in 1842 he laid out a town he 
called B'on Harbor for the natural harbor tl).ere and built' 
several woolen and cotton plants and homes for some 300 workers 
and their families. A post office called Bonharbor (sic) was 
established April 17, 1848 but lasted only 2 years. By the 
start of the Civil War, Tpiplett's efforts to promote the 
development of a great industria~ metropolis had clearly failed 
and in a short while nothing remained of his factories or the 
time 
landing. Some/in the 1890s, however, coal mining was re'':'estab-
lished in ,the Bon Harbor Hills and a little community of miners' 
homes, also called Bon Harbor .. Hills" was founded between the 
-. .'-
Hills and Owensboro. [ill. HIST. OF DAV~E§S CO,, 1883, Pp. 631-2; 
(2) Potter, HIST. OF OWENSB. & DAVIESS Co., 1974, P. 241;(3) AN 
AC'CT. OF BON HARBOR',' a Tract Designed to Promote the Site for 
Industry and Commerce, London, 1849; (4) The OrrQhoods, interview, 
9/2J/197~ l( I, 9,/ I ~ 'I, J~ Y'i( 
/ BON JELLICO (Whitley Co.): ~ahn D.jehya/koh, Bahn Djehl/-a/kiJ 
(Williamsburg). A virtually extinct coal co~unity on Brier 
Creek and KY 92, 1 air mile wsw of Williamsburg,. is identified 
simply as ~ on current maps. It was established by and named 
~or the Bon' Jellico Coal Co • which perhaps .hall-high aspirations 
. ---- --, ---- -
for the quality of the coal it would find in the Y~9~n~ty. The 
nearby Bon Hollow Picnic Area, a 50 acre park, and several homes 
remain. The vicinity has always been dependent on Williamsburg 
for mail services. (See Jellico). 81) Postmaster, Williamsburg 
Post Office, in letter to Wm. G. Steel, 5/16/1922; (2) Eugene 
Siler, interview, 6/23/197] I?-O 8- 1 118-0 
/ 
_. . 
BONNIEVILIE (Hart Co.): ~ahn/ee/vihn (Upton, Munfordville). 
A farm trade and processing center and 6th class' city with an 
active post office and some J~O residents, at the junction of 
US 31w and Bacon Creek, t mile w of I 65 and 5t air miles n 
of !\Iunfordville. The community was first called Bacon Creek, 
at least with the establishment of this post office on !\larch 
16, 184}. According'to tradition, "a man stole some bacon and 
was about to be caught •• when he threw it in the stream" which 
thus acquired its name. County Judge Ken?rick. ,Jameson ,gave _ tile, 
right of way through his farm to the L&N Railroad in the 1850s 
and became the first agent of their Bacon Cree'k station. 
Jameson or his son, William Kendrick Jameson, who had become 
Bacon Creek's postmaster in 1864, having ambitious plans for 
the community, did not regard Bacon Creek as a suitabie name 
and had it changed to Bonnieville in 1880. This was ostensibly 
for the Scottish folk heroine "Bonnie Annie Laur:J.e". As 
Bonnieville it was also ~ncorporated in that year. ~udge Roy 
A. Cann's IDS. hist. of Hart Co., 1971, P. 2iJ e-6-3 
'. ~ , 
'.,.0;:" 
BONNYMAN (Ferry Co.): [iahn/~/md~ (Hazard North). A former 
coal town and now a residential community with an active post 
office, at the junction of the present KY 15 and 267, 2t air 
miles nw of Hazard. It was named for Alex Bonnyman of Knox-
ville,- ,Tenn., the president of the Blue Diamond Coal Co. 
which established mines in that area around the E~rst World 
War. The Bonnyman post office has been in operation since 
J~lY 12, 1918 when Leonard J. Hammel was appointed its first 
p;~stmaster. 1!:still McIntyre, interview, 7/7/197~ IS7J..7 
V BOOKER STATION, (Washil'l-gton Co. ).: lj~oid-1)r Sta/shdQI (Illaud). 
An extinct post office and station on the,L&N Railroad'S 
Bardstown Branch, I mile from the Beech Fork which, forms the 
Nelson Co. line and6t air mi-Ies nw of Springfield. A settJ.e-
" -J _ , - \ • 
ment may have existed there pr.j)or to the establishment of 'the 
Booker post office on May 21, 1890 'with Charles T., Berry, 
postmaster. It was named :for a I.ocal landowning family. The 
post office closed ini914~ - '~ry D': Kelly, interview, 8/101??] I'] 11 
- -.",. > ~ .- -,---=....-""=-'>- - • ..:- - ., ....... .:;. _. --.- .' .. 
\ . - . 
- =.-- - • 
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C,..O'trJTY: 
v BOONEi @iinJ. 24-9 sq. miles. Pop. YJ,,8:00. Seat: Burlington. 
Established in 1798 from part of Campbell Co. and named for 
Daniel Boone, the famed frontiersman and pioneer settler(173r-1 i";!o). 
BOONE (Rockcastle Co.): ~u!iJ (Berea). Boone Gap in the 
hilIs less than a mile north probably accounts for the name 
of this community on US 25. 11 air miles n'of Mount Vernon. 
its recently discontined post office (established Feb. 27. 
1901). and its Central Kentucky (now L&N) Railroad station 
called G'ap. 
-"" 
':.. ---..l ~'."', • 
. -","'", 
BOONE FURNACE (Carter Co.): ~Uh F3n/a§J (Wesleyville, Tygarts Valley). 
At a point on Grassy Creek, some 4 miles w of its confluence with 
Tygarts Creek, and 12t air miles nw of Grayson, a stone blast iron furn-
ace was built in 1856 by Sebastian Eifort and others and presumably 
named for Daniel Boone whom Eifort is said to have much admired. Here , 
on Sept. 29. 1857 , Oliver P. Ki bbeeestablished a post office which he 
had expected to call Crossing but instead named it Mt. Pleasant. In 1860 
Eifort renamed it for the furnace and the community that he hadGils0 
developed around it. This office closed in 1884. some 13 years after 
the last blast. On July 27. 1922, the Hike post office was established 
b~ the site of the furnace, then as nOw in ruins, and named for George" 
H-:ike. a Syrian pack peddler who had opened a store in this vicinity. 
This office closed in 1942 and the community, though still officially 
called Boone Furnace,is locally referred to only as "on Grassy." Ul) 
FayeCargo. interview. 1l/18/1977; (2) VlJW, letter to me, J/8/197f]l/i7,J2,r 
::r 
BOONEVILLE (Owsley Co.): lBiill/vihl, Bun/vd~ (Booneville). The small 
est county seat in the-state: this 6th 'class C1ty of some 120 persons 
and the seat of Owsley Co" is on Ky. 11 and )0 and the South Fork of 
~;..... 
the Kentucky River,,116 air miles se of downtown Louisville. The fir 
permanent settlers were James Moore and his family in the 1790s and~, 
for years, the settlement was called Moore's Station. Elias Moore do-
nated an acre to locate the new .county's seat there in 184) and his 
brother ,James, Jr • established the Owsiey ;:., . Court House post office 
'TLL 0 f+,'c-<-
on May 26, 1844; ~ftis was officially renamed Booneville on Dec. 8, 
r 
1846 because Daniei Boo~e, while' on a surveying trip for some land 
,'"" 11~-1 
companies\, is said to have camped by a spring near the site of the 
present court house\, , It was incorporated as Booneville 
on March 1, 1847. Some local persons feel that the Census population 
estimate is too, small, that it should be closer to 1500 to include 
more of the territory that "is considered an integral part of the town 
As former School Superintendent Fred Gabbard has pointed out "the 
original· articles of incorporation just included the 1 acre donated 
from the Moore farm and these boundaries have never changed. But the 
town is mostly on the other side of the river and not technicaliy with 
in its limits. Some 1500 persons call this town their home."lll) Fred 
Gabbard, interview, 7/8/1977; (2) Joyce Wilson, THIS WAS YESTERDAY, 
1977.,Pp. 4, 2~ ...... "l.-~,'~-, 
.. " 
I 
.' -.,. 
~ 
/ BOONESBOROUGH (madison Co.): @unz!buhrl;!J (Rord). Nothing 
, 
remains of the first chartered town in Kentucky--established 
and laid out as a town in Oct. 1779 on 640 acres which included 
all the land along the south bank of the Kentucky River from 
the site of Lock 10 down· to the memorial Bridge and US 27, 
south to the top of the hill where Boone's fort was later 
located. 
c-/ ---1 
It centered, of course, on Daniel Boone's original 
-....~;::;-
settlement (April, 1775). Though by 1790 it had nearly 120 
homes and had become an important river shipping port and was 
even nominated for the state's capital in 1792, it never really 
materialized as a town. With other nearby communities more 
accessible and more attractivei; i tceased to develop, and by 
the 1820s there was' little there to mark it as a town. Yet 
from 1828 to 1866 it had a post office, Boonesboro (sic), later 
spelled Boonesborough, which was in operation again in 1914 for 
less than a year. Today the site is occupied by the Boones-
borough State Park, 9! air miles ~ of Richmond. Note the 
locally preferred spelling, above; state highway maps have long 
(iaesFFsstly) spelled this name Boonesboro and,', incorrectly 
.' ,--9 
located the place on KY J88, J road miles s of its true site on 
the river. \il) Jonathan T. Dorris and Maud W. Dorris, GLIMPSES 
OF HIST'C. MADISON CO., KY. 1955, P. 17: (2) Robt. N. Grise, 
interview, ~/28/1978; (J) crames Shannon, interview, 12127119~S?, I~~~ . 
137:7 
.-
r-': "'; . .l. 
BOONS CAMP (Johnson Co.): {junz KaemEJ (Offutt). A hamlet 
with an active 'post office on the site of a camp on Greasy 
Creek and KY 40, 5i air miles ene of Paintsville, which is 
said to have been used by Daniel Boone on one or more occasions 
in the 1790s while hunting with the settlers of Blockhouse 
Bottom. According to tradition. Boone was returning from a' 
hunt with a large amount of game when he carelessly "left marks 
of fat upon the trailside trees" bordering the creek. And that 
is the derivation of Greasy Creek ~hree/zee Kree~ which 
extends roughly west for 6i miles from near the Martin Co. line 
to the Levisa Fork of the Big Sandy River below Offutt. The 
Boons Camp post office was established May 16, 1876 with James 
Mollett, postmaster. One can only assume, from the traditional 
spelling, that local residents or postal officials could not 
spell. [3enry P. Scalf, "Dan'l. Boone in Eastern Kentucky" in 
150 YEARS OF' PIKE CO" KY. 1822-1972, 1972, Pp. 9-~ I~ 
/ B.ORDLEY (Union Co.) I lJawrd/leiJ (Bordley). A v,acant store 
building, church, and several homes are ail_that remain of 
a thriv-ing 19th century trade center at the junction of KY 
758 and the Boxville Rd., It miles from the Webster Co. line 
and 8t air miles s of Morganfield. The post office was 
established on Feb. 21,1828 about a mile away by William J. 
Ross, the first postmaster, who named it for a friend in 
England. In 1858 James P. Woodring and Jacob Strouse built 
. then 
a.store at the present Bordley site to which they/moved the 
post office. When the Morganfield & Atlanta Railroad went 
through nearby Pride in 1905 (q.v.). m!!~lli· of the local·busi-
ness moved to the new station site and Bordley never re-
covered. The post office closed in 1911 and mail is nOW 
secured from Clay, 9i road miles s in Webster Co. [(1) RIST. 
. . 
OF UNION CO" KY. 1886, P. 721;(2) UNION CO. PAST &: PRESENT 
WPA Ky. Writers Proj •• 1941, P. 193 J jr'7, 2.1 ~ 
BOREING (Laurel Co.) I CBawr/ih.!7J (Lily). This hamlet with a 
recently discontinued post office on KY 229, 6 air miles se 
of London, was first called Camp Ground for the religious 
meetingplace there.years ago. The post office was established 
April 8,1884 with Daniel Vinsant, postmaster, and named for,," 
Vincent Boreing, a Laurel Co. newspaperman, school super:~ntend-
ent (1868-72), and, later, county judge (1886) and U.S. 
. .fl....oor 
Congressman from district of Kentucky (1899-1903). The Camp , 
Ground name still. applies to 
Ewell, interview,. 1~/29/197~ 
/ 
the local elementery school. [Logan 
1'- )?-'L-
.J 
BOSTON (Pendleton Co.): i!ahs/t"<l9J (Butler). Just below the mouth of 
Harris Creek, a west bank branch of the Licking River, the Licking 
River Lumber and Mining Company built a sawmill to process the logs 
floated down from its holdings near the headwaters of the river. The 
area was first served by the Meridian post office, established Feb. 
14, 1855 a mile north of the mill. It was moved to the mill on the 
Covington and Lexington (now L&N) Railroad in 1860 and renamed 
Boston Station for the Massachusetts hometown_of most of company's 
stockholders. The town was incorporated as Boston Station in 1872. 
while the station later became known as Lynn or Lynn Station. What 
remains of the Boston community is mostly in the vicinity of US27, 
nearly ~ mile w_ of the railroad and 5~ air miles n of Falmoutl 
With the closing of its post office in 1922, it has been on a Butler 
rural route. ~.E. Barton, "R.R. Hist. of Pendleton Co." 1968 ms. il 
KHS Li br J Ii' 'f r. 
COl.{rJT'1: 
r/ BOURBON I ~3>c/banJ. 300 sq. miles. Pop. 19.7QO. Seat: Paris. 
Kentucky's 5th county, it was established in 1786 from part of 
Fayette Co. and was thus one of the 9 counties formed while 
Kentucky was still a part of Virginia. It was named to honor 
the French royal family for their help in America's war for 
<. 
independence. From its original territory all of'Z4 and part 
of 10 other counties were created. 
, 
/BOURNE (Garrard Co.) I ~;wrrD (Buckeye). Little remains but 
the Mt. Hebron Church to mark a once prosperous village called 
Mt. Hebron ~ownt ~/bra~ on KY 1355, 6 air miles n of 
Lancaster. Today the place is known by the name applied to 
its post office when it was established April 1, 1891 in John 
B. Bourne's store. The office closed in 1949. ~aped inter-
view with Mrs. Helen Clark by Pat Ballard for the Garrard Co. 
:l 1,/1- 'if Oral History file:J 
.'--:;, 
'. 
_ .. _- -". 
V' ~ (Cumberland Co.) I ~;o~ (Burkesville) .Thls community, locally known 
as Cedar Creek for i is local schoo'l and church, is strung out along the 
~ower ends of Bear and Cedar Creeks, branches of the Cumberland River. 
It is still served by the B ow post office on old KY - 90. It air miles SE 
of Burkesville. ThE?- office was established June 7, 1901 with William 
Glidewell, postmaster, and named for the large and prominent Bow family 
whose 
vania 
progenitor, Nathaniel Bow, had arrived in the 
Co., Va. before 1810. ~.N. Smith, interview, 
county 
- jfrom Pi ttsyl;;' 
9/22/l9?§] / '] R-.r 
BOWLING GREEN (Warren Co .• ): !}loh!+ih~ Ghree:J . (BowJ,.ing 
Green North, BowJ,.ing Green South). A 2nci class .. , city, 
K~ntucky's 5th largest with some 38,7,00 persons, and the 
, 
seat of Warren Co. and Western Kentucky University, on 
US Jlw, 68, and 2Jl, just w of.I 65 and 88 air miles ssw 
of downtown Louisville. The ~own was establi~hed in ),.798. 
as Bolin Green (sic) .on 2.acre::; whiqh, the . year before" had 
been dona~e4 by'Robert Moore for the s~at of th~ ne~+y 
created pounty! The post office of Bowling Green,wa::; estab-
lished.April 1, 1~02 with Robert's brother, George as poSt7 
master, and the town was incorpc;>rated in ~his name i!1 181Q .•.. 
At the ,Russellvill~ Conv~ntio!1 c;>f ),.861, Bowling Green_became 
the Confede~ate Capital of Kentucky. ~t.was:mostlik~ly 
named for, Bowling Green, the ~ea~ of Carol~ne Co., Va. wh~ch, 
in turn, had ~een named.fo~th~n~arby estate of Col, John 
Hoorp~s aS,a condition for his donation of the:.stte for the 
public bui),.dj,ngs. The estate, ~ince callep. stmply "The Old 
Mansion" boasted a large lawn wh~re the gamE! of. bowls. was. 
played by country geni;lemen ./1 Though. this deri vat ion .seems 
feasible in view of ~n.e fact that many pioneer WaJ:'~en C9. 
families hag come fro!ll thi::; section '"of Virginia, SOl11~, local 
historians think the name originateg,from Robert Moore's ,"ball 
alley" near his home whicll..is mentioned in old,records a::; a 
source of local recreation., For . years tnLs indllstrial, commer-
cial, and cultural capital of south. central Kentucky has peen 
" ~ ,!','.J-LoI,( 'I\ro 0 k:r-" ~~ 
called "The Park C~ty." for ~ ts downtownFounta~n Square Park '~c...U... 
in which a.fountain was .E!rected.in 188+. ~l) Mrs. W.C. Sumpter 
"Warren Co. & Bowling Green" ms. in Ky. Libr. WKU; (2) John B. 
Rodes, "Early Hist. of Bowl. Green" ms. c1927, Ky. Libr; (J) 
"Bowl. Green: A Town Erected with New Hope" THE FREE LANCE-STAR: 
TOWN & COUNTRY, 7/16/1966, P. AIl '1.91,9(; 11977 
~" 
/ BOXVILLE (Union Co.): Bahx/vih1 (Wave:dy). Only a store and"<l half 
, dozen homes, mark the site of a once thriving tobacco proces-
sing and farm trade center at the junction of KY 56 and 141, 
51t air miles se of ,Morganfield. In 1941 most 'of the s,ite was 
incorporated into Camp Breckinridge, a World War II training 
ground. In 1851 Linco1n.Agin, a shoemaker, moved to this site 
and opened a shop in a little box-shaped house and the area 
about it soon came to be called, derisi~~ly" Boxvi11e. By 1865 
Agin and David Springer, a blacksmith, had acquired the site, 
attracting other businesses around which the town was estab1ish-
ed~s_;Boxvillei On July 14, 1868 the post office, since dis-
continued, was established and Agin became the 'first postmaster. 
frIST., OF UNION CO •• KY. 1886, 'Pp. 665-£1. (->7 
/ co~'-ITy; ~ I /!loiiJ· 159 sq •. miles. Pop. 55, YS/. Seat: Catletts-
burg. It was established in 1860 from parts of Greenup, 
Carter, and Lawrence Co's. and named for Linn Boyd (1800-
l859~, for 18 years a US Congressman from-Kentucky. From 
1855 to 1859 he served as Speaker of the US House of Rep-
presentatives and died before assuming office as Lt. Gov. 
of Kentucky. Ashland, Kentucky's 7th largest city, is 
located here. ;. 
,. I 
- . .. ',' .~ ,. . 
I 
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BOYD (Harris.on Co.): ~OidJ (Berry). A settlement on Ky. 1054 and the 
South Fork of Licking River, ~ mile from the Pendleton Co. line and 
ll~ air miles nnw of Cynthiana. On Dec. 8, 1854, on the site of a 
watermill built by Whitehead Coleman in 1810, Thomas Boyd established 
a post office which .he named Boyd's Station for Andrew Boyd, Sr., an 
early settler. Within a short time it was to become a coal and water 
supply station on the Covington and Lexington (later Kentucky· Central 
and how L&N) Railroad and the village grew up around the station. In 
" , , • :~ .. ;.( . <-', ~ 
1880 the post office became simply Boyd which name it bore until it 
closed. Mail is now delivered from Berry, 4 road miles south. 
~errin, 1882, P. 3~/~7 
• 
. ; . 
I, 'I 
, . \ .. 
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/ BOYDSVILLE (Graves Co.) I ~oidz/vaiJ (Lynnville). A crossroads hamlet 
on the Tenness:ee state line, 16 air miles sse of Mayfield. The post 
office was established as Boyds Store on Aug. 31, 1831 which probably -
explains its name. It was discontinued in 1834 and re-established as 
Boydsville on July 17, 1866 with John W. Maxwell, postmaster. When thh 
" was discontinued, the residents of the Kentucky side of the line began-
, 
to receive their mail from Lynnville, 5~ road miles nw. Th~ c9mmunity 
, 
may also have been known, in ante-bellum times, as Boyds Crossing,and 
was described by.Perrin as the home base of "a set of hard characters 
" '~ 
who gave the place an unenviable reputation." [1) Lon Carter Barton, 
interview, 8/5/1977; (2) Perrin, 1885, P. ~ 16~, I"l.-Z-&" 
- , 
'. ;' 
-, 
" 
,'. ' • 
(,0'-1 N T'( : 
V"" BOYLE I ~ oil, Baw/a 1. Baw:g. 183 sq. miles. Pop. 2''1.. '177. 
Seat:' Danville. Established in 1842 from parts of Mercer 
and Lincoln Co's. and named for John Boyle (1774-1834). 
Congressman. Chief Justice of the Kentucky Court of Appeals 
(1810-1826). and US District Judge for Kentucky (1826-1834). 
col.tN T'(: 
BRACKENI~raek/ari]. 204 sq. miles. Pop. 7.4V3. Seat: 
Brooksville. Established in 1796 from parts of Campbell and 
Mason C.b's. and said to be named for 2 creeks, Big and Little 
Bracken, which had been named for William Bracken, a pioneer 
hunter and Indian fighter who had settled on one of them and 
may have been killed there by Indians. 
i/' BRACKTOWN (Fayette Co.): ~raek/tov§l (Lex. West). A 
predominantly black community of some 200 residents extending 
for about a mile between US 421 and the Old Leestown Pike, . 
just sand w of the Federal Correctional Institute and 2 miles 
nw of Lexington's New Circle Road. In 1887 Robert Stone sub-
divided 21 acres of the northern section of the present Brack-
~ into lots which he soid to blac,ks who were able to af;f'brd 
the $100 an acre asking price. He called this section 
Stonetown for himself. At that time part of the land s of 
Stonetown was owned by the Rev. Frederick Braxton, a black 
preacher of Lexington, whose efforts on behalf of the estab-
lishmentof a viable black settlement led to the residents 
naming the entire community Bracktown for him. [ponald Bur):,ell 
and Michael Put'nam, Part 2 "Rural Settlements Housing Study of 
1971. Housing Rept. of City-County Planning Comm." 5/1971, P. ~ 3~ 
• 
• 
BRADFORD (Bracken Co.): ~raed/f~rSO (Moscow). Now the site of Lenox 
Lumber Co. and 1it~le e1se)at the junction of Ky. 8 and 1109, 8 air miles 
nnw of Brooksville, this former Ohio River landing was first called 
Metcalfe's Landing., for a local family. By this name a post office was 
established on April 22, 1863 with John T. Sullivan postmaster. It was 
renamed Bradford on April 2, 1866, with Silas W. Norton, postmaster, and 
the landing became knowo as Bradford's Landing for Laban J. Bradford~z~ 
who, with his brother, owned the land and most of the businesses. Today 
Lenox Comp~ny and the 
the/few residents of this vicinity just below the mouth of Little Snag 
Creek secure their mail from Foster, 3~7 road miles west. ~COLLECTIONS, 
~~ 1969,. n.~ 
BRADFORDSVILLE (l\jar,i,C?1). Co.) " ~raed!fCJrdz/vih~J (Bradfordsville). A 6-:t! 
c],ass city , with' an active P9st ~ffice ~nd ~ome ,J2,O residents" just. 
~~st of the forks of the Rolling Fork of Sa~t River, 6t air miles.se 
of Lebanon. Pete~ Bradford, for whom it was named, is k~ownto,have 
hunted in,this vicinity around 1780 and lat~r to h~ve est~[)lished and 
operated a large grist and saw mtll near, the ford,on the,river, at 
the west end of the present tow~. J3:.~, early f?ettlemep.t at, that site 
was calI.ed Centerville for its alleged location at the center .of the 
st~te. ,It soon wel).t by the na!lle of Bradford's ,MiN, and '~, .~_;the.post 
--~~---O:t,:f-icei;'d';...es:tSlb-l-i-sfled-Gn-March-10-,-183~(..IVA.-tl!-J.0j1n~-Scan~?,ndT"pol3:t:--
, . .. . ,- '" _." " -- 0:&-0 w'¥'\ 
lI!ast~r~:":'i_';_J was,c}i-':t,~~ l.:Bradfordsville llYWll~cll l'].!l.me __ ~_e~'Aw!l.s. formally 
est?,b;Lil3h~d· : :._,:,:~ __ ~ ~>i,:': in 18J6. ,By the tUl;'n of this ceptury it had be-
come a fairly prosperous industrial town. ~.w. Baylor, WeA m3 or,! 'i 
'''!' ~.' ~ ., ,; .. ,' 
. ." • '. r 1./ -
• 
/ BRADLEY (Magoffin Co.) I @raed/l~ (Salyersville South) . 
A haml~t, .wi-th ;:.! re~enhy discontinued post office on KY 1888 
and ~urning Fork of Licking River, 3 air mil~s s~ of Salyers-
ville. The post office was established Sept. 13, 1895 with 
Elliott Howard, postmaster, and named for Ken~ucky's Governor 
William O. Bradley (1895-1899). [£onnie Wireman, letter to 
me, 6/3/197.2]" ~o 
, , 
. 
'-'" 
" 
, . 
BRANILErT (Green Co.): /iraem/lort) (Gresham). Hamlet with extinct post 
office on KY 487 and Snake Branch of Russell Creek, 6 air miles sse of 
I_.~..J 
Greensburg. According to local tradition, the name for the post office 
established July 16, 1925 in Les Pickett's store, was drawn from a hat. 
The winning entry was that of Bram:).ett Squires, local landowner. 
Pickett's, under ne~ management, has been the only store the community 
ever had. It is now on a Greensburg mail route. [laudia Hancock, studel 
at C'ampbellsv. Call. collected from, for Folklore Arch. WKU] 1 a l , , 
" 
',-
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" 
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. 
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BRANDENBURG (Meade Co.): )Braen/don/bg.r:-~hj(MauckPort, Guston). A 5th 
class city of some 1~6.6 residents and the seat of Meade Co. on the Ohio 
River, 27 air miles sw of dovmtown Louisville. In 1825 the Kentucky 
Legislature authorized the transfer-of the county's seat from ClaysvillE 
(aka Brownsville), near the junction of the present Ky. 16]8 and Doe 
Run, to a site offered by Solomon Brandenburg by his~anding and ferry~ 
The town was laid out and the post office was established in 1826 and 
named for him. It became an important 19th century river port. Main 
Street sloping down to the river lost its commercial dominance when, 
after the devastating tornado of April] , 1974, many businesses and 
court house were relocated in the surrounding hills. [ill Geo .• ,L. '--. 
Ridenour EARLY TIMES IN MEADE CO. 1929, P. 6]; (2) John Ed Pearce, 
"Meade Co." LCJM, ]/25/1979;, Pp. 100 I 8-7 I 6.ro -
, 
• ,I. 
the 
BRANDY KEG (Floyd Co.): ~raend/ee Keh~ (Lancer). A resi-
dential commUnity extendiilg along and named'for the 4 mile 
long Brandykeg Creek' (sic) which joiris the Levisa Fork of the 
Big Sandy River' just above the Lancer, .. :,::':section of Prestons-
burg. A Brandy' Keg post office was in operation, there from 
1905 t~ 1915 !:iu. t' the Prestonsburg po~t 'office ho~ serves the 
area. According to tradition. some early tra~eler lost a 
keg of brandy somewhe'.fe in that vicinity., The name was re-
, v 
corded on old maps as "Cag" suggestbr,g of the old pronuncia-
~-~~---"-T---'-'t-i-onJ~)1'i5:Brandy Keg,name also applies to the boat dock a 
.. 
, , -
" 
< ' 
" 
-, 
.. 
"' ....... - .-=-........... -- .. ':-'-'--' -., -. -.' . - ... 
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inile n on Dewey Lakeiy\,the Jenny Wiley State Resort Park. 
-~enry P. Scalf. interview. 5/l6/ l 9?j] I~ 7 0 
I~ ," 
", 
" 
.~. 
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" 
BRASSFIELD (Madison Co.) I Ijraes/feeJjJ (Moberly). An extinct 
post office and station on the long defunct Richmond Nicholas-
ville Irvine & Beattyville (later L&N) Railroad and KY 499. 8 
air miles ese of Richmond. The post office was established 
Aug. 31. 1893 by David G. Martin, ,first postmaster and station 
'-' 
agent, who named it for his grandfather. James Eli Brasfield 
(sic) (1782-1864). a Virginia-born pioneer settler. The vicinity 
is now served by the Bybee post office, 5 road miles n. 
~RASFIELD-BRASSFIELD GENEALOGIES, compo & ed. by Annabella V. 
1;;]12.1>-McAllister & Edward N. McAllister, pvt. print •• 1959. Pp. 212.2:3 
COI.I.I'lT'( : 
BREATHITT I @rehthhtJ. 494 sq. miles. Pop. lq" 91.(5. Seat: 
Jackson. Established in 1839 from parts of Estill, Clay, and 
Perry Co's. and named for John Breathitt (1786-1834), Kentucky's 
11th governor (1832-4). 
CO'-'-I'lT'( : 
BRECKINRIIXml ~rehkhn/rihdjJ. 554 sq. miles. Pop. Jb ,000. 
Seat. Hardinsburg. Established in 1799 from part of Hardin 
Co. and named for John Breckinridge (1760-1806), Kentucky 
Attorney General (i793-97) and Legislator (1797-1801) who 
later~erved in the US Senate (1801-05) and as us Attorney 
General (1805 till his death). 
/ BREEDING (Adair Co .') I ljlreed/ih!lJ (Breeding). A village with 
an active post office at the head of Casey Fork (of Harrods 
Fork of Crocus Creek) and KY 61, i mile from the Metcalfe Co. 
line and 11 air miles sw of Columbia. The vicinity was first 
settled around 1802 by George Breeding (1772-1857), a Virginian, 
whose son, James,later .. :. a noted preacher, was born there 
in 180). The post office was establishea as Breeding's March 
)0, 18)0 and probably named for George. It was discontinued xn 
1892. Another post office called Elroy, established near by 
in 1885, was moved to and renamed Breeding in 1894 and is still 
irn.. operation. Ssta Royse Allisom. METH. HIST. OF ADAIR CO., KY. 
1782-1969, n.d., P. )~ q 
i/ BREMEN (Muhlenberg Co.): Ljree-/mCl:i] (Central City West). A mining c9mmu· 
nity with an active post office and some 300 residents-extending for 
about a mile along KY 81. 1 mile from the McLean Co. line and 9 air 
miles n'- _ of Greenville. For years referred to as "the Dutch Settle-
ment". this area was settled by German immigrants and when the p,ost 
office was established Feb. 9.1832 by Peter Shaver. it was named for 
the birthplace of his father. Andrew Shaver (or Schaber). The post 
office moved several times between Muhlenberg and McLean Cqunties be-
fore returning to the former to stay in 1866. For some time in the 
late 19th century the community was also called-Bennettsville for the 
post office was, '_" then located in Andrew Bennett' s store and black-
smith shop. It was incorporated as a town in 1869. ~tto A. Rothert. 
A HIST. OF MUHL. CO. 1913. Pp. 27. lj.l~ ~~ 
BREWERS (Marshall Co.): )!ru/a riJ (Oak Level). A hamlet with 
extinct post office at the junction of KY 80 and 1836, over a 
mile e of the West Fork of Clarks River and 6 air miles sw of 
Benton. It was named for Peter Brewer who had built a water-
powered grist mill and store on the West Fork sometime before 
1840. The post office of Barksdale, established in Graves Co. 
on Feb. 22, 1859 by Rolly Sutherland, was presumably moved to 
the mill site in 1861 and renamed Brewers Mills (sic). In 
1896 the office was renamed Brewers. Sometime after the mill 
- -
ceased operation, the river shifted its course drying-up--the 
rilillpond,_ aild~'-'the site is "now on a high and dry bottom" with 
- ,- ~ _. -~ -- --' 
no signs of ever having been in a river bed. The vicinity is 
now on a Benton rural route. ~reeman & Olds, 1933, P. 9~ 7 .. 
/ BRIDGEPORT (Franklin Co.): [!rihd,j/paw::!l (Frankfort West). The first 
home wm~hin the present limits of this village just south of US60, ~ mi. 
north of 164, and 2 air miles wsw of Frankfort, was built in 1797 by 
Sherman Nunnery. By 1826 the site had come into the possession of 
Frederick Robb who established the town and named it in 1835 for the 
local covered bridge that, had been built over South Benson Creek in 1811 
on the Dr.iginal route between Lexington and Louisville. (According to 
Jil]son, however, it may have been named for two such bridges, the 
, ': I ',. ' 
second having been erected in 1824 over Armstrong's B:ranch.) A ,post' 
office was in operation .. I from 1837 to 1904 and the town was incorporate( 
in 1848. It was a bustling town for much of the 19th century until a 
disastrous fire wiped out its chances for continued prosp~rity. Some 
of the town's old buildings still,stand on the Old Bridgeport Road, 
along with several stores, 2 churnhes, a consolidated school, and a 
number of new homes. [l:) Ermina Jett Darnell, FILLING IN THE CHINKS, 
1966, Pp. 96-7; (2) Jillson, "Old Bridgeport and its Environs" REG. of 
theKHS, Vol. 54, Jan. 1950,r'2- J .l!'i . 
..;; - .. -' 
.. 0 i' • 
,I 
/ BRIENSBURG (MarsJ:\all Co.): j,reye/anz/bagJi] (BriensbuJ;'g). A hamlet 
with extinct post office -extending along US68 and KY,; 58 from their 
-junction at. a Iloint 21. air miles nne of Benton. It was named for 
its founder, James Brien, a blacksmith, ~ho arriy~d in the vic~nity 
in 1819/20. A state legislator, he, secured passage of a bill for 
the cr:ea:t;ion of Marshall Co. ,in184-2 al1d the town he founded was a 
candidate for the ~ounty' S. seat •. Its post office. w1l.s established May. 
l.l 1856 with William M. Yancey', postmaster, a,nd after an intermittent 
existence. it c10s~d foJ;' good in 1905. Incorporated in 1861, Briens-
bu~g becafu~-a~~'pi.~~~:r;'.~iis commercial town but declined when the 
improvement of us68 drew trade away to other towns in th~ county. It 
has enjoyed recent g:r9wth to a peak population of some 4-00 due to. 
its proocimity to Kentucky Lake and other area tourist a,ttractions. 
U:l) Freeman & Olds, HIST. OF MARSHALL CO. KY. 1933, PIl' 4-7-8; (2) 
Jas. R. Lemon, LEMON'S HAND BOOK OF MARSHALL CO •. 1894-, P. 9~ 761/~3 
,. 
~ BRIGHTSHADE (Clay CO.)I ~raht/sh~ (Ogle). A southern Clay Co. 
pioneer named Bright Short is said to have built his home and store 
at the mouth of Otter Creek (a-±eft-eaR*-tp4eHtapY-Gf-GGGse-Gpeek). 
In his front yard stood three large hemlock trees which, for their 
shade, served as a natural stopping place for travelers up and down 
Goose Creek. A~ter a while they came to refer to it as Bright's 
Shade and it was suggested that this name be applied to the post 
office that was established there in 1883. -Postal officials apparently 
acc~pted this but dropped the's and combined the two words to Bright-
_ was some 4' miles south; -, ... 
shade. Some time later, the post office/moved/to the present site of 
the h~fl1te-ti y, at the confluence of Mill and Goose Creeks and 10 air 
mile~ se of Manchester, where it is now a rural branch of the Manchestel 
post office. lll) Ethel Smith in MANCH. ENTERPRISE, 10/5/1972, P.5B:5-8; 
(2) Marian Marilin, interview, 6/29/l9ill7~bl 11?-7 
, , 
/BRISTOW (Warren Co.): ~rihs!to~ (Bristow). L&N Railroad 
station and extinct>post office 3/4> mile n>of I 65 and 2~ air 
miles ne of Bowling Green. John Ewing, who donated 2 acres 
for the depot, is said to have named the station probably for 
Francis M. Bristow who then represented that dis.trict in the 
U.S. Congress. The post office, established as Bristow Station 
on June 22, 1860 with Zachariah G. Taylor, postmaster, became 
simply Bristow in 1880. The local church, school, businesses, 
and some homes that are now considered part of this community 
are located on US 31w/68, less than i mile n of the tracks. 
They are on a Bowling Green rural ro~te. [PARK CITY DAILY NEWS 
12/3/194.fl b Y Y 
(' BROAD BOTTOM (Pike Co.): }jrahd Bahthl!D (Broad Bott:om). 
This hamlet with an active post office slightly over a mile 
e of the Floyd Co. line and 3i air miles nw of Pikeville •. 
was named for its location in a low lying area across the 
Levisa Fork of the Big Sandy River from US 23/460. The post 
office was established as Broadbottom (sic) on Jan. 26. 1924 
with Henry H. Funk, postmaster. 
" 
/ ~,~ BRODHEAD (Rockcastle Co.): [Brahd/heh~ (Brodhead). A 6th class' 
city with an active post office and some 7pO residents on US 150, 
at the head of Dicks River, and 4 air miles nw of Mount Vernon. 
Until the Lebanon Branch of the L&N Railroad reached this point 
in Fe!,), 1868, it was the site of a drovers stable and stagecoach 
stop called Stigall's Station ~tihgh/:W1Z Sta{,shariJ. The 
station and post office, established r.iay 14, 1868 with Elsworth 
, 
O. Farris, postmaster, were renamed for the contractor responsible 
for building the line up to this point or, perhaps, for Richard 
Brodhead (1811-1863), a U.s. Senator from Pennsylvania (1851-57). 
The post offOice name was at first inadvertently spelled Broadhead 
but corrected by 1890 and a BGN,decision in 1897 guaranteed'that 
it would thenceforth be Brodhead. The town, incorporated in 
1880, had become an important rail shipping center by the t~rn of 
the century. ~alPh Griffin "Brief Hist. of Rock. Co." MT. ;VERNON 
SIGNAL, 1l/30/193B'IS lr 
V/BROMLEY (Owen Co.); \!rahm/lej] (G'lencoe). A hamlet on KY 35. 
just n of its junction with US 127, and 6~ air miles n of Owenton. 
The community and its post office, in operation from 1881 to 1906. 
are said to have been named for the brothers Al and Robert Bromley. 
residents. It is now on a rural route out of Sparta. in Gallatin 
Co •• 3t road miles n. ~rticle on Owen Co's. smaller communities 
in the bicent. ed. of the OWEN. NEWS-HER. 7/4/1974. Pp. 10-~ 6 ~s-
V BROMLEY (Kenton Co.): cPrahm!l~ (Covington). A 5th class city 
of about 1000 residents and a westside suburb of Covington from 
the downtown of which it is 2~ air miles. Laid out in 1848 by 
a local pharmacist, Charles Collins. and named ,for his birth-
'-' 
place, the city of Bromley in England, it was incorporated in 
1890. Its postal needs have always been served by the office 
in neighboring Ludlow, now a branch of the Covington post office. 
&onnie Remlinger "'I Wrote the Mayor ••• We Arranged to Meet" KY 
POST, 10/ 5/197~ G g--;3 
.: .•. .L 
'\: - -- - - -
BRONST0N" (Pulaski Co.): @rahn/star}] (Frazer, Burnside). 
A residential community with an active post office and some 
350 residents extending along KY 790 e to Lake Cumberland, 
across' the lake from Burnsid~and 5 air miles s of Somerset. 
It was named for Nicholas "Nix" Brown in whose store the post 
office was established on Feb. 6, 1882 with Thomas C. Brown, 
postmaster. It was an obvious contraction of "Brown's Town." 
Glma Owens Tiboals, A HIST. OF PULASKI CO., KY., 1952, P. 6ij"""L..l.r 
- ~:: --- --
j BROOKLYN (Mercer Co.): ~rOok/l.il (Wilmore). All that remains to mark 
the existence of a once prosperous Kentucky River port and industrial 
town is the Brooklyn Bridge that takes US~8 traffic between Mercer and 
Jessamine Counties. Fire and flood destroyed the town before 1900. To 
this site, i mile e of the junction of Woodford, Jessamine, and 
Mercer Counties and 9 air miles ne of Harrodsburg, a Virginian named 
Brook and his 2 nephews are said to haVe paddled down the Kentucky 
River in a canoe hewed out of a linden tree. Fellow citizens would 
often borrow their canoe, which .came to be knoWn as\"J3.roOk's LiD", and 
the place where it was docked, then known as Todd's Ferry, was soon 
called Brook's Lin Landing. Later it was shortened to simply Brooklin 
and Brooklyn, the latter form undoubtedly influenced by ... the, name of the 
city near New York. No evidence has been found to support this legend-
ery account of' the name. The three span ~ron bridge, 546 feet long, 
was completed in 1871 and called the Brooklyn Bridge for the town, but 
probably also suggestive of the b~idge then being constructed between 
Brooklyn and New York City whose completion it predated by some 1) years 
Kentucky's Brooklvn Bridge collapsed in 195) and the present highway 
bridge was completed and opened in 1954. ~) Rebecca Conover, interview 
4/21/1978; (2) THRU 200 YEARS, ()) a bank letter issued by the 1st Nat'l 
Bank of Wilmore, undated and unsigned 7 '10' I Ir If Y, 1"1- (, Y 
. --J 
'/ BROOKS (Bulli tt Co.): [Brooi] (Brooks). A hamlet with an 
active post office at the junction of KY 1020 and 1526, t 
mile w of I 65, 1.8 miles s of the Jefferson Co. line and 
3 air miles n of Shepherdsville. The community grew up 
around Brooks Station established on the L&N Railroad's main 
- ..... ~ 
line between Louisville and Nashville in i857 and probably 
named for the local family of Joseph Brooks. (An L&N 
. . -
historian, however, claimed that it was named for Joshua W. 
Brooks who built the line between 1853 and 1859). The post 
I -
office, established as Brooks Station on Jan. 26, 1858, with 
Thomas S. Hougland, postmaster, became Mt. Vitio (sic) ~n 
1867 and Brooks in 1885. [Q)B1:l1Ht,'t;. Co. His:t 'I'. CQmm'.ri;. 
A HIST. OF B\lJ.lLTT CO. 1974, P. 23; (2) "Our Place Names are 
Personalized" by Ole Reliable, L&N MAG. 2/1956, P. 20fI) :?', b37 
.... ~ . 
BROOKSVILLE (Bracken Co.): IEr,c?ox/vihl] (Brooksville).IL'3ifth class city~' s~', ,< E 
of 6.~Oi residents and the sel'l,t of Bracken County, centrally located at 
('II 1_.-
the junction of Ki '.., 10 and 19, about 87 miles ene of downtown LouisvillE 
This site was known as 
he.x'e... 
was moved,from Augusta 
Woodwardi~;:· Crossroads when the county government 
in 1833. William and Joel Wo'odward wer,e the 
first settlers, having arrived from Germantown before 1800. They were 
soon joined by others and the little village named for them appealedZ,..l'. 
to many persons seeking a more central location for the county's seat •. 
On Feb. 16, 1839 the Kentucky Gen'l. Assembly authorized the relocation 
by a bill submitted "by Rep. David Brooks and on this day the crossroads' 
, . 
was renamed for him. The first post office to serve this vicinity was 
established as Broo~ville Court House (sic) on Oct. 15. 1~2 with Jos. 
C. Linn, postmaster. It was only after the turn of the present century 
that the spelling was officially changed to its present form. 
~COLLECTIONS. 1969. n.~ "'7 
-- " ---:~-
V' BROWDER (Muhlenberg Co.): @:row/d0 (Drakesboro),kJormer coal 
- -- - - - - ClM. 
company town, L&N Railroad station, and now village with active post , 
office and some 300 residents at the junction of U~431 and Ky 70, 
7 air miles east of Greenville, that was named for W.F. Browder, a 
Russ:ellville lawyer and official of the Owensboro & Nashville (now 
L&N) Railroad. The post office was established June 15, 1905 with 
I '"- ~- :1 ";;7 
James E. Raynolds, postmaster. ~ex'r. Cather, fnterview, 8/8/1972J 
" 
, ';. 
. . 
. ·This 
BROWNING (Warren Co.) It],rownli~J (Rockfield). !2/hamlet with 
extinct post office on KY 1083. 7 air miles w of Bowling 
Green, was named for Quinton and Daniel B. Browning, the sons of 
·g,e.;~~~i Strother Browning of Logan Co •• Ky •• who settled 
eariy on adjoining farms in this vicinity. The post office, 
ire.operation from 1902 to 1906, had only one' postmaster, 
OJ -
Melvin E. Porter. The post office at Rockfield, 4T' I'j)ad 
' .. 
miles se, now serves the area' s f1~sm families. [irene Sumpter 
AN ALB,UM OF EARLY WARREN COUNTY LANDMARKS, Pp. 18-2] '2.-Q~ 
\ 
" 
' .. 
V" BROWNING CORNER (Pendleton Co.) I @ro'Nl'l/i:; . .'!Jz K~r/ne:J (sic), (Claysv,' 
This crossroads settlement, t mile from the Bracken Co. line and 6t 
air miles se of Falmouth, was once a thriving community named for a 
local family. There is no record of its ever having a post office 
and it is now on a Falmouth rural route. &. enevieve ... ~ l'1onert, 10/171 
197£\ 1'379 
V BROWNINGTOWN (Bullitt Co.) I BrownlihlJ/town (Samuels). This, 
settlement on KY 1604, 6 air miles ese of Shepherdsville, was 
named for the Browning family which had settled there before 
J''':';-
the Civil War. Its i~gntification as Brownington'on current 
maps is in error. ~orraine Funk Braun, term paper hist. of 
Bullitt Co., 1960, in the Bulnitt Co. Vert. Files, KHS Lib~ 
V' BROWNSBORO (Oldham Co.): [jrownZ!buhr/cD (Crestwood. Anchor~ge) .,. 
Now but a crossroads hamlet ~ mile n of I 71 and 6 air miles ~w 
of LaGrange, this was the county's princip~l industrial and commer-
cial town before its ~conomic ~opes were dash~d when bypassed by . 
the Louisville and Frankfort (now L&N) Railroad in the l~te l840s. 
It developed around a trading post and C~llahan's T~ve~n, a stage 
stop, at the junction of 2 pioneer roads. The name, possibly 
honoring Kentucky'p first senator, John Brown (1757-1837) was 
first applied to the post office established on March 26,1827 
with Jacob Oglesby, postmaster, and was bestowed on the town 
when it was chartered by the K.entucky L~gislature in 1839. . In 
1838 the town was an unsucc.essful contendE'jr with LaGr~ge for :the 
transfer of the county seat from Westport. The post office was 
discontinued in 1908 ~d mail has since been secured from C~est­
wood, 2! road miles se. [Ll) Souvenir_Program-~Brownsboro Day, 
10/13/1962, Sponsored by the Oldham Co: Hist'l. Soc; (2) LOU. 
TIMES, 3/3/l92~ "2-00, J,-.r-s-' 
, 
" 
V BROWNSBORO VILLAGE (Jefferson Co. ) : ~ownZ!buhr!a Vihl!~diJ 
(Jeffersonville). A 6th class city of some ~/O residents between 
the Louisvill'e city limits (on the w), th~cities of Bellewood 
(on the s) and Druid Hills (on the e) and the Brownsboro Rd. 
(on the n). It was probably named when established in 1955 
for the thoroughfare which refers to the town of Brownsboro 
(q.v.), 11 air miles ne,in Oldham Co. Brownsboro Village is 
about 5 air miles e of the court house in downtown Louisville 
and is dependent on Louisville for postal services." ~aine 
Guthrie, interview, 4/4!197~ I'-~ G. 
, 
' .. " 
.v" BROWNS CROSSROADS_ (Clinton Co.) l!rownz ~raws/roh~ (Albany). On July· 
15, 1869 Francis M. Brown established the Browns Crossroads post office 
in his store at the junction of the old Burksville Rd. and the. present 
K:L 639, 2 air miles wnw of Albany. Sometime later the store and post 
office were moved up the Burksvilre Rd., a mile nw, to the site they 
were to occupy until they were recently closed. Only homes and farms 
presently mark both locations, clearly in the Albany trade and service 
area. ~va Conner, interview, 3/22/l9?!] 1"-6;? 
.. 
/ 
--' 
· .. ~ 
BROWNS GROVE (Calloway Co.): [jrownz, __ GhrohiJ (Lynn Grove). _, Virtua,lly 
on the Graves-Calloway Co. line, on the present KiY-) 893/ and near the head 
.......... -~ 
of Mayfield Creek, aames A. Brown started a store sometime before 1893. 
and-fhe little settlement that,grew up around it was called Browns Grove 
By this name he established a post office in his store on July 21, 1893. 
The store and post office and other local business 
local farm families are,dependent on Lynn Grove, 4 
(,Ih-I ' 1 ie..-.. .... . ~." 
mail and groceries""A',_mUy-i-a:"y, the county seat, is 
...... ~':-,.' .J"'_--'i' 
C. TU~ker, interview, 8/4/19]ij lyOI 
plaqes are gone and 
-', 
mil~'~' se, for their 
air 
8;jmiles east. {irowr. 
BROWNS VALLEY (Jilaviess Co.): ~rownz Vael/e~ (Sutherland). 
A store, railroad spur, and extinct post office named for the 
broad valley through which US 431 and the L&N Railroad make 
their way between Owensboro, 6 air miles n., and the McLean Co. 
line. Before the establishment of the Browns Valley pgst 
office on June 9, 1887 by its name source, Orville O. B-rown, 
this place was identified as Crow Hickman Station on the old 
Owensboro &.Russellville_ (now L&N) Railroad. The post office 
closed in 1933 and the vicinity is now on a Utica mail route. 
[Q..ecilia M. Laswell, "Towns and Villages of Daviess Co." WPA ms, 
6/19/193§J ~ '] 0 
-.' I 
I BROWNSVILLE (Edmonson Co.). [Brownz/vih]J (Brownsville). This fifth clas 
city of some 7aO residents on Ky. 70/259, 73 air miles ssw of downtown 
Louisville, is the seat of Edmonson County. The post" office, establishe 
May 23, 1826 with Jesse Crump, postmaster, and theltown, created by an Ac 
of the Kentucky Legislature on Jan. 30, 1828, were pr"obably named for 
Jacob Brown (1775-1828), the commanding general of the US Army from 1821 
1828. ~olIins RIST. Vol. 2, P. 1~ l{ 'I 
BROWNSVILLE (Fulton Co.): \!rownz/vih~ (Hickman). This 
hamlet on KY 925, 2 air-miles sw of Hickman, was named for 
Shadrack Brown who had settled there around 1845 and donated 
the land for the local cemetery. No post office of this 
name ever existed in the county and it is not known what 
ea:ly post office may have served this vicinity. It is now 
on a Hickman rural route. ~ULTON CO. 74-76 BICENT.; SOUVENIR 
BOOK, 1974, P. l~ \C)O 
, " 
,. , " 
~BRUIN (Elliott Co.), ~ru/a~ (Bruin). An active post of~ice 
at Dickerson's garage and store at the junction of KY 7 and 409, 
7 air miles ne of Sandy Hook. Samuel Mobley established the 
post office Dec. 28, 1869 on Bruin Creek which joins the Little 
Sandy River, at the Carter Co. line, 2t miles n. The creek is 
said to have been named either for.a bear killed there .. by an 
early settler or for Johnny l\Iullins~j dog, Bruin, who had treed 
the bear, the only one 
, 
creek. B-1) Ruth Keck, 
the early settrlers 'had ever seen on that 
late p.m." of Sandy Hook, Ky,.,' in teI'!ll 
paper for Leonard Roberts ,:' MSU, '1960; 
:-:i/28/ 197[j "1 '2..." I I 'f 17-. 
(2) The Whites,. interview, 
V BRYANTS STORE (Knox Co.): @:raents Sta~ (Barbourville). This hamlet 
cYI\ • . 
with active post office on Ky 1809 and Little Poplar Creek, 5~ air mi. 
• 
ssw of Barbourville, was named for a pioneer family who maintained an 
early store there and still does. Though in oper~tion ~Rli>intermit­
tently, the post office is traced back to its establishment by Minor 
B-ryant on Sept. 6, 1873. ~herman Oxendine, interview, 6/23/197!] 1.3 ... 0 
t/. k 
BRYANTSVILLE (Ga=ard Co.): lMaents/vih~ (Bryantsville). Village witt 
an active post O'ffice just off USf7, 7, __ air miles nw of Lancaster, that 
is said to have been on the site of Smiths Station, established by Rev. 
James Smith in 1779. This later became,.Smithtovm and was, by an act of 
the General Assembly in 1836, renamed Bryantsville for the local family 
of John Bryant, a Revolutionary War veteran. On March ,;;t7', 1818, Smith' ~ 
son, Edmund established the local post office as Burnt Tavern at the 
famed travelers rest between Lexington and Nashville opened by Edmund 
around 1800 and named for its having been burned and rebuilt twice. 
In 1845 the office was renamed Bryantsvil].e for the village. _ /1.11 but 
one wing of the ta~ern, at the south end of the village, was ra~ed in 
1956. b) PATCHES OF GARRARD CO. 1974, Pp. 249-59; (2) Pat Ballard, 
interview, 4/21/1978; (3) J. Winston Coleman, photo. story on B.T. in 
his "Hist'c. Ky." col. in LEX. LEAD. 10/8/l96Il'~VIj'3:S11"2-S 
.. , 
• I.' L 
/ BUCHANAN (Lawrence Co.): ~uhk/aen/;;.!]J (Prichard). A hamlet 
just s of-the Boyd Co. -line, centering at the junction of old 
US 23 and KY 707, at the mouth of Bear Creek, a w bank tribu-
tary of the Big Sandy River, and 8' air miles n of Louisa. The 
community was first called Canterbury for the family of 
Reuben Canterbury who established the local post office on 
Jan. 14, 1830 and named it for himself. In 1838, when Ben-
jamin Turman, a ferryman, became postmaster, the ofi'ice was 
renamed Turman's Ferry. The office was moved to a site in the 
vicinity of the present Prichard, W.Va. in 1853 and until 1861, 
when it was returned to Lawrence Co., it was known as Round 
Bottom. On its return to the Kentucky side of the river it 
assumed the name Buchanan presumably for George Buchanan who 
had been appointed postmaster. In 1880 when the Chatteroi 
(now C&O) Railroad reached this section, the local station 
was established as Rockville for some big rocks just below 
the depot. Around 1900 the station and the community itself 
The.. Po's+ off-,'c.JI. <:.1 o.re&. ,'",- IH3 "",ol 
assumed the name of the post off'ice. A The area is now served 
by a rural branch of the Catlettsburg post office. lll) Marie 
Carey. interview. 10/14/1977; (2) Geo. Wolfford LAW. CO. A 
PCITORIALHIST. 1972, Pp. 151.16iJ ">-'3'1,I,-ll? 
'I II 
I' (Buckeye). On K~ 39. 7 [I,air miles nm -~ il BUCKEYE (Garrard Co.): lluhk/eyj] 
of Lancaster, only a school and 2 churches. remain of a onde flourishinl 
II 
, il 
farm trade center. It was named for thel'gi'rge buckey.e tr,e. an early 
landmark in the area, that stood near the /?pesel'l'y Liberty 1'$J~t Churl 
II 
The Buckeye post Ol'~ice,. estab-
Jr.. closed in ~9l5. !F orr es' 
upon which the village was centered. 
lished July 11. 1844 by James H. Letcher. 
Calico. letter to me, 5/2l/l96i] I O'f I 
~'--'---'-' - ---- ... ~-~ 
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BUCKHORN (Perry Co.): \1lUhk/hawr!j (Buckhorn). A hamlet Wi~h 
an active post office and a 1970 population of 400, on KY is , 
I: 
and Squabble Greek, ~ mile above its confluence with Middle 
g-Fork of the Kentucky River, 1 mile from the Breathitt Co. line 
" 
an~ 16 air miles. tYffiwof Ha~,d. The post office was estabiished 
June 12. 1902 with Laura York, postmaster. According to t1ad~­
tion, the first settler of that vicinity was Jerry Smith, ~lle­
') 
gedly from Tennessee. He is said to have named the local BuckM 
l:I'orn Spring for a fours nag buck he had killed there and whose 
antlerS he-had hung over the spring'. - He is also supposed to 
" 
" have n'IDTled the creek for a fight between his brother and 0lhers 
over the division of game. Buckh.orn is the site of the ~lq 
Witherspoon o~ "Log" College which was founded in 1903 and J 
) 
operated by the Rev. Hil;!)'lI'Y S. Murdock and his wife, Louise l' 
.This has long been a fairly thriving community with a well:: 
'I 
appointed hospital and childrens horne spons oredby thePre~bY-
~ . 'l 
terian Synod of Kentucky. Nearby is Buckhorn Daml which re¢u-t~ , 
lates ,£1230 acre Buckhorn Lake, and Buckhorn Lake State R~sort 
" 
Park. ~unice ~'olbert· Johnson, ed. HIST. OF PERRY CO. DAR, :'1953, 
Pp. 68-7~ 11'1' 
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../ BUCKNER (Oldham Co.): !}uhk/n3£J (LaGrange). A village with 
an active post office extending for over a mile along the L&N 
Railroad and KY 146 w from a point about l~ air miles wsw of 
LaGrange. Now the site of the county's consolidated high and 
midd~e schools and 2 recently establishe4 lumber companies, 
it was founded as Buckner's Station on the old Louisville o....cJ.. rvo..vd('fod 
<i:Jineilmati &, I.exingtoo ~J.,:- Siwl$lt--rT..J-Ao/ (now L&N) Railroad some-
time before Jan. 1867 when the post office of Buckner's Station 
was establi~hed with Wi~liam A. Campbell,~ostmaster. This be-
came Buckner in 1880. The Buckners were a family of early 
- . . 
settlers. ~heodore Klein, interview, 4/7/197]] 131' 
~ BUECHEL (Jefferson Co.): ~yuICh~jJ (Douisville,East). 
An unincorporated residential suburb' of Louisville with an 
estimated 900ctesidents. centering at the intersection of the 
Southern Railway and the Bardstown Rd •• 7 air miles se of the 
court house in downtown Louisvil!,ie~ About li miles nw of 
this point, but within the community's unofficial limits, was 
the county's first pioneer settlement, Sullivan's Old Station 
. . 
n.rO estab'li'She,d i~ '~i~ the .vi·cinit~ ~r:t~e' pres,~nt ~oldsmith '< 
~anEi-Ba:rds.town Rd;. 'junction; i,~ George Hikes, 'who .brought his 
- .' . 
family from Pa. in 1791, developed· the area along :the present 
Hikes Lane between Bardstown and Taylorsville Roads as a 
prosperous commercial and milling town. The area along Bards-
town Rd. may ~~rst have been called Two lI1ile Town for its 
location in Two lI1ile Precinct. On April 25, l88J John Buechel. 
a Swiss immigrant. established a post office in his name at 
the White 'Gottage, a tavern he had acquired in 1880 which soon 
became known throughout the county as Buechel Tavern. In 1907 
the Southern Railway built a depot just belOW the tavern ~~-6 
aepes-eeRatee-ey-GaBPles-SeeggBR)that wa~ first called Stine's 
.;. 
Station and then Buechel. In the early 1950s Buechel succ:ess-
fully avoided annexation by Louisville.. A section of it 
actually incorporated in 1951 as West Buechel and is now a 
fifth cl,ass city with a popUlation of some 1900. The entire 
area is now served by a branch of the Louisville post office. 
~l) Ward Sinclair & Harold Browning, "Buechel's Rich Past 
Adorns"What's New" LOU. TIMES, 10/5/1965; (2) Jane Wehner, 
"Hikes lI1ade Buechel Bustle" JEFF •. REPORTER, 1/JO/1974, P. 
All I l-il }I 'I, 'i>;-o:l.. 
'.' 
V BUFFALO (LaRue Co.); ~uhfh/lo!D (Hodgenville). Until it was 
recently de~incorporated, this 19th century mill town and trade 
center at the junction of KY 61 and 470, 3t'afr miles sse of 
H6dgenville, was one of the smallest of Kentucky's 6th class' 
cities, its 1970 population of 142 a sizeable decline from its 
, 
1970 peak of 500. Accord~rig·to one tradition, th~ comm&nity .. 
was settled around 1850 by the Creal family and named to 
commemorate the discovery of a bufralo's rib lying along the 
bank of a local stream. It is more probably that the name 
merely recalls that buffaloes had wallowed in the vicinity in 
early pioneer times. The post office, established Sept. 16, 
1956 by William L. Creal, loca~)storekeeper, is still in· 
operation. fuIST. OF. LARUE' CO., KY •. compiled by ~essie M'iller 
. 6 2'" 
Elliott·, c.1969 or '70, ·n.0 
./ BUGTUSSLE (Monroe Co.): [JUhghltuhS/C! J] (Fountain Run, Gamaliel). 
This hamlet on KY 87, just yards from the Tennessee state line and 
lO~ air miles SlY of Tompkinsville, was named in jest for the 
profusion of local doodlebugs. Ralph B. lIlars.Jj.af,l gave this acc~ount 
in his report to the BGNI "Acc-ording to the 'oldest residents in 
this community, the name was acquired during the time the wheat 
thrashers-toured the county thrashing the·farmers' wheat. The 
thrashers slept in beds of hay in the barns and stayed so long 
that it was said the bugs got so large tuey would tussle in the 
hay, thereby giving the "name of Bugtussle to the community." It 
never had its own post office but residents have gotten their m~~J 
from Gamaliel, 5i road miles ene. tll) Mae Carter Taylor, inter-
view, 6/29/1972; (2) Dom. Geog. Name Report, 1/2J/1969] IOo!],"'] ~s-
j C.ov 
BULLITT. @ool/a-tJ. )00 sq. miles. Pop. 'f3,1,50. Seat: 
Shepherdsville. Kentucky's fastest growing county since 
1960, it was established in 1796 from parts of Jefferson 
and Nelson Co's and named for Alexander Scott Bullitt (1762-
1816), who helped draft Kentuoky'!s first Ccnstitution in 
1791, was the first :presideht __ of -the Kentucky Senate (1792-
1799) and the first Lt. Gov. of Kentucky (1800-04). 
·r 
'.- . 
" 
.' 
BULLITTS LICK (Bullitt Co.): ~bol!ats Li~ (Valley Station). 
The site of Kentucky's first industry and the first commercial 
salt works west of the Alleghenies, in the vicinity of the 
present Bullitts Lick Church on KY 44, ·just w of Shepherdsville. 
The lick was discovered by and named for Virginia surveyor, 
Capt. Thomas Bullitt in 1773. At one time over 500 men were 
'" involved in the operation of the salt works which began in 1779, 
and the community which grew up around it to house and support 
them was known as Saltsburg. Production ended in 1830 when the 
steamboat made it cheaper to·import salt.from great distances 
than to mine it here. Today all evidenc~of the works are gone 
and only the church, a store, and a nearby subdivision of mobile 
homes called Kings Forest mark the area. [<1) Robt. E. McDowell, 
"BulIitt's Lick, the Related Saltworks and Settlements" FILSON 
CLUB Q., 7/1956, Pp. 241-69; (2) BUllitt Co. Hist'l. Comm'n. 
A HIST. OF BULLITT CO., 1974, P. 13; (3) Burlyn Pike, interview, 
10/2/197'Q ~ I, ~-(; '2 , 1:1 r7... 
'.' . " .. ~ 
~ BULLITTSVILLE (B'oonE'c Co.); Voolhts/vihfl (Burlington). 
This hamlet with extinct post office on KY 20 and Woolper 
Creek, 3 air miles n of Burlington, may have been named for 
Capt. Thomas Bullitt who, in 1773, led a surveying party 
for Virg·inia' s Gov. Dunmore down the' Ohio River as far as 
". 
the present day Louisville. He is sa~d to have surveyed a 
section of the south shore of the nearby Ohio River"that 
came to be known as Bulli ti!s Bottom and now North Bend-;:' and 
may even have visited the Bullittsville site. The latter, 
however, is not to be confused with Bullittsburg, a commu-
" 
nity some 3 miles w which centers bn a Baptist church organized 
in 179~. The Bullittsville post of rice was established as 
Corneliusville on Jan. 22, 1827 and probably namea for Robert 
Cornelius, the first postmaster. In 18~8 it was moved to and 
renamed Mitchellsville for then postmaster Benjamin Mitchell, 
. and was gi·ven the naine Bullittsville when, in 1853, it was 
moved to that site where it remained until it closed in 1918. 
The precise locations of these earlier offices are not kno,wn. 
Residents of this area now get their mail from Hebron, 2.2 
froM 
road miles e, or/Burlington. ~nna Fitzgerald, interview, 
5/21/1979.J I 7-~'1 
,.. 
~ BURDINE (Letcher CO.)I ~~/dah~ (Jenkins East). Though 
(rt· v ) 
always a part of Jenkins, KY'f' local people have considered 
this a separate town and, indeed, it still has. its own post 
office, established Jan. 25, 1898, 13 years before Jenkins' 
was organized. LikEi,~j;nkins to the west, it has been a 
........-'---,.~ 
coal town on Elkhorn Creek and US 23/119 and is It miles sw 
of the Pike Co. line and only 3/4 mile from the Virginia 
state line. General concensus is that it was named for 
Burdine Webb who carried the mail from Whitesburg, the county 
seat some 12t air miles wsw. ~l) Harry Caudill, interview, 
7/26/1971; (2) N.M. Webb in letter to Wm. G. Steel, 4/22/1922; 
(3) Wm. T. Cornett, interview, 12/24/197jJ I"l- IS-, }'l..ry, 17...(, s-
I 
I 
""--. 
'- ' 
, " i 
~ BURGIN (Mercer:·Co.) I @.3gh/O)~ (Harrodsburg, Danville). A .5th class . 
_ . __ Cl..M.. _ _ 
--
commercial and manufacturing city with active post office and some 
A 
950 residents at the head of Cane Run (a branch of Dicks River),'Zi 
miles east of Har:rrodsburg. In pioneering days a crossroads commu-
ni ty about the site of the -uunction of' the present Ky. 33 and 1.52, at 
the east end of town, was called the Cane Run Settlement while some-
where ~t of this, on.the road to Dicks 'River '(now Herrington Lake) 
was a community called Curdsville. In 1874 Temple Burgin, landowner 
and stockdealer deeded the right of way to the Cincinnati Southern 
(now Southern) Railway and a station was established which the rail-
road company named Burgin Station. Around this the town o~Burgin 
was laid out in 1877 and incorporated.in 1878. Its post office was 
established as Bergen {sic) on July 24, 1877, with B. Frank Taylor. 
postmaster. b.ut. the obvious err,or was not corr.ected until 1886. The 
town grew rapidly and soon became one of the largest livestock ship-
ping points on the railroad. [j 1) "Hist. of the Southern Ry. in Burgin' 
Burgin Cent. ed. of HARRODSB. HER. 8/1978. P. A6:1-6; (2) Rebecca 
C Ot . "/21/197,;18 ",o("/~&~ onover. 1n erV1ew. ~ ~
V BURKESVILLE (Cumberland Co.) I @'3x/va9 
tr1 .... {'IX-VI' e.vJ 
(BurkesVil~). A 5th class city 
of 1~~0 persons and the centrally located seat of Cumberland County, 95 
air miles south of downtown Louisville. ACGording to early records, the 
location 
site was first called Cumberland Crossing. aptly denoting its/9~t~at~eR 
on the river on which it would eventually become an important wholesale 
center 
trade/and shipping port for area timber and farm products. A town was 
laid out in 1798 on land owned by Samuel Burks., a Virginia settler, and 
undoubtedly named for him at that time. Shortly thereafter he died and 
his land came into the possession of Francis Emmerson who,as sole prop-
rietor by 1810, succBeded in having the city of Burksville incorporated 
by the General Assembly. Contemporary historians largely discount the 
popular tradition that the town Was named by a 10 to 7 vote in a special 
election to decide between BurksvilIe and Thurmantown, the latter for an 
early ferryman. Though the post office was established Jan. 1, 1807.as 
Burkesville or Cumberland Court House.,. with' Christopher Brooks, post-
master, the town's name continued to be sp~lled Burksville until the 
1870s when the "e" that the Post Offlice Department had always seen fit 
to retain was officially inserted. til) R.N. Smith., interview, 9/22/1979. 
I 
(2) J.W .• Wells, THE HIST. OF CUMBo CO.1947, Po 179; (3) "The Burkesville 
. 07.' '>.2- 3 I JOi , J.?~.l-Story" CUMBo CO. NEWS. Sesquicent. Ed. Sec. A. P. 1:3...:1 
'.~ 
....... 
~URKHART (Wolfe Co.): ~3k!hahr:9 (Lee' City). An active post 
office on KY 1094, at the mouth of Poor Branch of Red River, 
3/4 mile sw of the junction of Morgan, Magoffin, and Wolfe Co's. 
and 14t air miles e of Capipton •. cIt·_-was established July 16, 1909 
and named for the family of John L. Burkhart, its first post-
master. §azel Booth, letter to me, 1/6/197B /1--J& 
/ BURLINGTON (Ebone Co.) I \Bn/ih~/ta:O (Burlington). The 
L; '!:Mro 
seat of Boone Co.--one of theAKentucky county seats that 
are not incorporated (the other is Whitley City)--is on 
KY 18 and 338, 71 air miles ne of downtown Louisville. One 
of the smallest seats in the state, with a 1970 population 
of only 350, it is said that .Iohn-cBoswel1's pioneer sta-
tion first occupied the site. Then, in 1799, as Craigs 
Camp Qcrehghz' Kaemi] , 74 acres of this land was" donated 
for the seat of the new county by John H. Craig and Robert 
Johnson and it was officially called Wilmington. The post 
- . 
office was established as Boon(e) Court House on July 1, 1807 
with John Love, postmaster. In 1816 the town was renamed 
Burlington and the post office assumed this name in 1821. 
The town was incorporated irr1824 and reincorporated in 1910. 
but this status has been allowed to lapse. No one knows why 
the Wilmingt~n or Burlington names were applied.LIl) BOONE 
CO, 175th ANNI. RIST. BOOK, 1798-1973, P. 6; (2) Jillson, 
PION. KY. P. 7El .... b, 101 
I BURNA (Livingston Co.): [~~J(Burna). A hamlet of homes and business· 
es strung out for. less than a mile along US60 but focused on its junc-
tion with KY, 135, 7 air miles nne of Smithland. The community is said 
to have been founded around 1890 by John Steele and may first have been 
called Tail Holt (sic). According to tradition, residents seeking a 
more respectable name for their new post office arranged a contest in 
and 
which the names of local girls were nominated./the winning entries sub-
mitted to the postal authorities. Chosen was that of Miss Burna 
Phillips, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Grant Phillips, who later became 
Mrs. Vernon Massey. +n~ariant of this acc~unt, a number of names were 
placed in a hat and Miss Phillips' was drawn. Anyhow, the post office 
was established as Burna on Dec. 13, 1906 with Wm. G. Fort, postmaster. 
Tail Holt, says Prof. Kathy Wood, an area folklorist, referred in a 
humorous way to the hardships of early settlers in earning a living 
from the soil there; the~'fel t they had only a tail holton earning a 
living." (See my discussion oIr some IndianaF-ailhOltS in "The Folklore 
of Place-Naming in Indiana" INDIANA FOLKLORE, Vol. III, 1970, Pp. 35-
94, 77-8 •. 93) Some 175 residents still enjoy local mail service as 
does the county's only high school,on US60, lesffi than a mile sw. [il) 
Leslie McDonald, Echoes 
letter to me, 9/5/1978] 
of Yesteryear, 1972, Pp. 180-1; (2) Kathy Wood, 
,18', IIi" .. 
V;;URNAUGH (Boyd Co.): [13n/aiJ (Burnaugh). A hamlet on US 23 and 
the C&O Railroad, in the w bank bott'om of the Big Sandy River, It 
miles from the Lawrence Co. line, and 9 air miles s of Catletts-
burg. The name was probably a combination of the nearby Burgess 
Station on the old Chatteroi (now C&O) Railroad--named for land-
owner and Justice of the Peace,George R. Burgess (1813-1900)--and 
the 
!liavanaugh post office, in operation between 1901 and 1910--which 
may have been named for the old Kavanaugh Chapel. The c ommUl1i ty 
is now on a Catlettsburg rural route. Ul) Mrs. lI1arie Carey, 
interview, 10/14/1977; (2) Evelyn Jackson, interview, 5/6/1977; 
(3) Ibid., lett'er to me, 9/19/197~ fO~ I, 1~'19, 1111 
BURNING ,FORKjJllagoffin Co.): [B::sn/ih~ Fawr!D (Salyers-
ville South). An: active post office at the junction of 
KY 114 (the Prestonsburg extension of the MountainlPark-
way) and 1888. 2 air miles e of Salyersville. and the 
center of a community comprising the area drained by the 
Burning Fork Creek. The creek. which heads just s of 
Ivyton, extends in a generally nw direction to join the 
Licking River just above the Salyersville business district. 
It was named for the.i2earby __ . Burning Spring from whiuh 
natural gas is said to have been ignited by the Indians, 
burning continuously for years until about 1900 when a gas 
well about 40 ;f'~~taway was drilled and the gas was drained 
off to serve the needs of nearby Salyersville. The ,Bun:ing 
Fork post office was established Jan. 4, 1928 with Roy M. 
Cain. the local storekeeper. as the first_postmaster. 
Earlier post offices called Burning Spring were in1 operation 
in the vicinity frol'>'\. 1829 to 1839 and 1854 .-tt, 1859. 
eLl) From the papers of Dr. Lenore Patrick Chipman in the 
possession of Connie':' Wireman and to me by letter, 5/9/1979; 
(2) Henry P. Scalf, interview, 5/16/1973 8"6 lr 1 1:1 "70 
/.URNING SPRINGS (Clay Co.) I ~.n/an Sprih~il (Maulden, 
Manchester). A village of some 150 persons on US 421 and the 
B'urning Springs Fork of Bray Creek (a s bank tributary of 
Sextons Creek), 6i air miles nnw of Manchester. A very early 
settlement, it was named for the ignitable springs of natural 
gas discovered before 1800 in seemingly inexhaustible supply 
at several sites in the area. The springs are no longer 
burning, having been captured some years ago by the Peoples 
Gas Co. and piped to other communities in the area. One local 
spring is said to have furnished gas for 75 years. On Jan. 17, 
1888; Lafayette M. Rawlings moved the old Napier post office 
(established Sept. 25, 1884 by John C. Napier) a few miles to 
the Burning Springs site and renamed it for the community. The 
office closed in 1965 and local service is now provided by a 
rural branch of the Manchester post office. [ll) Marian Martin, 
interview, 6/29/1977; (2) Glada Cobb, interview, 6/29/1977; (J) 
Collins HIST. Vol. 2, P. 14~ If'!, /1- ,-~, 1:12..-9 
vi BURNSIDE (Pulaski Co.), [~~n/sah4] (Burnside. Somerset). 
A 5th class city with an active post office and some 700 
residents on US 27 (KY 90) and the Cumberland River. 3~ 
~,' 
air miles south of Somerset.CllUl high point of land,:!t mile 
1* 
above the mouth of the South Fork of the Cumberland/was 
first called Point Isabel or The Point ref~rring to the 
local legend of the maiden who. disappointed in love. jumped 
of~-a bluff to her death. Or else to a man named Isobel 
who allegedly ran a ferry at this site in pioneer days. 
During the Civil War a detachment of General Ambrose E. 
Burnside's Union Army was stationed here and the place was 
called Camp Burnside. The post office, established as Point 
Isabel on June 5,- 1877. with Henry Beaty (sic). postmaster. 
was discontinued the following year and re-es:tablished as 
Burnside in 1880)by which name the town was incorporated in 
1890. By the late 19th century. Burnside had becpmlll,_ a major 
river and rail shipping port as well as a prtncipal producer 
of timber products. Prior to the impounding of Lake Cumber-
land in 1950. the Federal Government relocated almost the 
entire town 91') the adjacent highlands and the present town now 
caters to the area's tourist trade. The General Burnside 
Island State Park. a 400 acre hilltop encircled by the lake 
and opened to the public in 1958. was once a hill called 
Bunker Hill just below the mouth of the South Fork. ~l) Mary 
Weaver. interview. 3/23/1979; (2) "B'urnside Native Remembers 
Legends" in col. by Jack Norton, COMMONWEALTH JOURNAL. 3/7/ 
1978. Pp. 1, 12; (3) -"Gen. Burnside--State Park on an Island" 
CALL OF KY. Spring, summer, 1973. Pp. 43-~ '/'/"2./1.'1-,/, /1'{10 
'" . 
../ BURTONVILLE (Lewis Co.): [!2t/a n/vi@ (Burtonville). This 
hamlet with extinct post office at the junction of KY 989 and 
1237, a little over a mile from the Fleming Co. line and 14 
aIr miles sw of Vanceburg, is said to have been called 
Equalization before the Civil War. According to the late J.S. 
j 
Mavity, this name was applied "because four citizens built 
their homes exactly alike along the roadside. Theyclaimed that 
"the Declaration s~id that all men were born free and equal, and 
it was their endeavor to keep the citizens of their tovm in 
that condition. Not many years after this building of the 
original houses, their owners moved away and the other oldest 
inhabitant, MrI~Burton/added 'ville' to his name and christened 
- - I:LOO 
the town anew.'" Others claim, though with admittedly ·no 
. • I;l.O? foundation, that it was named for a Mr. Burton Pr~ce. The 
BurtonviIle post office was established Feb. 18, 1878 with 
William B. Burriss, postmaster, and closed in.1958. A Burton 
post office, perhaps at the same site, had been in operation in 
1873"'4. The place is now on a Vanceburg rural route. (1) Mavity 
in letter to Wm. G. Steel, 5/19/1922; (2) Letter from Mrs. Helen 
R. Pryor to Thos. Field, 1/27/197~ l"-OO,/1-0~ 
.... -~. '~'~USH (~~u~eJ,. ,Co.),: \iOO~hJ (Hi~ah This active p'o'st offic"~ on Ky. ,8b, ~ 
.' .'.. . . ','". 
: :';.: ',' mil,e from the, Clay C9. line and io~' air miles east ,of London, was.' estal:: 
" 
'.J;ished as Bush' s Store on, Feb., 18, 1840 and named' for George' .A. 'Bush, 
It: was' renamed Bush in 1894': , 
-, 
" 
" 
the ',first postmaster and st orekee.pe.r. 
I .'" 
, . 
" Cur'io.usly the Bush 
, , . 
Schools a;;'e J miles w~st, just off' Ky ... 80 and, a mile 
, , 
, " 
office 'addre~s,at, Lida. ~oga,nE~ell',-interview,' . east. of, their post 
"V29/~9,7~ I :-'6-~ ',' 
.' 
... 
, " 
" ' 
;, 
, ' 
~ BUSKIRK (aka SALEM) (Morgan Co.): /iuhs/kerk, Sa/hrrj] ('Cannel 
City). A hamlet with an active post office at the junction of 
KY 205 and 844· and the forks of Salem Fork of Grassy Creek, 8 
air miles ssw of West Liberty. While the post office, estab-
lished March 9, 1925. has always been called Buskirk for the 
first postmaster, Thomas J. Buskirk, both this name and Salem 
c 
have long been used interchangeably to.identify.the community. 
Salem refers to the creek and to the local Christian church 
established around 1884. Richa~d Phipps. is said to·have 
founded the community and given it the Salem name. ~rthur C. 
'Johnson, EARLY MORGAN e.o. 1974, P. 7.2]' II 2. 
'-". -"/"" 
c.oU.NT'f : " 
l/ BUTLER I @uhth.)~. !Ji43 sq. miles. Pop. 'l:13:Q~~ Seat: 
Morgantown. Established in 1810 from parts of Logan and 
Ohio Co's. and named for General Richard But1er-(1743-1791), 
Revolutionary War officer and l~ter Superintendent of Indian 
, '" 
Affairs for the Northern District who, with Ge;orge Rogers 
Clark, arranged the treaty of 1786 with the Shawnee and 
Delaware Indians. He was killed in Gen_',1. St.- 'Clair's ml,li-
tary campaign against the Ohio Inci'ians. 
~- - _.: .-- - _. ~- --.... --.. 
.. ; 
---_ .. ,-- -._.,- -----.---._- --..; ._- .::--~----'---
,-, 
~ BUTLER (Pendleton Co.): ~uht!l.;J (Butler, DeMossville). 
A 5th class city with an active post office and some 600 
-residents on KY· 177 and the w bank of the Licking River, 
about a mile w of US 27, and 7 air miles n of Falmouth. The 
community was first called Fourth Lock for the lock and dam 
whose construction had begun in 18)7 in an unsuccessful 
effort to make ;l;he Licking River navigable. It was later 
called Clayton, for reasons unknown, though a name more 
fitted than Fourth Lock to a town destined to grow. The town 
was established about1852!) when the Covington and Lexington 
(now L&N) Railroad was built tl!rough and may early have been 
called Butler Station, possibly at the suggestion of Joel 
Ram, a local contractor on the earlier dam project, for William 
O. Butler, U.S. Congressman from that districtU(18)9-184J). 
The post office, established March 10, 1857 as Clavton with 
Richard M.J. Wheeler, postmaster, was renamed Butler in 1860. 
The town was incorporated in 1868 and soon became an important 
industrial and trade center. tl) Typescript. of "Early Rist. of 
Butler, Pendleton Co., Ky." undated and unsigned feat. article 
in BUTLER ENTERPRISE, in Spec. ColI., UK Libr., (2) Ethel Bell, 
interview, 10/17/197i] 1~1, /7..7 0 
~ BUTTERFLY (Perry Co.): ~uht/~r/f1eYiJ (Krypton). A hamlet 
with an active post office on the North Fork of the Kentucky 
River, just below the mouth of Lower Second Creek, and 4 air 
miles nw of Hazard. The post office was established March 4, 
1920 with Mose C. Feltner, postmaster, and a1J.eged1y named 
for the large number of butterflies observed there. The 
local L&N Railroad station, since closed, was called Sonia, 
as was one of the 2 local schools, but it is not known why. 
~) Roscoe Davis, interview, 7/29/1978; (2) Allen Moore" 
Asst. Postmaster, Butterfly, Ky., in letter .to me, 5/)0/6i] IiIY,h.72. 
'. ~ . . 
viUTT.ONSBERRY (McLean Co.) I 'ljuhthnz/behr/eil (Livermore). Now a h~mlet 
on-, Ky - 85, 1 road mile west of the t own of Island (from which it has 
always received its mail) and 7t .air miles se. of Calhoun •. S.()metime be-
fore 1900 Alva Karnes opened a slope coal mine in that vic~nity from 
which he built a mile long tram that connected with the, Owensboro, and 
Nashville Branch of the L&N at Karnes Junction, just south of Island. 
The settlement that grew up around the mine is said to have been named 
Buttonsberry_after Karnes hadapied a but~on in a local berry patch. 
~atharyn Leachman, McLean Co. PNS ms, fall, 197~ "!32-
V BYBEE. (Madison Co.!): lieye/bii] (Mol;lerly, Pal).o.la)". A cr!,ssro~<j.;;; 
hamlet w~th an.active post office on old ~~/52,.lt mil~s fro~ the 
~stil~ Co. line.an<j. 8. air miles ea~t of ~ichmond, that grew uP .. 
ar()u!1d the By}:lee Po:ttery and was named for it. Ac::cording tg :).egenq. 
th!l p()-:t;t.ery was .!lstablished in the first decad~. of_ the 19t1). century, 
. ~ 
1?~1;_;:ecorded histo~y 'traces it.'Qack to 1~45 w\1.en_Eli .. CornE,'lisop 
iiliiaped .the first' eartl>~nwar.E) from the clay. depo~it~ J miJ,es away. 
family , . , 
and stilrted the/busine~s that _ i~ now. ~n i t~ ~ixth. gener;~tiOJ;l, (l!lakil'!g 
\ 
it elea:~ly thE) oldest existing ]?ott!lFY. west gf. the ~ll@gl:lonie!l), 
The post office was. es1;~1>lished Jiuly. 7, 1902 with r.'Iatt.T. Bybe§l:" 
postmaster. [.~j §Ois Campbell, "Bybee: Pottery; Shapes in Clay for. 
Five Generations" GUIDE TO MAD. CO. pub. by the Mad. Co. NEWSWEEK, 
:;l '1/7... 
spring-summer 1971, Pp. lO-l~ 
/ 
~YPRO (Floyd Co.) I @eye/pr~ (Wheelwright). A coal town 
with an active post office and a 1970 population,of some 500 
at the mouth of Otter Creek, a br'anch of Left (Fork of) 
Beaver Creek, and the junction of K¥ 122 and 306, 21t air 
miles s of Prestonsburg. The site may have been call.ed 
Briar B.ottom in the last quarter of the 19th century. The 
post office was established as Bypro May 19, 1926 with Roy 
E. Ylebb; postmaster, and named for the Byproduct Coal' Co. 
there. The local C&O Railroad station is called Vfueelwright 
Junction for it serves the mining town of Vfueelwright (q.v.) 
a short distance to the south. ~rmine Hall, interviewed by 
Patti Rose, ALC-OH Proj., 6/l6/l9?~ I Y-:>-9 
